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Abstract

A multifunctional accumulator-heat-exchanger-expander (AXE) device, which combines the 

functions of an accumulator, an internal heat exchanger, and an expander into one, is introduced 

into an automotive air-conditioning system to improve its performance while keeping the system 

compact. In such a device, non-adiabatic capillary flow plays an important role. The following work 

has been conducted to address the characteristics of flow as well as the device itself.

Two homogeneous models, ACAM and NACAM, have been successfully developed for 

adiabatic and non-adiabatic capillary flow, respectively. By developing a new correlation for the 

two-phase specific volume, they can handle a great range of mass flux for an arbitrary combination 

of parallel/counter flow and lateral/concentric heat exchangers. ACAM is a special case of NACAM 

where the thermal resistance across the tube wall is infinite. The prediction uncertainty is within 

±12.9% for adiabatic flow, ±10.3% for lateral heat exchangers, and ±20.0% for concentric heat 

exchangers.

To understand the influence of compressor speed on changes in pressures for a refrigeration 

system with and without an AXE, a series of experiments were conducted on an R134a-based test 

stand. The AXE was found to behave like a stabilizer, making the system less sensitive to the 

changes in compressor speed. Relative empirical correlations were developed with a deviation of 

less than ±5.3%. Oil effect is taken into account, and a "Quasi-Triangular Rule" is proposed to 

calculate the effectiveness of AXE without measured capillary outlet quality.

Further studies on carbon dioxide-based system are carried out. Heat transfer and fluid flow of 

a transcritical throttling process are investigated. A correlation that determines the optimum high 

pressure using the gas cooler outlet temperature, the effectiveness of internal heat exchanger, and

iii
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the suction line inlet quality is developed. The prediction uncertainty is within ±3.6%.

The above work can be very helpful not only in understanding the capillary flow for various 

working conditions, but also in either designing or evaluating a currently used or next-generation 

refrigeration system.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

With the continued advances in science and technology, humans are becoming more and more 

powerful in not only ensuring safe and healthy physical conditions but also making life easy and 

comfortable. During the course of this development, we have greatly changed the shape of our 

environment, the ecosystem of the whole earth, intentionally or unwillingly. From the nineteenth 

century to the present, this trend has been more and more obvious. Hundreds of huge cities have 

been erected, enormous highway systems spread to every comer of the earth, numerous dams 

bestride rivers, thousands of satellites hover in outer space, and large aircraft convey millions of 

people around the world; and so on and so forth. Meanwhile, deserts crawl over land that was once 

fertile soil, many species are facing extinction due to harmful industrial waste, air becomes thorny 

for breathing, global temperature continuously increases, disturbing the biological clocks of 

creatures, and people are more and more vulnerable to various diseases and cancers. We are at a 

critical point to protect our planet, to protect us from being devastated by ourselves. From the 

sustainable development point of view, we must find a way to save energy and protect the 

environment during the process when new technologies are being developed to better our living 

conditions.

As part o f our everyday life, refrigeration and air-conditioning systems, including

air-conditioners, refrigerators, freezers, chillers, food showcases, etc., are used extensively. Some of

l
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these applications are shown in Figure 1-1. Nowadays, the refrigeration industry has become

•  •

(a) Refrigerator1
2 (c) Portable thermoelectric

(b) Commercial air conditioning devices 3
ice chest

(d) Central air 
conditioning unit4

(e) Automotive air conditioner5
(f) LiBr-H20  absorption 

chiller6

<i3BP

(g) Vortex tube cooler' (h) Food showcase8 (i) Freezer vehicle9
Figure 1-1 Applications of refrigeration and air conditioning

1 Source: http://www.frigidaire.com/products/refrigerators/side-by-side/Counter_Depth/prod_PFlSC39EGS.asp
2 Source: http://www.haier.com.au/products/commercialac.aspx
3 Source: http://store.colemancampingstore.com/col6qtthcowi.html
4 Source: http://www.ebuild.eom/products/imageGallery.hwx/Q/productId.549720
5 Source: http://www.climatictesting.com/Automotive_AC_System_Calorimeter.htm
6 Source: http://saripuya.20un.com/absorption-chiller-manufacturers-pro.html
7 Source: http://www.exair.com/vortextube/vt_frmain.htm

8 Source: http://www.dragon-enterprise.com/products.asp?bigclassid=l6&smallclassid=66#
9 Source: http://www.env.go.jp/air/car/vehicles/die-018.htm
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symbol of modem society and these products consume a good portion of our energy supply.

The first artificial machine-powered refrigeration demonstration can be dated back to 1755 at 

the University of Glasgow in Scotland, where William Cullen used a pump to create a partial 

vacuum in a container full of ethyl ether, which then vaporized and absorbed heat from the 

surroundings (ASHRAE, 2006). The first practical refrigeration machine recognized by the industry 

was built by Jacob Perkins in 1834. Since then, refrigeration systems have kept changing people’s 

lives greatly. Their domestic applications include refrigerators, air conditioners, heat pumps, heat 

pipes for consumer electronic systems, and thermoelectric coolers. Their commercial applications 

include chillers, central units for air conditioning, showcase refrigerators, mobile air conditioning 

systems, and refrigerator vehicle. They also have very important usage in medical and military 

fields. Refrigerators have become standard equipment for almost every family in advanced 

countries, and air conditioners are more and more popular in providing a steady comfortable living 

condition. In 2001, 80.8 out of 107.0 million households in the U.S.A. used electric air-conditioning 

systems, which consumed 183 billion kWh and cost $15.94 billion (U. S. Department of Energy,

2004). In 2003, among the more than 11.5 million households in Canada, 43% were equipped with 

air-conditioning systems; almost every household used a refrigerator, and 30 percent used at least 

two; 61% of all households had freezers (National Resources Canada, 2005). If we suppose that 

Canadians use their air conditioners 1/4 as often as their American counterparts and assuming 

similar electricity price, Canadians consume 2.8 billion kWh at a cost of $240 million to air 

condition their houses. The averaged annual energy consumptions of refrigerators and freezers in

3
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2003 are 487.1 kWh and 369.1 kWh, respectively, which correspond to 730 and 260 million kWh 

for each type and $ 8 6  million in total. Based on the National Private Vehicle Use Survey in Canada

(2000), there were 14.2 million private vehicles operated for personal use in 1996. They traveled

247.6 billion kilometres and consumed 28 billion litres of fuel annually. Johnson (2002) showed the 

amount of fuel that was used for mobile air conditioning in the U.S.A.’s 213 million light duty 

vehicles was as much as 27 billion litres (they consumed 125.9 billion litres fuel in total), which is 

equivalent to 6 % of domestic petroleum consumption. Table 1 shows the average fuel consumption 

of Canada and the U.S.A. in 2004 (Metschies, 2005). If taking a 1/5 factor as usage frequency 

difference between the two countries, the amount of money used to air condition Canadian vehicles 

is about $1.07 billion.

Table 1-1 Vehicle fuel consumption of Canada and U.S.A. in 2004

Country

Fuel consumption Fuel prices Fuel Cost

Commercial
vehicles
(Diesel)

Passenger
cars

(Gasoline)
Diesel Gasoline Diesel Gasoline

(Billion litres) (Billion litres) (USD) (USD) (Billion USD) (Billion USD)

Canada 13.03 23.68 0 .6 8 0 .6 8 8 .8 6 16.10

U.S.A. 1670.31 185.81 0.57 0.54 952.08 100.34

1.1 Classification of refrigeration systems

Fundamentally, a refrigeration system is equipment that conveys heat from a cold location 

(heat source) to a hot location (heat sink) at the cost of a certain amount of energy input. Such 

energy consumption could be from either thermal, mechanical, or electrical sources, or a

4
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combination of them. Based on different mechanisms, refrigeration systems can be divided into 

several categories.

1.1.1 Phase change approach

The vapour compression cycle is the most commonly used refrigeration method. The latent 

heat of the working fluids, in the forms of sublimation, melting, or vaporization, is used to cool 

down high temperature materials or regions. For most cases, continuous refrigeration is required; 

since sublimation and melting are difficult to use in a cycle, vaporization is the dominant method 

adopted.

Vapour compression systems are the most popular system. Absorption refrigerators are mostly

used at locations where electricity is un-economic or industrial waste heat is available. Instead of

using a compressor to pump the refrigerant from the low pressure side to the high pressure, the

generator and absorber act as a thermal “compressor”. Heat is supplied to the generator, evaporating

the working fluid (of low boiling temperature) out of the weak solution and making the solution

strong; then the solution is conveyed to the absorber to absorb the low pressure refrigerant vapour

and become weak again. The refrigerant from the generator goes through a U-shape expansion tube

and enters the evaporator to provide cooling capacity. Water is used as the working fluid in most

vapour injection refrigerators, and thus the systems are adopted for air conditioning or cooling

water for industrial processes. Since two flows at different pressures are required for an injector, it

can be used in domestic refrigerators to improve system efficiency because there are two different

5
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temperature zones existing in the machine.

1.1.2 Vapour expansion approach

The vapour expansion cycle has four thermodynamic processes similar to the vapour 

compression cycle; the difference is that there is no phase change. The first and most important 

device is the air expansion refrigerator. The two main characteristics are that a gas turbine is 

adopted as an expansion device to recover work which is used for the compression process and the 

capability of providing temperatures lower than -80 °C with a one-stage structure. These make such 

an approach especially suitable for large-scale industrial applications.

1.1.3 Vortex flow approach

As a delicate, pure fluid mechanical device, a vortex tube takes advantages of the radial 

angular momentum difference between the swirl flow at the tube centre and that near the wall to 

generate two pressurized fluids with different temperatures and opposite flow directions. Figure 

l-l(g ) shows a commercial vortex tube. The basic physics inside is that the centered 

high-momentum flow dissipates part of its kinetic energy to the surrounding low momentum flow 

such that its temperature drops. Normally temperature drops of more than 50 °C can be obtained 

between the inlet and the cold end with the inlet air at a pressure of 4 bar and a temperature of 20 C 

(Stephan, 1983; Ahlbom, 2000). To generate flow separation, high speed inlet flow is required, and 

thus a compression device should be used as pre-processing equipment. Due to its quick start, easy

6
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of maintenance, and low temperature capabilities, vortex tubes are mostly used at small-scale 

applications where intermittent operation is a necessity. Combined with a heat regenerator and an 

injector, a vortex tube can provide even lower temperatures at better efficiencies.

1.1.4 Thermoelectric approach

Thermoelectric refrigeration is directly based on the Peltier-Seebeck effect that thermal 

differentials can be directly converted to electric voltage and vice versa for a closed loop composed 

of two different metals or semiconductors. The Peltier effect is the reverse of the Seebeck effect 

which creates a temperature difference from an electric voltage. Since semiconductors have more 

obvious Peltier effect than metals, they are widely used for refrigeration purposes. By placing 

thermal electric couplers in parallel and/or series, high cooling capacity and/or low temperature can 

be achieved. Thermoelectric refrigeration systems have many spectacular advantages: they are 

refrigerant-free, contain no moving parts, have no emission, are easy to maintain, the cold end 

temperature and its dropping speed can be adjusted by changing current, the cold end and hold end 

can be flipped by changing current direction, they are compact, etc. Currently the only drawback is 

their low efficiency at high cooling loads. Accordingly, they can be used in small capacity coolers 

such as shown in Figure l-l(c), thermostats, and are especially convenient in cooling electric chips.

1.1.5 Thermoacoustic approach

In the last 30 years, thermoacoustic refrigeration was proposed to reduce our dependence on

7
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vapour compression systems. Sound waves are used to modulate gas parcels, making them oscillate 

within a short distance inside a tube equipped with a stack. Gas parcels contract and expand during 

the oscillations, allowing the transport of heat from a low temperature reservoir to a high 

temperature ambient environment.

Limited by the poor performance of heat exchangers, thermoacoustic refrigerators have a 

relatively low thermodynamic perfection at 0.1~0.2 as opposed to 0.33-0.50 for conventional 

cycles (Wetzel and Herman, 1997). However, by properly selecting the geometric parameters and 

working fluids, a competitive performance can be achieved (Herman and Travnicek, 2006). Besides, 

with its capability of reaching liquid nitrogen temperature with a one-stage structure (Dai et al.,

2005), thermoacoustic refrigerator can be used for either refrigeration or cryogenics purposes where 

only small cooling loads need to be removed.

1.2 Two main driving forces —  high efficiency and low environment impact

Every system is designed to fulfill a specific goal. Motors convert electrical or chemical 

energy into mechanical energy; bicycles convey people from one place to another; computers take 

commands as input, compile them into machine codes, perform high speed calculations, and output 

digital results. For a refrigeration system, the goal is to remove heat from a cold heat reservoir to a 

hot heat reservoir. Among the many kinds of refrigeration systems, the most important evaluation 

criterion is efficiency. To fulfill this purpose, new techniques focused on improving individual 

component efficiency as well as system performance have been proposed by researchers. For

8
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example, consider the most popular vapour compression systems: component improvements mainly 

include heat transfer enhancement, developing new compressors with high efficiency, and 

optimization of device size enhancing heat transfer; systematic research consists of introducing new 

components or new cycles such that the irreversibility of the cycle can be reduced (details will be 

covered in the next chapter). At the same time, some new refrigeration methods emerged, aimed at 

replacing currently used systems in some special applications, like vortex tube and thermoacoustic 

refrigeration. Although a new system that can provide both comparative efficiency and cooling 

capacity to its vapour compression rival has yet to arrive, they are leading the way for the 

development of refrigeration technology.

The main motive of replacing currently used vapour compression systems is because the 

refrigerants are not ecologically safe. As for this topic, it would be better to go over the refrigerant 

history, a history of safety to both human beings and nature. The first generation refrigerants were 

natural gases or materials used in chemistry labs such as carbon dioxide, ether, ammonia, sulfur 

dioxide, etc. Nearly all of these refrigerants were either flammable, toxic or both, and some were 

even highly reactive. Thus accidents were common in the early years of the refrigeration industry. 

As one exception, carbon dioxide has no chemical disadvantages. However, it operates at high 

pressures (over 1 0 0  bar) that made long-time stable operation a big challenge in the context of 

contemporary technologies. In 1928, halocarbons (HCs) or chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) were 

synthesized by Thomas Midgley. The first commercialized CFC was R12 where “R” represents 

“refrigerant”. Since then, CFC-based refrigeration systems have spread around the world quickly

9
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and dominated the industry for about 50 years. During this period, usage of other refrigeration 

systems declined dramatically except for some special locales.

In 1974 the era of CFCs faced a serious challenge. Molina and Rowland (1974) suggested that 

long-lived organic halogen compounds, such as CFCs, might behave in a fashion that catalyzes the 

destruction of ozone in the stratosphere. Besides, CFC refrigerants also contributed to global 

warming. An increase in global temperature can cause other changes, including a rising sea level 

and variance of precipitation. These changes are thought to be the cause of extreme weather events, 

such as floods, droughts, and hurricanes. To evaluate the impact of CFCs on the environment, two 

indices were proposed: Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) and Global Warming Potential (GWP). 

On March 22, 1985, 21 countries passed the 1985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the 

Ozone Layer to increase public awareness of the potentially harmful impact on human health and 

the environment through modification of the ozone layer, and take effective steps to protect them. 

About two years later (September 16, 1987), 46 countries signed the Montreal Protocol on 

Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. The Montreal Protocol is an international treaty designed 

to protect the ozone layer by phasing out a number of substances that are believed to destroy the 

ozone layer. A timetable was enacted on which those substances, most of them are CFCs and halons 

(substances used as blowing and/or extinguishing agents), had to be phased out and eventually 

eliminated. As a collective effort against global warming, the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change was signed on December 11, 1997 and entered into 

force on February 16, 2005. According to the Climate Action Network (2006), more than 160

10
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countries and over 61% of global greenhouse gases emissions are covered by the Kyoto Protocol.

Inspired by the Montreal Protocol and the Kyoto Protocol, the refrigeration industry is 

endeavouring to reduce the refrigerant impact on the environment. Traditionally used refrigerants 

(such as R22 and R134a) are and will be phased out in favour of carbon hydrates (such as R290 and
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Figure 1-2 Schematic diagram of an AAC system 10

R600a) and natural refrigerants (such as carbon dioxide). Among these alternatives, carbon dioxide 

distinguishes itself as a potential low-cost replacement with high specific heat, high thermal 

conductivity, low viscosity, and excellent availability. The transcritical CO2 system is of great

10 Modified from http://www.parker.com/ead/cm2.asp?cmid=6366
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interest to the automotive industry, where it is known as an automotive air conditioning (AAC)

system.

Figure 1-2 illustrates a typical AAC system, where two evaporators are adopted to provide a 

flexible conditioning method and better air distribution inside the passenger compartment. Unlike 

traditional refrigeration systems where the four components present are a compressor, a condenser, 

an expander (thermal expansion valve or capillary tube), and an evaporator, in AAC system an 

accumulator is used to accommodate greatly changing environmental conditions.

logP

CO2 cycle

R134a cycle

h

Figure 1-3 Comparison between transcritical and subcritical cycles on a \ogP-h diagram

Currently, the refrigerant used is R134a, a type of hydrofluorocarbon (HFC). It has no ODP 

and less GWP than CFCs. However, increasing concerns about global warming brought about the

12
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opinion that R134a should not be used long-term because of its GWP, which is 1300 times that of 

carbon dioxide. Now researchers in the AAC industry are actively working on alternative working 

fluids for clean refrigeration, and three main candidates, R600a, R290, and CO2, have been 

considered. Research interests turn to these fluids because of their low GWPs; particular attention is 

being given to CO2, which is also known as R744. R600a and R290 have thermodynamic properties 

similar to R134a, but their volumetric cooling capacities are small; furthermore, they are flammable 

and thus only feasible for fixed location or large-scale applications.

 R134a cycle

CO2 cycle

v_ _

Figure 1-4 Comparison between transcritical and subcritical cycles on a T-s diagram

Compared with R600a and R290, CO2 exists naturally and is a by-product of many processes 

such as the production of beer or NH3. CO2 is not produced specifically for use as a refrigerant; it 

can be captured from industrial processes, and then refined for use in refrigeration systems. If 

released, the overall volume of CO2 gas in the atmosphere does not change. Therefore, using CO2 as 

a refrigerant will not impact global warming. In addition to its environmental advantages, the CO2

13
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has attractive thermal characteristics which make it a viable alternative refrigerant. From an 

engineering point of view, the main drawback of using CO2 as a refrigerant lies in its high operation 

pressures. For example, in a typical AAC system without an internal heat exchanger (IHX), the 

refrigerant evaporates at around 0 °C, the corresponding low side pressures of R134a, R600a, and 

R290 are 2.93 bar, 4.70 bar, and 1.575 bar, respectively, while that of CC^is 34.86 bar. When the 

ambient temperature rises to 35 °C, the high side pressures for the first three refrigerants are around

11.6 bar, 6.2 bar, and 15.3 bar accordingly. Since the critical temperature of CO2 is only around 

31 °C, the cycle passes to the supercritical region, and pressure and temperature are no longer in 

one-to-one correspondence. However, the high side pressure is on the order of 100 bar. Pressure 

differences from the high-side to the low-side are as high as ten times. Figure 1-3 shows a 

schematic comparison between CO2 and R134a systems on a logP-h diagram, and Figure 1-4 is the 

corresponding comparison on a T-s diagram. Even though safety issues are more closely considered 

in new systems, the explosion energy of a CO2 system is actually no greater than a traditional 

refrigeration system. CO2 works at much higher pressures than CFCs and HCFCs, which provides 

high volumetric cooling capacity (five times higher than R22 and R134a), and thus makes it 

possible to build a compact AAC system. The small viscosity provides more opportunity in 

introducing new small size heat exchangers into the system, which can further decrease the system 

dimensions. Though the wall of each component is thicker so as to ensure operational safety (partly 

compromising the deduction of system weight), the new system will be more compact and lighter to 

some extent. Besides, new material technology allows higher pressures in the thermodynamic cycle, 

which ensures the operational safety and system performance.

14
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Another obvious characteristic of a CO2 AAC system is the essential existence of an IHX. 

Normally heat exchangers are applied in large-scale systems to increase the cycle efficiency, but 

rarely used in domestic and mid-scale refrigeration systems due to cost and weight considerations. 

The low critical temperature also means that the traditional condenser is actually a “gas cooler” 

because there is no liquid formed at the outlet of the component. If the refrigerant is directly 

throttled to the low side pressure, the quality at the evaporator inlet is around 0.5, i.e. the specific 

cooling capacity qo is limited to a narrow range and only half of the potential heat might possibly be 

used to generate cooling capacity. In fact, for the sake of oil circulation, the quality at the evaporator 

outlet should be less than 1 so as to entrain some oil to the compressor, thus making qo even smaller. 

For a given cooling capacity Qe, a smaller qo means more mass flow rate, which results in larger 

compressor and conveying tubes, and thus more weight. To solve this problem, an internal heat 

exchanger, exchanging heat between the gas cooler outlet to the expander inlet and the evaporator 

outlet to the compressor inlet is introduced. After proper selection, the system performance can be 

kept at least equal to traditional refrigeration systems, which will be discussed in the following 

section. Further, an internal heat exchanger could avoid sweating on the suction line and slugging 

the compressor.

For a typical refrigeration system, a compressor, a condenser, an expander, and an evaporator 

are four essential components; an accumulator is adopted in traditional AAC systems (e.g. using 

R134a as refrigerant) to adjust the system charge; an internal heat exchanger is introduced in CO2 

AAC systems to better the system design and performance. The European AAC industry is expected
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to start switching to CO2 in 2009 and the North American industry is expected to follow three to 

five years later (Donkers and Vainio, 2004). Moreover, in commercial refrigeration applications, 

CO2 is also used as refrigerant or liquid/gas phase change secondary refrigerant at the low pressure 

stage in cascade systems (Billiard, 2002).

1.3 Focus of the current research

The current research will be focused on an AAC system equipped with a multi-functional 

device, AXE, which combines the functions of accumulator, internal heat exchanger, and expansion 

device into one simple component. Investigations on its behaviour and feasibility in both current 

and next generation refrigeration systems will be covered. Proper parameter ranges for operation 

will be discussed and relative suggestions will be provided. Detailed aspects of the research are as 

follows.

1. Develop a homogeneous numerical model for AXE, and investigate the relationships between 

thermodynamic parameters (such as high pressure, low pressure, viscosity, conductivity) and 

geometric parameters (such as inner diameter, outer diameter, length, roughness) to provide 

support in determining an optimal parameter range of operation.

2. Verify the simulation model by comparing with experimental data in open literature. At the 

same time, perform comparative experiments using traditional and newly-developed 

equipment and facilities that are set up in-house to simulate real driving conditions and
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further test the model.

3. Improve understanding for the mini-scale working mechanism of the novel multi-functional 

device.

4. Investigate Influences when a refrigeration system shifts from subcritical to transcritical, and 

AXE behaviour in both regimes.

5. Investigate the influence of AXE on the system performance, especially the mass flow rate 

and operation pressures.

6 . Expand the applicability of the AXE simulation model to make it tolerant to different: 

applications, either a low-capacity refrigerator or high-capacity air conditioner; working 

fluids, such as R134a and CO2 ; flow arrangements, including parallel and counter flow; and 

heat exchanger types, which can be lateral or concentric.
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Chapter 2 

Literature review

Often devices are added to an AAC system to make it run well, while increasing its complexity 

and weight at the same time. For the sake of compactness and high efficiency, many investigations 

have been undertaken. These works can be divided into two categories: improvement in system 

structure and investigation of componential mechanism.

2.1 Structural improvement

Since the traditional four parts have been well developed, there is little possibility to integrate 

some of them. Hence, the prior art focused on simplifying the structure of newly introduced devices, 

such as the IHX and the accumulator. Together with the expansion device, these three components 

are smaller than the other components. Accordingly, some integration research has been performed 

on how to reduce the number of components. On the other hand, new components are being 

proposed to improve the cycle efficiency.

2.1.1 Component integration

As for component integration of the three small devices, four possible integrating 

combinations are available, and they are a) accumulator-expander; b) accumulator-IHX; c) 

IHX-expander; and d) accumulator-IHX-expander. Several designs have been proposed by Mei and
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Chen (1993; 1997), Geiger et al. (2002), Dickson et al. (2002), Zhang et al. (2003), Makizono et al. 

(2003), and Yin et al. (2004). Except for Mei and Chen (1997), all the designs consider an 

integration of the IHX and the accumulator, while the expander is left as an independent device.

Mei and Chen (1993) put a segment of tube containing refrigerant from the condenser directly 

into the accumulator, and part of that was inside the liquid. By this means the hot liquid can be 

substantially cooled down which greatly reduces the quality at the evaporator inlet such that the 

tube surface area of the evaporator can be more effectively used. Four years later, Mei and Chen 

(1997) improved their system by integrating the expander with the accumulator-IHX, where a 

capillary functions as both an expander and part of a heat exchanger. The capillary is immersed in 

the accumulator liquid. Hot refrigerant enters it, being throttled and dissipating heat to the 

surrounding liquid.

According to Geiger et al. (2002), the main IHX has a multichannel tube wound into a radial 

spiral or a meander shape and is placed inside the accumulator. To get better performance, an 

additional multichannel IHX could be placed between the main IHX and the condenser/gas cooler.

An IHX was placed in the accumulator with different embodiments as illustrated by Zhang et 

al. (2003). The first type of heat exchanger to be used was concentric tubes, where the low 

temperature fluid goes through the internal tube. The heat exchanger is then placed underneath the 

deflector (a device preventing liquid from directly entering the J-tube). Another type is to wind a
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single radial spiral and place it on top of the reflector.

Makizono et al. (2003) divided the accumulator into two separate parts and designated the 

upper chamber for heat exchange. Most of volume of the IHX is used to contain the low 

temperature refrigerant, and the refrigerant from the condenser enters it and is cooled down. A 

plurality of parallel microchannels could be used to contain the high side refrigerant and shaped as a 

radial spiral. Detailed inlet and outlet structures were also provided.

Dickson et al. (2002) use a specific reservoir to store the liquid of the accumulator and wind 

the heat exchanging tubes around its outer wall. Vapor from the evaporator goes across the tubes 

and cools the high temperature fluid inside.

Yin et al. (2004) proposed another device to combine the IHX and the accumulator. A 

multichannel strip containing high temperature refrigerant was attached in parallel to the J-shape 

tube of the accumulator for most of the length. Fins were adopted to increase the heat transfer 

performance. Part of the IHX is immersed in the accumulator liquid.

Except for Mei and Chen (1997), all the other approaches were dealing with integration of the

accumulator and the IHX. For those designs placing the IHX in the upper part of the accumulator,

there is no theoretical difference with the discretized systems. For those designs immersing part of

or the entire heat exchanger unit into the accumulator liquid, the temperature difference between the

in-tube capillary flow and the outside flow is higher than the previous design. But the system
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performance change little, though the design can decrease the size of evaporator, which is 

meaningful for size-sensitive applications such as automotive refrigeration/air conditioning 

systems.

Mei and Chen (1997) proposed an illuminating complete integration of the three components 

into one simple device, but it still has its shortcomings. From a thermodynamic point of view, the 

specific cooling capacity is increased at the cost of vaporizing a certain amount of liquid, which 

generates extra gaseous flow to be compressed. The suction line refrigerant quality is mainly 

determined by the size of and the pressure drop over the accumulator. They do not change much in 

this case. Therefore, both the cooling capacity and the power consumption increase. Due to 

irreversibly losses, the system performance should be somewhat lower than a cycle without an IHX.

2.1.2 New component to improve cycle efficiency

As the key component of a refrigeration system, numerous related researches have been

carried out on the compressor to improve its efficiency. One of the most important improvements is

an intercooled two-stage compressor proposed by Yamasaki et al. (2001). Two-stage compressors

are suitable for applications where large pressure lift is expected for two reasons: the poor

compressor performance at a high pressure ratio, and the difficulty in compressing a “too-large”

pressure difference (due to a lack of reliable sealing), which is especially important for CO2 cycles.

In the thesis, because of its compact size, light weight, and high reliability, a hermetic CO2 rolling

piston compressor was considered as the original model to be improved. A two-cylinder, two-stage
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compression design that ensures low vibration and low noise level was developed. The new 

compressor was shortly applied in domestic heat pump water heaters. In the patents that followed 

Matsumoto et al. (2004), and Sato el al. (2005), provided details about the design. According to 

Matsumoto et al. (2004) the refrigerant was compressed and discharged by the first rotary 

compression element, then drawn into the second element, being compressed and discharged 

thereby. The ratio of discharge port areas (the second element over the first element) was set to be 

smaller than the ratio of displacements. The ratio of area is between 0.55 and 0.85 of the ratio of 

displacement. Sato el al. (2005) further detailed the cooling device that cools down the refrigerant 

from the first compression element and thus decreases the compression work of the second element. 

A C0 2 -driven cooling system that could provide higher efficiency than its R134a-based counterpart 

was proposed by Inoue et al. (2005), which consists of a newly designed two-stage compressor and 

internal heat exchanger. The system was expected to be applied in a wider range of applications 

including showcases and freezers.

Other efforts to improve compressor efficiency are specially focused on refrigerators. Different 

from other cycles where only one evaporating temperature is desired, two steady temperatures need 

to be kept for the freezer chest and the cooler chamber. Three approaches can be adopted to 

maintain two evaporating temperatures: there can be two refrigeration cycles, or non-azeotropic 

refrigerant mixtures can be used or else two capillary tubes with a proper mixing device can be 

placed at the compressor inlet. It is neither economical nor feasible to put two separate systems into 

one refrigerator shell which has space and weight limitations. So using two refrigeration cycles is
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not a good approach. Non-azeotropic refrigerants are a feasible solution. The component with the 

lower boiling point evaporates in the cooler chamber, and the other component with the higher 

boiling temperature evaporates in the freezer chest. There is little or no requirement of system 

modification, which makes it suitable for improving the performance of current refrigerators. But 

the biggest challenge is the long-term performance, which greatly relies on the composition of 

refrigerant mixtures. The composition will change with leakage, and the system performance 

deteriorates rapidly if the designed optimum composition ratio cannot be well maintained. Due to 

this, a double-circuit refrigeration cycle with a new compressor was proposed and analyzed by 

Chen et al. (2001). Gas Compensating Process (GCP) in a single-cylinder compressor was allowed 

such that returning refrigerant vapours at different pressures could be conveyed into the compressor 

without adding extra devices. The feasibility of using this GCP compressor in a domestic 

refrigerator for production of a larger cooling capacity was carried out. Based on a thermodynamic 

model, relative simulating programs were developed, in which refrigerant mass flow rates of the 

suction process and the compensating process were dependent parameters that varied with suction 

temperature, the position of the compensating chamber, piston shape and the physical 

characteristics of cylinder and suction valve. Accordingly, a curve of cooling capacity was drawn. 

Theoretical analysis showed that when the first intake temperature is constant, there exists an 

optimum size of the compensating chamber that maximizes the cooling capacity. The new 

compressor could greatly enhance cooling capacity.

It needs to be mentioned that the two-stage compressor could be used as an effective
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component for refrigerators. Because it intakes gas at two different pressures, the high pressure 

refrigerant from the condenser can be mixed with the discharged refrigerant from the first 

compression element and then sent to the second compression element. Further investigation is 

required to determine whether the two-stage compressor is better than the GCP or not.

2.2 Thermal physical investigation

Many researchers are endeavouring to improve the performance of heat exchangers and 

accumulators; the main input is from Lin et al., Bansal et al., Melo et al., Garcia et al., 

Radarmacher et al., Hmjak et al., Domanski et al., and Pettersen et al.. Their work can be 

categorized into three main areas: capillary flow study, system performance research, and 

investigation of refrigerants and lubricants.

2.2.1 Capillary flow study

Lin’s work is closely related to experimental capillary flow behaviour, especially the pressure 

drop. The metastable flow phenomenon inside two capillary tubes using R12 as the working fluid 

was presented by Li et al. (1990). The tubes are 1.50 m long, and have inner diameters of 0.66 mm 

and 1.17 mm, respectively. It was found that the underpressure of vaporization is low with large 

capillary inner diameter, greater subcooling degrees, and low mass flux. The metastable region is 

short with a large capillary inner diameter as well. The flash point, where the fluid begins to 

vaporize, does not change much with the back pressure, but the flow pressure in the two-phase 

region varies if the flow is choked.
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Based on their experimental results, the frictional pressure drop factor in these capillary tubes 

was further investigated (Lin et al., 1991). It was found that the single-phase frictional factor can be 

calculated by Churchill’s equation (Churchill, 1977). For the two-phase region, a model was 

developed and can predict experimental data with uncertainties of about 15%. They also proposed 

that the quality profile is non-linear and increases more rapidly near the capillary exit, which 

directly leads to a sharp pressure drop in that region.

When the refrigerant was changed from R12 to R134a and non-adiabatic capillary flow was 

taken into account, underpressure of vaporization was investigated experimentally by Chen and Lin 

(2001). A capillary-tube-suction-line heat exchanger was considered, where a capillary of 1.50 m 

length and 0.6 mm inner diameter was partially soldered to a suction line of 1.36 m length and 4 

mm inner diameter. The first 0.14 m and the last 0.1 m of the suction line were unattached with the 

capillary. Experimental results showed the underpressure of vaporization decreases with an increase 

of heat transfer. A correlation based on experimental data and classic nucleation theory was then 

developed to predict the underpressure of vaporization of refrigerant flow for both adiabatic and 

non-adiabatic situations.

Bansal dabbled in many aspects of system analysis, but his most important contribution is on 

capillary flow study. An empirical approach was presented to develop simple correlations for sizing 

both adiabatic and non-adiabatic capillary tubes (Bansal and Rupasinghe, 1996). The maximum 

disagreement was found to be less than ±8 % for both cases. Later on they proposed a homogeneous
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model for expansion in a capillary (Bansal and Rupasinghe, 1998), which was used to investigate 

the relationships between thermodynamic and fluid flow parameters and could give valuable 

information in sizing capillary expansion devices and determining the critical choking condition.

Based on the adiabatic model, Xu and Bansal (2002) developed a non-adiabatic homogeneous 

model for capillary flow. R134a was used as the working fluid in this study. The model was 

developed based on assumptions that a lateral counter flow heat exchanger arrangement was 

considered, and no oil was entrained into the flow. The model accuracy was found to be within 

±20%. By analyzing the flow behaviour using the model, the refrigerant tends to condense again 

within the heat exchanger region after it enters the two-phase region when the heat transfer effect is 

too strong, which can be treated as a fundamental description of “re-condensation”. Such 

phenomenon was discussed in detail by them in a following study (Bansal and Xu, 2003), where 

re-condensation was considered to be responsible for the discontinuities in some operation 

conditions. This is particularly obvious for high condensation temperatures. If re-condensation 

exists, a much longer capillary tube is required to throttle the refrigerant flow to a choking 

condition.

To obtain a parametric range of choking situations, Bansal and Wang (2004) presented a 

homogeneous adiabatic model. The model was validated by comparing with experimental data for 

R22, R134a, and R600a; the agreement is within ±7%. Through extensive parametric analysis, a 

new diagram called the “full range simulation diagram” was proposed as a visual approach to help
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understand the choking situation, which could be treated as a graphical explanation of fanno flow in

capillaries.

Yang and Bansal (2005) investigated the influences of different parameters on a suction 

capillary-tube-suction-line heat exchanger using R134a and R600a as refrigerant. They found 

R134a outperforms R600a in both heat transfer rate and cooling capacity. If the inlet capillary tube 

is not well insulated before it attaches to the suction line, an 8 % to 1 0 % drop of heat transfer rate 

was observed.

As a further improvement in study on re-condensation phenomena, Bansal and Yang (2005) 

carried out a simulation work for non-adiabatic situations using R134a and R600a, respectively. A 

simple linear correlation was developed to express the relationship between the changes in pressure 

drop and the temperature along the capillary tube. Convergence problems were met when 

re-condensation occurs and the evaporating temperature is relatively low.

There are two aspects of Bansal’s team’s work that need further investigation. One is the heat 

transfer condition in concentric tube heat exchangers. Even in his latest non-adiabatic analysis on 

capillary flow, they only simulated the lateral tube heat exchanger of domestic refrigeration systems. 

Owing to a high two-phase heat transfer coefficient surrounding the inner tube, it could be 

reasonably expected that the concentric situation will give more heat transfer. The other is that most 

refrigerants being used in the discussion will be phased out in the near future, while the new
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features using CO2 is not available in his work yet. Because the CO2 cycle is transcritical, some 

particular characteristics should be considered. For example, Fang et al. (2001) pointed out that the 

inertial drag force plays an important role in the pressure drop inside a gas cooler, so it ought to be 

included in the momentum balance equation. Moreover, sharp changes of thermophysical 

parameters near the critical point will cause convergence problems, which is a big challenge for 

simulation. The first problem was taken into account by Melo et al. and Garcia et al., as will be 

shown below. The second question is still an open area and not many achievements can be found in 

open literature.

Experiments on adiabatic capillary flow using different refrigerants including R12, R134a, and 

R600a were conducted and over 1000 sets of data were summarized by Melo et al. (1999). Five 

geometric and operational parameters, including capillary length, capillary inner diameter, 

subcooling, condensation pressure, and refrigerant type, were taken into account for eight 

capillaries. Capillary inner diameter was found to affect the mass flow rate greatly. Under the same 

condensation pressure, the mass flow rate of R134a is slightly lower than R12 and about 33% 

higher than R600a. The Buckingham Pi theorem (1914) was adopted to derive a non-dimensional 

correlation to predict the mass flow rate and it is in good agreement with the measured data and 

other results from the open literature. The correlation is useful in the direct calculation of the mass 

flow rate of the system if the capillary size and a working condition are given.

For non-adiabatic flow, R600a was experimentally evaluated on concentric capillary-tube-
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suction-line heat exchangers in household refrigerators. Two correlations of the mass flow rate and 

the suction line outlet temperature were experimental determined, separately. The effects of each 

parameter were shown in column charts, which provide a direct comparison of their relative 

importance.

Garcia et al. (2002a) developed a one-dimensional numeric method to analyze capillary flow 

for pure and mixed refrigerants. Metastable regions in liquid and two-phase region were considered, 

and the model is capable of calculating adiabatic and non-adiabatic flow for critical or non-critical 

conditions for steady as well as transient situations. Comparisons with experimental results showed 

that considering the metastable region will improve prediction accuracy of the mass flow rate 

(Garcia et al. 2002b). Good agreements were obtained between simulated and measured data for 

both adiabatic flow and non-adiabatic concentric type flow.

Garcia et al. (2006a) further improved upon their earlier mathematic model; different 

correlations for concentric and lateral heat exchangers were presented so as to obtain better 

prediction results. The same Newton-Raphson algorithm as used in Garcia et al. (2002a) was 

adopted in iterations of mass calculation. Of all 196 measured mass flow rates, 96.4% of them are 

predicted within an error of ±15% and averaged at ±6.3%. Of the 143 data points for suction line 

outlet temperature, 89.5% of them are predicted by variations within ±2 °C and the mean value is 

±0.98 °C. Divergences were also reported at those conditions at which re-condensation occurred.
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2.2.2 System performance research

Brown et al. (2002) compared the performance of two AAC systems using R134a and CO2 as 

refrigerant. As suggested by Boewe et al. (1999) and Preissner et al. (2000), an additional IHX was 

adopted in the CO2 cycle. Calculation results showed that under various conditions the CO2 cycle 

performs 21% less efficiently when the ambient temperature is 32.2 °C and 34% less effectively at 

48.9 °C. The disparity was mainly attributed to the large entropy generation in the gas cooler for the 

CO2 cycle. Two points can be addressed. One is that the COP performance of the transcritical cycle 

can be further improved. In the comparison, the optimum discharge pressure might not have been 

achieved. The effectiveness of the IHX can be optimized to improve the cooling capacity while still 

maintaining a proper discharge temperature at the same time. The isentropic efficiencies for both 

cycles were the same in the comparison, which is conservative for real systems. In fact, a CO2 

compressor will benefit from a lower compression ratio, making the isentropic efficiency at not 

worse than that of an R134a compressor. Moreover, as previously mentioned, a specially designed 

CO2 compressor can greatly improve the system performance (Inoue et al., 2005). The second point 

is that water heating might be another promising application field for CO2 systems because of the 

thermal driven force and excellent supercritical thermal physical properties of the fluid. Hwang and 

Radermacher (1998) compared the theoretical performance of R22-based and CC^-based systems 

for water heating and water chilling applications. They concluded that the CO2 cycle provides better 

performance.
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As for Radermacher, his team is concentrated on simulation and optimization and gave 

detailed models for accumulators, micro channel heat exchangers and space heat pumps. Zhao et al.

(2 0 0 1 ) built a CO2 test rig, and developed a semi-empirical model for predicting capacities of heat 

exchangers by introducing two new parameters, CTA (moisture condensate factor) and BTA 

(superheat related factor). The model results agree with experimental results of the evaporator 

within 13%, while predicting the experimental data of the gas cooler within 20%. The greater 

difference for the gas cooler might be caused by the significant property changes occurring at the 

supercritical area, especially near the critical point. His team also developed a numerical model for 

an accumulator using R134a as refrigerant (Schwarz et al., 2002). The model quantifies the pressure 

drop and discusses the influences of oil; it could not provide satisfactory coordination with the real 

device in monitoring liquid height.

Pettersen’s team originated from Lorentzen who foresaw the renewed importance of the CO2 

refrigeration system (Lorentzen and Pettersen, 1992; Lorentzen and Pettersen, 1993). They are 

focused on investigating micro scale heat transfer characteristics, especially related to CO2 

refrigeration systems. His group developed a microchannel gas cooler (Pettersen et a l, 1998) that 

showed competitive performance with traditional round tube gas coolers but were smaller and 

lighter. Compared with channels of normal size, microchannels have many heat transfer advantages. 

They provide an increased heat transfer surface area and a large surface-to-volume ratio, which 

results in much better heat transfer. Pettersen et al. (2002) further discussed the feasibility of 

manufacturing a domestic micro propane heat pump using MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical
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Systems) technology. Under certain conditions and with relatively low pressure drop, the heat 

transfer coefficient in a micro condenser is between 7,000 W/(m2-K) and 8,000 W/(m2-K), and in 

micro evaporator the number could even reach as high as 20,000 W/(m2-K). Although these values 

would be different when using CO2 as the working fluid, similar results can be expected because 

CO2 has low viscosity. This speculation was validated by Munkejord et al. (2002) and the 

two-phase heat transfer coefficient was found to be more than 10,000 W/(m2-K). One important 

result of their paper is the selection of proper refrigerant flux. Low mass flux is recommended for 

prevention of both a large pressure drop (that would cause smaller temperature difference) and dry 

out (that would greatly affect the heat transfer coefficient). The relationship between the two-phase 

flow distribution in a microchannel heat exchanger and its geometric parameters, including inlet 

pipe length and inlet pipe inner diameter, was discussed in detail by Vist and Pettersen (2004). As a 

staged product of their work, a comprehensive fundamental process and system design for a CO2 

vapour compression system was provided by Kim et al. (2004). Microchannels support high mass 

flux with a relatively low temperature gradient; however, they also have possible weaknesses such 

as high pressure drop, flow mal-distribution, and high cost of manufacturing, depending on the 

refrigerant choice and the design being adopted. Compared with other gases, low viscosity CO2 fits 

microchannels better; the flow could be well distributed under proper design; and of course, the 

manufacturing cost could be lowered by mass production.

Hmjak’s group is more focused on understanding flow behaviour and improving heat 

exchanger effectiveness through experimental means. ElSherbini et al. (2003) made much
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instructive progress in the heat contact resistance of heat exchangers that could be included in the 

numerical model. The experimental results show as much as a 50% difference in contact heat 

resistance between brazed fin-tube joints and unbrazed joints. Hmjak et al. (2001) also investigated 

the running performance of a transcritical heat pump and discussed the design optimization of gas 

coolers.

Liao et al. (2000) analyzed the optimum heat rejection pressure to maximize COP. Their work 

is based on a steady fluid flow model: the change of kinetic energy is not considered. This 

simplification is feasible for typical heat exchangers, while not exactly applicable to supercritical 

situations. Because of the special properties of CO2 (the specific volume changes greatly at 

high-side pressure and low-side pressure), kinetic energy should be incorporated. Zhao and Liao

(2 0 0 2 ) also performed another investigation on film condensation heat transfer inside mini 

triangular channels. The three-zone method is well developed and discussed in the paper, which 

provides an efficient way to unveil the physics of fluid flow in small geometries.

2.2.3 Investigations on refrigerants and lubricants

Grebner and Crawford (1993) measured the pressure-temperature-concentration relations and 

developed a model that covers R12/naphthenic mineral oil, R12/paraphinic mineral oil, R134a/PAG 

oil, and R134a/Ester oil. Thermodynamic properties at three lubricant concentrations (1%, 5%, and 

1 0 %) were calculated using the model.
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Wang et al. (2006) investigated the effects of vapour quality and oil concentration on the 

performance of a swash plate compressor in detail. Vapour quality does not affect volumetric 

efficiency but does affect isentropic efficiency. When the quality increases from 0.8 to 0.9, the heat 

exchanger’s performance goes down. Only a portion of the liquid refrigerant evaporates. An 

evaporation ratio was proposed to embody this phenomenon; it decreases with compressor speed 

and quality.

Joudi et al. (2003) put five refrigerants, R12, R134a, R290, R600a and a mixture of 

R290/R600a (62/38 molar fraction), into a model separately to determine the most suitable 

alternative for R12. Results show the mixture is the best choice. After that, an experimental 

comparison was carried out between R12-based and R290/R600a-based systems. The R12 and 

R290/R600a systems behaved similarly: R12 was superior in pressures, fVcomp, and COP, whereas 

the mixture outperformed pure R12 in subcooling, superheating, evaporator exit air temperature, 

and cooldown time. The system is a receiver/dryer type, and no IHX is taken into account.

Itard (1995) found that wet compression for heat pumps using R12, R123, NH3, and NH3/H2O 

(80/20) was not found to be beneficial to the system performance. Thermodynamic analysis shows 

that for non-azeotropic mixtures, solution recirculation offers better system performance. The 

reason might be that the excessive liquid refrigerant increases the heat transfer coefficient, and thus 

improving heat transfer.
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Yoster and Meyer (2000) studied wet compression versus dry compression in heat pumps. In 

total 34 pure refrigerants and 31 non-azeotropic binary mixtures are considered. All re-entrant shape 

refrigerants and mixtures were found to yield better COPs at dry compression. Only R22, R32, and 

NH3 with bell-shaped T-s curves reached higher COPs at wet compression. An R134a-based system 

cannot benefit from wet compression. For R22, R32, and NH3, though COP increases with wet 

compression, heat capacity decreases.
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Chapter 3

Flow behaviour in adiabatic and non-adiabatic capillary tubes

A capillary tube is a long-drawn tube with small inner diameter ranging from 0.5 to 3 mm and 

used as expansion device in refrigeration systems, especially in domestic refrigerators. In an AAC 

clutch cycling orifice tube (CCOT) system, an orifice tube converts hot, high pressure liquid from 

the condenser into cold, low pressure, two-phase flow before entering the evaporator. When in 

conjunction with an orifice tube, an accumulator located between the evaporator and the 

compressor stores excess fluid to accommodate various mass flow rates due to various climates, 

trapping the contaminates and absorbing moisture in the flow. The main characteristic of a CCOT 

system is that there are no moving parts in the expansion device, lowering the manufacturing cost 

and simplifying the maintenance. Since the tube diameter is fixed, the flow has to be metered by 

turning the compressor on and off, hence the name CCOT. Another approach to control the flow 

between the high side and the low side of a system is to use a thermal expansion valve (TXV). A 

thermocouple is attached at the evaporator outlet, and the temperature is used to meter the flow 

passing the TXV. The magnitude of the restriction is determined by the size of the opening of the 

valve. In the current research, the orifice tube is replaced by a capillary tube with larger inner 

diameter and greater length. There are two reasons for doing this. Firstly, it ensures the same 

pressure drop as was created using the orifice tube. Secondly, the longer tube provides more surface 

area, which allows it to function as a heat exchanger in the new device. For analysis, capillaries can
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be divided into two types: adiabatic and non-adiabatic. This chapter will discuss the capillary flow 

characteristics of both cases and examine the differences between them.

logP
Condenser

IHX

Evaporator Accumulator

SoU

Figure 3-1 Schematic and \ogP-h diagram of an R134a-based AAC system with an IHX

log P

Condenser

AXE

Evaporator

i-io
<X>

<D
Ui

I*oU

Figure 3-2 Illustration of a refrigeration system with an AXE 

Figure 3-land Figure 3-2 contain schematic diagrams as well as relative logP-h diagrams of two

refrigeration systems. Figure 3-1 is an AAC system equipped with three separate devices, an

accumulator, an IHX, and an expansion device. The cycle is represented by loop l ’-2’-3’-4’- r .  The

hot refrigerant exiting the condenser (point 3) gives heat to the cold fluid from the evaporator (point

1), making the temperature of itself decrease to point 3’ and that of the other flow increase to point

1’. If the IHX is removed, the rest of the system will be a traditional cycle that can be represented
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by the loop 1-2-3-4-1. While Figure 3-2shows a system in which the accumulator, the IHX, and the 

expander are integrated into a single new device: the AXE. The relative cycle is represented by loop 

r - 2 ” -3” -4’- l \  The AXE combines the function of heat transfer and expansion into one capillary 

tube, which can be assembled in the accumulator or the suction line, thus greatly simplifying the 

system structure and reducing its weight. Compared with the other two loops in the logP-h diagram 

of Figure 3-1, this cycle has two new features: 1) a non-adiabatic expansion process corresponding 

to line 3 ”-4’ emerges, and 2) the discharge pressure decreases. The high-pressure refrigerant in the 

capillary tube conveys heat to the suction line vapour while simultaneously being throttled to 

evaporation pressure, leading to the first feature. The second feature is a result of the heat transfer 

characteristics of the capillary tube, the condenser, and the evaporator; this will be discussed in 

detail in the following chapters. It is worth noting that the second feature is observed by following 

two steps that: 1) the orifice tube is replaced with a capillary such that its pressure drop is the same 

as that of the orifice tube, and there is no heat transfer occurring across the capillary wall; 2 ) the 

capillary tube is combined with the other two components and placed into the system. The pressure 

drop between points 3” and 4’ can be increased by increasing the capillary length in the second 

step.

3.1 Adiabatic capillary flow

Among the numerical studies of adiabatic capillary flow in open literature, three conservation 

laws were required: the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. Most studies are based on 

homogeneous flow assumption. Though Wong and Ooi (1996) used a separate flow model to
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investigate the flow behaviour of R12, their technique was not widely applied to the field due to a 

lack of experimental support for determining the slip ratio of different refrigerants. Even if 

sufficient slip ratio data were available, the prediction improvement varies case by case and is not 

significant overall. For these reasons, a homogeneous model is adopted in the current research for 

the in-tube flow and the outside refrigerant flow. To consider the effects of non-equilibrium, 

especially during a phase changing process, a technique is used to calculate the two-phase specific 

volume.

3.1.1 Model description

The capillary tube under investigation is illustrated in Figure 3-3. The capillary tube can be 

divided into three distinct sections according to the flow status: the single-phase region, the 

metastable region and the two-phase region. Li et al. (1990) and Meyer and Dunn (1998) observed 

obvious non-equilibrium flow near the flash point, where the single-phase refrigerant starts 

vaporizing and enters the two-phase region. Note that for saturated two-phase flow, an extreme 

choking situation may exist at the outlet when the back pressure is low.

3.1.1.1 Assumptions

In order to simplify the true flow condition without losing the main physical characteristics, 

the following assumptions are made:

• One-dimensional flow.

• Horizontally placed capillary tube.
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Figure 3-3 Adiabatic refrigerant flow in a capillary tube

• Steady state homogeneous flow.

• Incompressible flow in single-phase region.

• Constant inner diameter and uniform surface roughness throughout the tube.

3.1.1.2 Governing equations

It can be seen from Figure 3-3 that the total length of the capillary tube consists of three parts

L — L L f + Ltsp meta tp (3-1)

In the current research, the metastable region is considered to be part of two-phase flow. The 

reason for this decision is based on the new technique that adopted in determining the specific 

volume of the two-phase region embodies the late evaporation. Equation (3-1) can now be 

simplified as

L = L +L,sp tp (3-2)

For steady capillary flow, the mass flow rate does not change; therefore the mass balance equation

is simply

tii = const (3-3)
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3.1.1.2.1 Energy balance equation

The energy conservation equation for an arbitrary section of length dl (see Figure 3-4) can be

written as

h + V 2 = (h + d h )+ j(V  + dV)2 (3-4)

For a tube with constant inner diameter

17 •V = mv = —  = gv
A; (3-5)

P
h

P+dP

Figure 3-4 Heat transfer diagram of element dl

Substituting Equation (3-5) into (3-4) and simplifying produces

dh + g 2vdv -  0

3.1.1.2.2 M om entum  balance equation

The total pressure drop in a section dl can be expressed as

(3-6)

dP = - g  v ~ dl „ 
f h - r + Z  

v d i J
~ g 2dv

(3-7)

Except for the inlet cross section, the local pressure drop coefficient £ is very small compared 

with the hydraulic drag term and will be considered negligible. Also, if the tube is straight, 

becomes zero by definition.
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3.1.13 Single-phase region

Many papers have been published on how to determine the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor/  in 

Equation (3-7) (Brittle and Pate, 1996; Churchill, 1977; Moody, 1944). Churchill’s equation is 

adopted here for its good agreement with the Moody diagram.

/  = 8

f  8  V2

vRey
+ ( a 16 -t-R 16) (3-8)

where A = 2.457 In
(7/Re) 0'9 + 0.27 s /d i

(3-9)

B  = 37530
Re

(3-10)

The Reynolds number is given by

Re = gd,
M

(3-11)

3.1.1.4 Two-phase region

In this region, the hydraulic friction factor is expressed as (Lin et al, 1991)

f  =  f t p  =  t f p f s p

r \  
%

\ v ‘p j
(3-12)

f sp  is obtained using Equation (3-8), and the multiplier $  is calculated by
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For the two-phase flow region, different models were used to predict the average dynamic viscosity 

and then to calculate the relative Reynolds number in Equation (3-11), especially those from the 

research by McAdams et al (1942), Cicchitti et al (1960), Dukler et al (1964), and Lin et al (1991). 

Bittle and Pate (1996) recommended the McAdams model for capillary flow simulation; this model 

is also used by Xu and Bansal (2002). The Cicchitti model was adopted by Sinpiboon and 

Wongwises (2002). The Dukler model was used by Sinpiboon and Wongwises (2002) to predict the 

behavior of R12 in capillaries. To improve the accuracy of the McAdams and the Cicchitti models, 

which were found to generate an average deviation between the ^  and experimental results of 

about 24%, Lin et al. (1991) proposed a simplified model. These four models are presented as 

follows.

McAdams et al.:

1 x  1 - x—  = _  + ------ (3-14)
Mlp Mg Mi

Cicchitti et al.:

Mtp = * M g + 0 ~ x )Mi O 15)

Dukler et al.:

(3-16)
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Vtp = ^ + ( 1 -P)!*l

XVa
p= -

XVg + ( l - x ) v ,

Lin et al:.

VgM,
//S +X"(f t - / / S) <3' 17)

In the Lin et al. model the exponent n is determined using a curve fit of experimental data. For 

0<x<0.25 as investigated in the study, n was taken as 1.4.

Since the Lin et al. model is the latest improvement in a current study, and has been verified by 

both its authors and Wong and Ooi (1996), it is used in the present research.

Consider a finite element with length dl, the enthalpy and specific volume at its outlet are

hau t^ fy+ x-h#  (3-18)

V o u , = Vl + X - V fg ( 3 - 1 9 )

Substituting Equations (3-18) and (3-19) into the energy balance equation (3-6) and rearranging 

gives

\ s Zv2Mx 2 +{hfg + g 2vlvfg\x + hl + ^ g 2(vf ~vfn)~ h in = 0 (3-20)

If the pressure at the element outlet is known, then the corresponding quality can be determined 

from the above equation to be
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X = (3-21)

Then combining the equations (3-7) with (3-21) and using a trial-correct approach the outlet

pressure and quality can be obtained. With these two values, all other thermodynamic properties (i. 

e. enthalpy, entropy, viscosity), can be determined.

Bansal and Rupasinghe (1998) used such techniques to investigate adiabatic capillary flow and 

compared the numerical data with the experimental results of Wijaya (1992), Melo et al. (1999), 

and Li et al. (1990), as well as the simulated results of Melo et al. (1992) and Wong et al. (1992). A 

fairly good agreement was observed with a deviation of less than ±10%. However, when the mass 

flux increases and becomes about ten times larger, the method generates a quality below zero; this 

could be attributed to the discontinuity at the interface between the single-phase and the two-phase 

region. At this point, a slight increase in the quality will result in an unrealistic increase of specific 

volume, which will then cause the kinetic energy increase greatly and thus the enthalpy drop 

drastically. In fact, due to the presence of the metastable region, the flash point will be located 

somewhere below the equilibrium saturated pressure where the fluid would normally vaporize. To 

enable the program to handle large mass flux situations, the specific volume as shown in Equation 

(3-19) was modified to take into account the metastable process. To achieve this, the following 

criteria must be satisfied in constructing a correlation of specific volume that is a function of quality

/„(* = 0 ) = vz

f v(x = l) = vg (3-22)
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/v’(* = 0) = 0

Forcing the first derivative of f v to zero ensures a smooth change in density when the fluid enters 

the two-phase region. For a super-heated gas, the density is dependant on two parameters (pressure 

and temperature) instead of one, so there is no need to assign a boundary condition at x=4. For the 

sake of backward compatibility, the function is supposed to have the form

/ v  (*) = Vg +{1~ x2~x“ k  (3-23)

v = x v + ( \ - x ) v l, Equation (3-19) 

v = x 2'x  v̂ + ( ) v p  Equation (3-23)

* 40

> 30

Refrigerant quality x

Figure 3-5 Comparison of different correlations in calculating the two-phase specific volume
at t= 0 °C

By fitting to a set of experimental data (Melo et a/., 1999), a  is found to be about 0.75. Figure 

3-5 illustrates the difference between Equation (3-23) and traditional used (3-19). The values 

calculated with (3-23) provide lower specific volumes over the entire range of quality, and the 

influence of a tapers off with the increasing refrigerant quality. Though the metastable flow region 

is not explicitly considered here, the low prediction can be treated as an indication of it. In fact, at a
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given point, the speed of the vapour is greater than that of the liquid, so the temperature of the 

vapour is higher than that of the liquid. Due to the one-to-one correspondence between pressure and 

temperature in the two-phase region, the vapour pressure is higher than the liquid. Accordingly, the 

mixture specific volume should be lower than the value at equilibrium.

3.1.1.5 Judgment of extreme flow condition

For in-tube two-phase flow, an extreme flow status may occur corresponding to a specific 

condition when the back pressure is lower than a critical value. In this case, the outlet velocity of 

refrigerant equals the local sonic velocity achieving the unit Mach number, and the mass flow rate 

through the capillary reaches maximum; the flow becomes choked, and the critical back pressure is 

called “choked pressure”. For adiabatic analysis, entropy increases during the throttling process, 

making it a potential criterion to measure the occurrence of choking.

S i,ou, <  S i,in (3-24)

where i stands for the /th finite element of the capillary tube. When the outlet entropy is less than 

the inlet value, the extreme situation is achieved and relative critical parameters can be obtained via 

iterative calculations.

3.1.2 Parametric study and discussion

A program has been developed in MATLAB based on the governing equations described above. 

The required refrigerant properties, including thermophysical and transport properties, were 

generated by means of an in-house code R-Prop based on Peng-Robinson equation of state (PR
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EOS). Calculation results were compared to the software REFPROP 6.0 of the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST). R-Prop was found to be accurate with variations of less than 

0.5%. The flow diagram for the adiabatic capillary model (ACAM) is shown in Figure 3-6. The step 

size, i.e. the length of each finite capillary element, is not fixed. To save computing resources while 

also keeping sufficient accuracies, the step size is modulated such that the temperature difference 

remains between 0.2 and 2 °C; it also decreases when the flow approaches the end of the 

single-phase region or the choking condition. A typical set of simulation results is shown in Figure 

3-7. It can be seen that there are slight drops in enthalpy and entropy, which could be attributed to 

the discontinuity of thermodynamic properties between the single-phase and the two-phase regions. 

However, the resulting effect on the temperature and pressure are negligible. Although the model is 

applicable to any refrigerant, the present investigation is only limited to R134a. This is because 

experimental results for R134a are widely available in open literature, and because it is currently 

used in a number of applications which make the results more meaningful.

The mass flow rate that an adiabatic capillary tube can convey is influenced by many factors, 

including tube diameter, tube length, condensation pressure, subcooling degrees, surface roughness, 

and oil fraction. These parameters can be categorized as geometric, thermophysical, or operational 

factors. They are related to and influenced by each other. As mentioned by Bolstad and Jordan 

(1949) and Choi et al. (2004), when a choking situation is present (which generally occurs for 

typical steady-state applications), the effects of the evaporation pressure are negligible. This is also 

addressed by Bansal and Wang (2004). In the following analysis, one or two factors were varied at a
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Figure 3-6 Flow diagram for adiabatic capillary model (ACAM)
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Figure 3-7 A typical set of results of AC AM with m =9.52 kg/h, Z,=1.526 m, 4=37.65 °C,
AfSUb=16.7 °C, <fj=0.84 mm, and £=0.0005 mm

time, and their effects on the capillary length were quantified. Since more than 50% of the total 

pressure drop occurs in the last 2 0 % of the capillary tube length, which makes a slight change in 

length can result in a great variation in the pressure drop. For this reason the results comparison is 

oversensitive to capillary length. Bansal and Wang (2004) stated that a 0.001 mm increment in tube 

length can cause up to a 0.7 kPa pressure drop near the choking point for a typical flow. In order to 

make more meaningful comparisons, the mass flow rate is thus used as a reference parameter 

instead of tube length. However, the changes along capillary length provide a straightforward and
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convenient way to show the behaviour of other parameters, such as pressure, temperature, etc., so it 

is also used for illustration under certain working conditions. For details about the influence of 

other parameters on tube length, some figures are provided in Chapter 6  for the investigation of 

CC>2-based AAC systems.

3.1.2.1 Validation of the ACAM

In this section, the comparison between the ACAM results and some experimental results from 

open literature will be addressed, and then the accuracies of the ACAM using Equation (3-23) and 

that using (3-19) will be discussed.

Figure 3-8 is a comparison of the simulated results from ACAM with experimental data from open 

literature. Wijaya (1992) measured the mass flow rate inside capillary tubes with different lengths 

and working conditions. The condensation temperature varied from 37.8 °C to 54.4°C, and the 

subcooling degrees from 11.1 °C to 16.7 °C. In this figure all data were generated for a tube inner 

diameter of 4=0.84 mm and Arsub=16.7 °C. The ACAM predicts results well, with deviations of less 

than ±7%, which provides the same order of accuracy as CAPIL model by Bansal and Rupasinghe 

(1998). The average prediction error is found to be -0.77% while the root mean square (RMS) error 

is 3.58%. Melo et al. (1999) tested different refrigerant flows (R12, R134a, and R600a) in eight 

capillary tubes with various geometric configurations (including internal diameters, lengths, and 

surface roughness combinations), under different working conditions to investigate their effects on 

the mass flow rate under choking conditions. For R134a experiments, the inner diameter ranges 

from 0.606 mm to 1.05 mm, the length from 1.993 m to 3.027 m, the surface roughness from
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0.59 [Am to 1.08 pm, subcooling degrees from 3.4 °C to 13.3 °C, and the condensation temperature 

from 36.65 °C to 55.38 °C. The ACAM can predict most of their values with fairly good agreement 

(within ±7.5%), but for the first tube two out of three values are 10% overpredicted (one is 12.9% 

and the other is 12.4%; the third is 0.9%). The average prediction error for the whole range is 0.62% 

and the RMS error is 6.06%.

•  C. Melo<*«/(1999)

* H. Wijaya (1992)
+5%'

-5%U 12

3  10

Mass flow rates from experimentes (kg/h)

Figure 3-8 Comparison of the ACAM results with the experimental data of Melo et al and
Wijaya for the mass flow rate

At this point it is interesting to not the difference in prediction error when ACAM is used with 

the old correlation (3-19) and the new one (3-20) for specific volume. Figure 3-9 shows the 

prediction errors of the two models in calculating mass flow rates using conditions from Wijaya’s 

paper (1992). Those data in solid lines with circles are from Equation (3-19) and dash lines with 

squares are from Equation (3-15). They provide similar overall accuracies, with maximum 

deviations of 6.9% and 6.4%, respectively. They also both overpredict when the condensation 

pressure is low and tend to underpredict when it is high. The average prediction error of the
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traditional correlation is -3.04% and the corresponding RMS is 4.12%.
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Figure 3-9 Comparison of prediction accuracy using Equation (3-19) with that using 
Equation (3-15) for various capillary lengths and condensation pressures

In the following chapters further verification will be provided by comparing the ACAM results 

with experimental data of the AAC system at Carleton University. It will prove that the ACAM can 

be used as a reliable tool to investigate the flow behaviour of capillary flow.

3.1.2.2 Influence of tube inner diameter

To analyze the relationship between mass flow rate and tube inner diameter, five different

diameters were used at two different condensation pressures in the simulation; the results are shown
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Figure 3-10 Mass flow rate vs. capillary inner diameter under different condensation 
pressures with L=1.526 m, AtSUb=16.7 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

in Figure 3-10. As the diameter increases, the mass flow rate grows accordingly to maintain the 

pressure drop required by the cycle. This is reasonable because a larger diameter will create a 

slower fluid flow and thus a smaller pressure drop (if mass flow rate does not change). A longer 

distance will then be needed to achieve the same pressure drop. However, the length is fixed in this 

case, meaning the mass flow rate should be greater such that the pressure drop per unit length of 

capillary remains constant. This trend becomes more apparent as dt becomes larger, which means 

the throttling effect of the capillary decreases rapidly. As the pressure difference grows, a larger 

mass flow rate is achieved; this can also be seen by comparing two curves at fixed values of dh This 

means that by increasing the inlet pressure, more refrigerant can be pumped through the capillary 

tube.

3.1.2.3 Influence of capillary length

The opposite trend occurs when the capillary length is increased; an increase in capillary length
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has a negative effect on the mass flow rate as shown in Figure 3-11. For one curve with 

<7,=0.84 mm and P*=11.06 bar, the mass flow rate drops from 10.25 to 7.09 kg/h. This can be 

explained as a friction effect. If the mass flow rate of 10.25 kg/h did not change, the pressure drop 

at the location that is 1.526 m from the capillary inlet would be the same for any tube longer than 

that. However, since the choking situation only occurs at the outlet of a tube with constant inner 

diameter, the mass flow rate must be smaller than 10.25 kg/h so that the choking section can move 

downward to the outlet of longer capillaries.

15
P ,= 11.06 bar

14
P  =  14.66 bar

13
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11
54 
^  10Se«= 9
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3 3.2

Figure 3-11 Mass flow rate vs. capillary length under different condensation pressures with 
</,=0.84 mm, AfSUb=16.7 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

Comparing the two curves it can be seen that mass flow rate decreases more quickly at higher 

condensation pressures. This is logical if we consider two extreme conditions of capillary length, i.e. 

short enough and long enough. If the length is short, (due to the reason addressed in the previous 

subsection) the mass flow rate is higher at higher Pk', if the length approaches infinity, then the flow 

chokes at the outlet, no matter what the inlet condition, and the mass flow rate will be extremely
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low. Therefore, the mass flow rate drops with capillary length from high to zero at higher and 

higher condensation pressures, and from low to zero at lower and lower condensation pressures.

3.1.2.4 Influence of condensation pressure

Condensation pressure is another important parameter for a refrigeration system. From a 

thermodynamic point of view, high pressures will create larger temperature differences between the 

inside refrigerant flow and the ambient temperature, and thus more irreversibility to the condenser.

30

d.  = 0.70 mm
I

d.  = 1.00 mm25

P
68

* 15OG
60
50

I 10

5

0.
8 10 12 14

Condensation pressure P  (bar)
16 18 20

Figure 3-12 Mass flow rate vs. condensation pressure for different capillary inner diameters 
with Z,=1.526 m, AtSUb=16.7 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

On the other hand, if the discharge pressure is too low, it will weaken the compressor 

performance. Thus the cooling pressure should be within a proper range. Figure 3-12 shows the 

relationship between mass flow rate and condensation pressure with different capillary inner 

diameters. When d; is fixed, a higher Pk will “pump” more refrigerant into the capillary. The 

relationship can be observed as linear. When dt increases from 0.7 mm to 1.00 mm, the mass flow

rate increases as well from 9.57 to 12.63 kg/h, which is in accordance with the statement in two
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subsections before (Section 3.1.2.2). As Pk goes up, the increment of the mass flow rate gets greater, 

which means the mass flow rate is more sensitive to the diameter change at high condensation 

pressure.

3.1.2.5 Influence of subcooling degrees

Figure 3-13 shows the influence of subcooling degrees on the mass flow rate at different 

condensation pressures. Such influence can be determined by the ratio of the length of the 

single-phase flow to the total capillary length. Basically, the longer the single-phase region, the 

larger the mass flow rate is. For a given condensation pressure, more subcooling degrees means the 

refrigerant travels more distance before reaching the flash point, and there is less capillary length

15
^=10.00 bar 
P  =14.00 bark
■P =18.00 bar

14

13

7

6

5
4 6 8

Subcooling degrees A/ 4 (°C)
10 12 14 16 18

Figure 3-13 Mass flow rate vs. subcooling degrees for different condensation pressures 
with L=1.526 m, df= 0.84 mm, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

for it to vaporize. From Bansal and Wang (2004) it can be seen that the two-phase length is the 

more important value affecting the mass flow rate, so more refrigerant is required to generate the

same pressure drop along less two-phase length. Meanwhile, if the subcooling degrees is fixed
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while the condensation pressure is increased, the single-phase length is increased, which also means 

a larger mass flow rate. Since the three curves are parallel to each other, it shows that the mass flow 

rate changes with subcooling degrees along similar trend lines for a given condensation pressure, 

which is a good feature for simulation. If the mass flow rate can be expressed as a function of 

subcooling degrees using regression based on a set of experimental data at a specific condensation 

pressure, then only one mass flow rate at any other pressure is sufficient to determine its behaviour 

with various subcooling conditions at that pressure.

3.1.2.6 Influence of surface roughness

The surface roughness s of the capillary has a smaller impact on the mass flow rate than the 

factors previously mentioned, as can be seen from Figure 3-14. Consider iV=14 bar as an example: 

when s increases from 0.5 pm to 1.5 pm, the mass flow rates drops 5.0%, from 11.58 kg/h to 

11.00 kg/h. Just like Figure 3-13, the three curves in this figure are parallel, and thus a similar 

technique can be adopted in simulation to get a fast prediction of the mass flow rate at different 

surface roughnesses under different condensation pressures.

It should be noted that the relative roughness sr, which is defined as the roughness divided by 

the capillary inner diameter, in this figure varies from 5.95* 10' 4 to 1.79xl0'3. It is interesting to 

investigate how the mass flow rate varies with different relative roughnesses while keeping other 

parameters the same. Figure 3-15 shows these results with er=4.55x]0~4 ~ 2.50* 10'3. Although the 

range is small, the mass flow rate does vary a lot, from around 4.60 kg/h to around 17.88 kg/h. 

Compared with the maximum value of each line, the decrease in magnitude of the smallest value is
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uniformly 5.0%. This implies that the changing trend of mass flow rate is independent of dj.

S - 12

P =10.00 bark
P  =14.00 bark
P  =18.00 bar

0.4 0.6 0.8 
Surface

1.2
Surface roughness e  (jxm)

1.4 1.6 1.8

Figure 3-14 Mass flow rate vs. surface roughness for different condensation pressures 
with £=1.526 m, Afsub=16.7 °C, f/,—0.84 mm, and c=4.0%

d  =0.60 mm1
</.=0.84 mmI
4=1.10 mm

~ ~Qb
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Surface roughness s  (uni)
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Figure 3-15 Mass flow rate vs. subcooling degrees for different capillary inner diameters with
£=1.526 m, Afsub=16.7 °C, P*=14 bar, and c=4.0%

3.1.2.7 Influence of oil effect

In most refrigeration systems, a certain amount of oil is used to lubricate moving parts. As a
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side effect, part of it is carried by the refrigerant and circulates through the entire cycle. For heat 

exchangers, such as a condenser or an evaporator, oil adheres to the inner side of the heat transfer 

surfaces and becomes a film of thermal resistance. This effect will be detailed in the following 

section on non-adiabatic process. For adiabatic flows, the presence of oil makes effective mass flow 

rates of the refrigerant less than measured values. In fact, oil “smoothes” uneven tube surfaces and 

thus decreases roughness. As a result, the refrigerant experiences a smaller pressure drop, as if it 

had a smaller mass flow rate with unchanged surface roughness. Regarding this, the mass flow rate 

of refrigerant/oil mixture is determined by

(3-25)
m

m =mix
pure

( l - c )

12.5

11.5,

9.5

Oil concentration c  (%)

Figure 3-16 Mass flow rate vs. oil concentration for different condensation pressures with 
Z,=1.526 m, ArSub=16.7 °C, J,=0.84 mm, and £=0.0005 mm

Another way to account for the oil effect is to consider the change in density of the fluid. The 

mixture density can be determined by
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This provides a more accurate way to investigate the flow. However, due to the difficulty in 

determining the choking status of the mixture (i. e., to calculate either the critical entropy or the 

local sonic speed), Equation (3-25) was adopted in the ACAM. Figure 3-16 shows the change in the 

mass flow rate with different oil concentrations and condensation pressures. As oil concentration 

increases, the mass flow rate goes up accordingly. When the condensation pressure is increased, the 

single-phase region is elongated; this also results in an increase in the mass flow rate.

Up to this point we have discussed the relationships between the mass flow rate and geometric, 

thermodynamic, and operational parameters for adiabatic throttling processes. The single-phase 

length and the subcooling degrees a refrigerant flow experiences are two major criteria that underlie 

these parameters and affect the mass flow rate through the capillary. The modification of the 

specific volume of the refrigerant at the two-phase region is proposed as a convenient and reliable 

way to predict refrigerant behaviour without considering the complicated mechanism of the 

metastable flow. If choking conditions occur inside the metastable region, models in open literature 

are not sufficient to handle calculations of relative mass flow rate due to the lack of experimental 

support.

From parameter point of view, tube inner diameter and subcooling degrees are two key factors 

affecting the mass flow rate. Tube length and condensation pressure produce relatively small effects. 

Surface roughness and oil concentration have only a minor influence on the refrigerant flow. A
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larger tube inner diameter, more subcooling degrees, decreased tube length, higher condensation 

pressure, smaller roughness, and higher oil concentration together will increase the mass flow rate.

The following section will be focused on the refrigerant flow behaviour through a non-adiabatic 

capillary tube.
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3.2 Non-adiabatic capillary flow

Compared with adiabatic flow, the most important difference is that for non-adiabatic flow heat 

transfer occurs across the tube wall; the Fanno flow thus becomes a Fanno-Rayleigh flow because 

heat transfer and friction are both present. Figure 3-17 is an illustration showing flows inside a 

tube-in-tube heat exchanger, where a capillary with inner diameter dt is placed inside another tube 

with inner diameter diiOUter. High pressure, high temperature refrigerant from the condenser enters 

and is throttled to low pressure by friction and to low temperature by both friction and heat 

dissipation. At the same time heat is transferred to the low pressure, low temperature flow exiting

Suction line flow
T1 outer

PiCapillary flow ^

Figure 3-17 Heat transfer diagram of a finite element dl of a concentric heat exchanger

the evaporator. In Figure 3-2, the process undergone by the inside flow is represented by line 3 ” -4’,

and the outside flow is line 1-1’. In this figure the parallel configuration is shown; a counter flow 

pattern is adopted in some circumstances to improve the device efficiency. A simple way to 

construct an internal heat exchanger is to attach the capillary tube to the outside wall of the suction 

line, which is commonly seen in domestic refrigerators. Figure 3-18 is the flow diagram. In this 

case, the device has larger thermal resistance than that of Figure 3-17, but it is easier to
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manufacture and maintain. Both the heat exchanger type (concentric or lateral) and the flow 

arrangement (parallel or counter flow) will be covered in this section.

Suction line flow Pouter .
1 outer

Capillary flow P i

Tt

dQ

/

P outer^dP ou ter

Touter~^~dTouter

WMMm
dl

Pi+dPi
Tt+dT;

Solder
joint

Figure 3-18 Heat transfer diagram of a finite element dl of a lateral heat exchanger

3.2.1 Model description

3.2.1.1 Governing equations

Of the three conservation equations detailed in section 3.1.1.2, the mass and the momentum 

balances remain the same; only the energy balance needs to be modified to consider the effects of 

heat transfer. The three equations are

m = const (3-3)
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d p = g  V f dl sfh - r + Z  
v d i j

- g 2dv (3-4)

h + l y 2 =(h + d h )+ ^(v  + dV)2+dq
(3-27)

where the specific heat transfer rate item dq is positive when heat is transferred from the high 

temperature capillary flow to the low temperature suction line flow. This is defined by

dq = UA,(T,-T„„r)
m

(3-28)

Substituting equations (3-5) and (3-28) into Equation (3-27) and rearranging gives

dh + G vdv-1- 4UA,(T, - T „ J
Gndt

(3-29)

For the tube-in-tube heat exchanger as shown in Figure 3-17, the gross thermal conductance is

dlUA; =
1 1 . d0 1

+  In— + ■ (3-30)
a  nd . 2 /1  -K d ■ a  nd/ z capi i o o

For the lateral arrangement heat exchanger in Figure 3-18, it is

UA; =■ dl
1 1 \ d o , d  1  1 d o, outer 1■ +  In—  H H----------- In—:----- h-

a  7id. 2/1 .n d  X ,,w IX ., tc d- . a  7vd. ,i i **'"capr* i x/welary tube outer 0 1 ,outer

(3-31)
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where <5 is the distance between the two tubes and w is the thickness of soldering. Either the

single-phase or the two-phase heat transfer coefficient of the capillary flow could be used for a*, 

while aii0Uter stands for the two-phase heat transfer coefficient of the suction line flow only.

3.2.1.2 Single-phase region

For the momentum balance, just as in section 3.1, the Churchill equation (3-8) is used to 

calculate the friction factors in the single-phase region.

Gnielinski’s correlation (1976) was adopted to calculate the heat transfer coefficient of 

single-phase flow. It is given by

3.2.1.3 Two-phase region

Taking the pressure drop into account, Lin et a /’s (1991) correlation (3-12) was used to 

calculate the two-phase friction factor.

For the two-phase flow, correlations to predict the heat transfer coefficient are different for 

condensation and evaporation. For condensation heat transfer, Jabardo et al (2002), Yang and 

Bansal (2004), Bansal and Yang (2005), and Tian and Li (2005) recommended Shah’s correlation 

(1979) to predict the heat transfer coefficient, which is expressed as

Nu _ (//SXRe-1000)Pr _ a,d. (3-32)
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«,> = a  I ( l - x ) 0'8 + 3.8x
/ i  Y1-04

).76
rjO.38

(3-33)

where a, = 0.023 Re?-8 Pr,0'4
1 1 1 d ;

(3-34)

P. = (3-35)

It needs to mention that Pr in Equation (3-32) is the Prandtl number, while Pr in (3-33) is the 

reduced pressure.

For the evaporation condition, Liu and Winterton’s model (1991) was adopted

a ,tp = \ F a k, )2 + {S a pb)2] '
(3-36)

where ai is the heat transfer coefficient of the liquid phase (obtained by (3-34)), F and S are two 

factors, and ap is the pool boiling heat transfer coefficient, expressed as

F  = 1 + xPr, ^ - 1

Vv/ J

0.35

(3-37)

1

0.1 t> „ 0161 + 0.055FU1 Re,
(3-38)
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(3-39)

If the tube is placed horizontally and the Froude number, (defined byF r = (gv)2(grdt) '), is less

than 0.05, then the coefficients F  and S  need to be multiplied by two factors, respectively.

(3-40)

and

(3-41)

To ensure the model is capable of dealing with a high mass flux situation, Equation (3-23) was 

used with an exponent n=0.75.

3.2.1.4 Judgment of extreme flow condition

As mentioned in section 3.1.1.5, an extreme flow status may occur under a specific condition 

when the back pressure is lower than a critical value. However, the entropy criterion that was used 

for adiabatic flow is not feasible for non-adiabatic flow. Due to the magnitude of heat dissipation, 

the entropy of the capillary flow may decrease. Thus the definition of sonic velocity is adopted to 

determine the critical situation, which gives

The refrigerant velocity can be calculated using Equation (3-5). As the pressure and temperature

sonic (3-42)
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decrease, the fluid velocity and the local sonic velocity both increase. At the beginning of the 

two-phase region, Vsonic is larger than V, but the fluid velocity increases faster. When V=Vsonic, the 

extreme situation occurs and relative critical parameters can be obtained via iterative calculations.

Inp iltS . f f l  , 't'i,outer) ^i,outen

outer) ^o, outer) £

outer

Modify

Subroutine end

Subroutine start

Given qj\ux a trial value

Calculate qju

Calculate: a;, F, S, Fr, and a.

Calculate overall thermal resistance

Figure 3-19 A trial-correction approach to determine ap and q/iux

From Equation (3-39) it can be seen that the pool boiling heat transfer coefficient is dependent 

on the heat flux crossing the capillary tube wall. Since the heat flux can be calculated if these heat 

transfer coefficients are known, including ap, these two parameters are co-determined. To solve this 

problem, a trial-correction approach is applied, and Figure 3-19 is the flow diagram.
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3.2.2 Parametric study and discussion

The flow diagram for the non-adiabatic capillary model (NACAM) is shown in Figure 3-20. 

Since the suction line has a much larger inner diameter and thus relatively low flow velocity, 

normally no choking occurs at its outlet, therefore no critical judgment for the suction line flow was 

considered.

The capillary flow and the suction line flow are related through the heat transfer rate q, which is 

shown by dash lines. If a parallel flow arrangement is taken into account, the input values for the 

suction line flow are given. Otherwise, two trial values, i. e. outlet pressure (or temperature) and 

outlet quality, are assigned as inputs. When one simulation cycle of the capillary tube is finished, 

the output pressure (or temperature) and quality are compared with the inlet values: If they are 

equal (within a given accuracy), the program stops; if not, they are modified and returned as 

improved trial values to the next cycle until preassigned allowable accuracies are satisfied.

In the following discussion, the NACAM will be verified by comparing its results with several 

researchers. More validation will be provided in the following chapter, where data from our AAC 

test stand is discussed and compared. The model will then be used to investigate the relationships 

between various parameters. New characteristics related to heat transfer will be one focus of this 

section in addition to further comparison between NACAM and ACAM.
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Figure 3-20 Flow diagram for non-adiabatic capillary model (NACAM)
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3.2.2.1 Validation of the NACAM

In order to validate the NACAM, its results are compared with some available experimental 

results from Peixoto (1995), Liu and Bullard (2000), and Melo et al (2000). Peixoto and Liu and 

Bullard performed experiments on lateral heat exchangers in a counter flow arrangement. For the 

capillary side, two adiabatic sections exist; first before and then after it contacts the suction line, 

which is illustrated in Figure 3-21. Refrigerant flow exiting the condenser goes into the capillary 

tube and experiences an adiabatic throttling process represented by process 3” -31, where point 3” is 

the condenser outlet as shown in Figure 3-2. The capillary tube is brazed to the suction line tube 

from point 31 to point 32, where heat transfer occurs. After point 32 it undergoes another adiabatic 

process from 32 to 4’ before entering the evaporator. Peixoto and Melo et al. conducted experiments

Suction line

Condenser
31 32 4 ’I

Capillary tube

^  Iadia.in . ^ ^non-adia,hx ^  l(idia,out

Evaporator

Figure 3-21 Illustration of a lateral capillary tube-suction line heat exchanger

on concentric heat exchangers with a counter flow arrangement, which has structure similar to a 

lateral heat exchanger. However, due to less thermal resistance between the two fluids, more heat

flux can be achieved using tube-in-tube layout. Denoting “sp” as single-phase and “tp” as
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two-phase, for both types, determined by different working conditions, the flow might go through 

the heat transfer section in the form of sp-in-sp-out, sp-in-tp-out, or tp-in-tp-out.

3.2.2.1.1 Lateral capillary-tube-suction-line hea t exchangers

Figure 3-22 compares the simulated results by NACAM with the experimental data of Peixoto 

(1995). The black round dots and the line with circles correspond to cycle with Afsup=6.39 °C. The 

black squares and the line with rectangles are for Afsup=9.49 °C. It should be noted that the 

simulated results corresponding to the first two solid round points are approximations. NACAM 

couldn’t generate matched results due to re-condensation (Bansal and Xu, 2003; Bansal and Yang, 

2005). The flow mechanism assumed for NACAM cannot depict the true phenomenon occurring in 

the experiment. Similar results were obtained by Sinpiboon and Wongwises (2002). Under some 

operating conditions, the capillary refrigerant enters the two-phase region and dissipates heat to the 

suction line flow. If the specific heat transfer rate is large, the quality of capillary flow drops rapidly 

and thus becomes single-phase flow once again. This phenomenon is called “re-condensation”. For 

the rest of the data, a slight over prediction can be observed with deviations from 1.41% to 7.60%. 

The average value of the discrepancy is 5.54% and its RMS is 4.03%. All results represent 

sp-in-tp-out flow. The larger the subcooling degrees, the smaller the prediction errors are.

In the research of Liu and Bullard (2000), the subcooling degrees are controlled using one of 

two apparatus: a separate glycol loop which was cooled by an R502 chiller subcools the refrigerant
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Figure 3-22 Comparison of NACAM results with Peixoto (1995) for L=2.057 m, fe=-10.09 °C, 
d,=0.787 mm, rf/)0„ter=6.314 mm, and £=0.00045 mm

in the condenser to as low as 27.78 °C, or a glycol filled tank with a 2kW heater is used to set a 

targeted amount of subcooling at the capillary inlet. Saturated flow at the capillary inlet was slowly 

cooled down to the maximum amount, then heated back to saturated liquid. The temperature change 

rate was controlled and kept very slow so as to achieve stable quasi-equilibrium conditions. 

Therefore, there are two sets of data for any one condition. Figure 3-23 shows the results of Liu and 

Bullard’s (2000) experiments and the NACAM simulation. For the time sake, five cases with 

different subcooling degrees were considered, from 8  to 24 °C with a step size of 4 °C. Four out of 

five simulated results represent sp-in-sp-out flow, except for the 8  °C subcooling condition where 

the sp-in-tp-out mode was observed. It can be seen from the figure that NACAM under predicts the 

mass flow rate when Afsub is less than 16.6 °C and over predicts thereafter. The maximum prediction

errors for increasing Afsub and decreasing Afsub are 10.3% and 4.8% respectively. For the increasing
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subcooling condition, all measured mass flow rates range from 8.17 kg/h to 8.56 kg/h; for the 

decreasing subcooling condition, they are from 7.90 kg/h to 8.22 kg/h. The simulated mass flow 

rate increases from 7.52 kg/h at 8  °C subcooling to 8.56 kg/h at 24 °C subcooling. It is thus possible 

that there is some other mechanism dampening the influence of subcooling degrees on the mass 

flow rate.

n
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I 9

8

----- Calculated results by NACAM
• Measured data of Liu and Bullard by increasing ^

■ Measured data of Liu and Bullard by decreasing At  ^  ~

1

...
1

■■■“ l ̂ ---
’
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Subcooling degrees A t  (°C)
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Figure 3-23 Comparison of NACAM results with Liu and Bullard (2000) for £,=1.880 m, 
4=54.44 °C, 4=15.56 °C, A4„p=5.56 °C, </,=0.739 mm, d i >out e r - 9.525 mm, and £=0.0004 mm

3.2.2.1.2 Concentric capillary-tube-suction-line heat exchangers

To further verify the NACAM, some experimental results reported by Peixoto (1995) and Melo 

et al. (2000) on concentric capillary-tube-suction-line heat exchangers are taken into account. As 

can be seen from Figure 3-24, two sets of data were compared. One was obtained for 74=11.50 bar 

and Arsup=5.39 °C, and the other was for £4= 10.60 bar and Arsup=7.09 °C. For both conditions, 

re-condensation can be observed when AfSUb is between 4.0 and 6.0 °C, and sp-in-tp-out flow was
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observed for all subcooling degrees considered. For the higher condensation pressure, heat transfer 

occurs in the two-phase region inside the capillary tube when Atsub<4.0 °C; NACAM under predicts 

the mass flow rate with errors ranging from 13.9% to 20.0%. Heat transfer only occurs in the 

single-phase region when Atsub>6.0 °C; in these cases the mass flow rates are 15.6% to 19.7% under 

predicted. For the lower condensation pressure, only single-phase heat transfer was observed for 

region where A/sub>6.0 °C. The relative errors fall into the range of 0.7 % to 6 .6 %.

10 

9

*

5 

4
0 2 4 6 8 10

Subcooling degrees A/ (°C)

Figure 3-24 Comparison of NACAM results with experimental results for £,=2.057 m, 
£,=-10.09 °C, <//=0.787 mm, d i )0U ter= 6 . 314 mm, and £=0.00045 mm

Since there is no experimental data corresponding to the range 3.4 °C <Afsub<5.1 °C for 

£**=11.50 bar and A?sub<4.0 °C for £^=10.60 bar were shown, so it is unclear whether there exists a 

situation where heat transfer occurs in both the single-phase and two-phase regions. To investigate 

this possibility, a subcooling value of 4.0 °C was input into NACAM to simulate the mass flow rate

for the high condensation pressure situation; two Afsub values, 3.0 °C and 4.0 °C, were chosen for
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the low pressure condition. The results show that re-condensation occurred for A/SUb=4.0 °C for both 

condensation pressures, and heat transfer occurred in the two-phase region for ArSUb=3.0 °C. The 

corresponding mass flow rates are calculated as 6.24 kg/h and 6.60 kg/h, respectively. Even when 

re-condensation occurs, the heat transfer starts in the two-phase region. Therefore, there might not 

exist a heat transfer mode that starts in the single-phase region and ends in the two-phase region for 

the capillary flow in this case.

60 
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£  30
u
I  20u0
11 10H
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-10

-200 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4 2.8 3.2
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Figure 3-25 Comparison of NACAM results with Melo et al. for m =7.42 kg/h, £=3.000 m, 
4=52.43 °C, ArSUb=5.0 °C, Atsup=1.81 °C, </(=0.83 mm, and di>outer= 7.86 mm

Another feature of the Figure 3-24 is that the increase of the capillary mass flow rate with Atsub 

slows down when the heat transfer process moves from the two-phase region to the single-phase 

region. The line slopes for 74=11.50 bar and 74-10.60 bar are 0.371 kg/(hr°C) and 0.295 kg/(hr°C) 

for heat transfer in the two-phase region, and only 0.0846 kg/(hr°C) and 0.0854 kg/(hr°C) in the

single-phase region, respectively. This can be interpreted as the influence of different heat transfer
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coefficients for different flow phases. Due to the low heat transfer coefficient of single-phase flow, 

less heat is dissipated from the capillary refrigerant, which makes the process closer to adiabatic, 

allowing less flow to pass through the tube.

It might be of interest to note that those simulation data for re-condensation provide less 

deviation for P*=11.50 bar than for P/t= 10.60 bar. As discussed above, the prediction error is 

between 13.9% and 20.0% for AfSUb<4.0 °C and Afsub>6.0 °C, but it is lowered to around 8.0% for 

subcooling in between these values. This shows that the current model can be used to predict 

refrigerant mass flow rate whether re-condensation occurs or not. It should be noted that in such a 

case the behaviours of other parameters, such as pressure, temperature, specific volume, etc. can not 

currently be described and thus require more investigation.

Experimental data of capillary flow 
Experimental data of suction line flow 
NACAM data of capillary flow 
NACAM data of suction line flow

w

-10

-20 ,
0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 

Distance from the capillary inlet (m)
2.4 2.8
(m)

3.2

Figure 3-26 Comparison of NACAM results with Melo et al. for m =5.49 kg/h, jL=3.000 m, 
4=35.53 °C, AfSUb=5.2 °C, Afsup=1.79 °C, </,=0.83 mm, and d i <out e r - 7.86 mm
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Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26 are comparisons of temperature along the capillary tube between 

NACAM and Melo et al. (2000) for different mass flow rates. In both figures the simulated values 

are slightly higher than the measured data. In the first 20 cm, there is no heat transfer, and the 

refrigerant should follow the isenthalpic line in the sub-cooled region. Accordingly, the temperature 

of the liquid refrigerant should not vary greatly. However, the experimental data show a steady 

decrease in this area. This might be attributed to the entrance effect, which was not included in the 

NACAM. In both figures, the simulated flash points occur earlier than in the experimental results, 

which could be explained as the presence of a metastable region. Compared with the model of 

Sinpiboon and Wongwises (2002), this is one obvious difference. Due to the improvement of 

NACAM, where specific volume is modified to smooth its change in the trans-phase area, the flow 

temperature drops faster than their model. This is especially evident in Figure 3-25, where the 

NACAM well follow the measured data. In Figure 3-26, the tube length is also slightly shorter than 

Sinpiboon and Wongwises’s (2002) model.

For the flow in the suction line, similar to the model of Sinpiboon and Wongwises (2002), 

NACAM under predicts the temperature behaviour; this might be caused by cold leak to the 

environment. It is also possible that Liu and Winterton’s (1991) correlation under predicts the heat 

transfer coefficient of the suction line flow. However, if the heat transfer is increased, the capillary 

length will greatly increase, which makes the model generate even more deviation.

Figure 3-27 shows the behaviour of a set of parameters for a capillary-tube-suction-line under
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Figure 3-27 A typical set of NACAM results with m =7.52 kg/h, L=1.880 m, 4=54.44 °C, 
AfSUb=8.0 °C, 4=15.56 °C, Afsup=5.56 °C, df=0.739 mm, and £=0.0004 mm

a typical working condition. The heat exchange area starts at 0.533 m and ends at 1.536 m. Outside 

of this area the refrigerant experiences an adiabatic process just like that shown in Figure 3-7. 

Larger entropy and enthalpy discontinuities can also be found around the flash point. It is 

interesting to note that the pressure decreases at nearly the same speed for both adiabatic and 

non-adiabatic processes in the single-phase region. Figure 3-28 details the corresponding quality 

profile. Two turning points can be clearly seen from the figure. The first point represents the start of
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flash while the second is the start of adiabatic two-phase expansion. Due to heat dissipation, the 

onset of flash is delayed, and the change rate of quality is relatively slow.

0.25

i a , i n

0.2

0.15X
a
3O' 0.1

0.05

0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
Distance from capillary inlet (m)

Figure 3-28 Quality profile of results of NACAM under the same conditions as Figure 3-27

To get a better idea of the differences between ACAM and NACAM, an investigation of a heat 

exchanger with full-length heat transfer between the capillary flow and the suction line flow was 

performed. The tube-in-tube counter flow model was adopted. For the sake of direct comparison, 

capillary tube length and diameters, the condensation pressure, subcooling degrees, and tube surface 

roughness were kept the same as in Figure 3-7. The evaporation temperature, superheated degrees, 

and suction line inner diameter were selected as te- 0 °C, A/sup=0.38 °C, and 9.00 mm.

Figure 3-29 shows the calculation results. Heat transfer makes all four parameters drop along the 

flow direction. The single-phase length is 10 cm longer than the adiabatic case. The mass flow rate 

is 9.94 kg/h, up from the adiabatic 9.52 kg/h.
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Figure 3-29 A typical set of results of NACAM for a full-length heat exchange with 
m =9.94 kg/h, 4=1.526 m, 4=37.65 °C, A4Ub=16.7 °C, 4=0 °C, A4„p=0.38 °C <4=0.84 mm,

<4,o«ter=9.00 mm, and £=0.0005 mm

In Figure 3-30 (a), the exit quality of the capillary flow is slightly lower than the adiabatic case, 

dropping from 0.134 to 0.125. In (b), the thermal driving force for the single-phase region increases 

from 11.9 °C to 14.7 °C along the flow direction. The higher slope of suction line flow corresponds 

to its relatively low specific heat capacity, which makes it easy to change under a certain amount of 

heat load. It is worth noting that reverse heat transfer from the suction line flow to the capillary flow

might exist if the evaporation temperature or the superheated magnitude is relatively high. However,
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it won’t affect the overall thermal performance of the device significantly because such heat transfer 

occurs at the capillary exit area where the temperature drops sharply within a very short length, and 

then the heat transfer is confined to the limited contact area.
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Figure 3-30 Quality and temperature profiles of results of NACAM under the same conditions
as Figure 3-29

3.2.2.2 Parametric analysis

In this section, comparisons between NACAM and ACAM will be conducted first, including 

changes in the influences of the inner diameter, the capillary length, the condensation pressure, the 

subcooling degrees, and the surface roughness. As new features of NACAM, further investigation 

on the influence of the evaporation pressure, the initial condition of the suction line flow (for 

two-phase flow it is the quality, and for superheated flow it is the inlet temperature), the inner 

diameter of the suction line, the flow arrangement (parallel flow or counter flow), and the heat 

exchanger type (tube-in-tube or lateral) will be performed.
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3.2.2.2.1 Influence of capillary inner diameter

When starting as a sub-cooled flow and subjected to heat dissipation, a capillary flow with the 

same mass flow rate as a similar adiabatic case is denser, making the friction resistance relatively 

smaller. More importantly, from the pressure-enthalpy diagram it can be seen that a capillary flow 

from ACAM model is nearly vertical; it declines to the bottom left, which means there is more 

room for the flow to go from the inlet to the saturated-liquid line. Determined by these two factors,

--©--ACAM 
-a-N A C A M

2  20

a  15

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Capillary inner diameter d .  (mm)

1.2

Figure 3-31 Influence of capillary inner diameter on the mass flow rate with Z,=1.526 m, 
di,outer=8.00 mm, P*=11.06 bar, Afsub=16.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and

c=4.0%

the single-phase region will be longer than the corresponding adiabatic case. Therefore, with the 

same mass flow rate, a longer capillary is required to generate sufficient pressure drop. In other 

words, if the tube length is fixed, then more mass flow is expected. To verify this hypothesis, 

ACAM and NACAM were used to calculate the mass flow rate for the same capillary tube with a
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length of 1.526 m, a surface roughness of 0.5 pm, a condensation pressure of 11.06 bar, a 

subcooling degrees of 16.7 °C, and an oil concentration of 4.0%. For NACAM, the evaporation 

pressure and superheating degrees were also required, which were assumed to be 2 . 0 0  bar and 

4.79 °C, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 3-31. For a given inner diameter, the 

NACAM results are higher than the ACAM results, proving the earlier assumption. Similar to 

Figure 3-10, the mass flow rate grows exponentially with the increase of capillary inner diameter.

-b— rf.=0.55mm, capillary flow 
•b-  rf.=0.55mm, suction line flow 
-A-</.=1.15mm, capillary flow 
•a -  rf.=1.15mm, suction line flow

■10L - - '-------1------------—i------ 1-------1-------
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6

Distance from the capillary inlet (m)

Figure 3-32 Influence of capillary inner diameter on the temperature with Z=1.526 m, 
di,outer=8.00 mm, jP*=11.06 bar, Afs„b=T6.7 °C, £>=-10.09 °C, A£up=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and

c=4.0%

Figure 3-32 is the temperature profile along the length of the capillary for different inner 

diameters using NACAM. When d, is enlarged from 0.55 mm to 1.15 mm, the mass flow rate jumps 

from 4.20 kg/h to 30.04 kg/h, and the capillary flow exit temperature increases from -6.32 °C to 

-2.63 °C, which corresponds to 0.05 bar increase of exit pressure. This shows that the pressure drop
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across the capillary tube is slightly influenced by d-, and can not be kept constant. It is interesting 

that the single-phase length (about 1.45 m) does not change for either case, even though the flash 

temperature varies.

Regarding temperature, another important feature is that with the same inlet temperatures for 

both the capillary and the suction line, the temperature difference between them increases with the 

capillary inner diameter. From a heat transfer point of view, this means that a smaller diameter tube 

will bring higher thermal effectiveness, though it also corresponds to a lower heat capacity 

(<2=6.95 W for d,=0.55 mm and 2 =36.96 W for dj=\.\5 mm). Such a phenomenon is logical and 

can be explained as follows: from Equation (3-28) it can be seen that the temperature difference is 

affected by the overall heat transfer coefficient and the mass flow rate; these two parameters lead 

the refrigerant in opposite directions. The overall heat transfer coefficient describes the capacity of 

the fluids to diminish a temperature difference between them. When dq and m are fixed, a higher 

UA will reduce the AT. On the other hand, when dq and UA are fixed, AT  is proportional to the mass 

flow rate. In this case, m also grows with dt. If the rate of growth of m is greater than that of UA, 

a greater temperature difference is obtained. And if they grow with a similar speed, then AT  will not 

change. Figure 3-32 belongs to the latter category and both UA and m grow with the inner 

diameter. Because the specific heat transfer rate at d{= 1.15 mm is slightly greater than that at 

dj= 0.55 mm, the temperature difference (AT) is smaller.

As for the temperature behaviour of one fluid, it can be determined by the following equation
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dq = cpAT
(3-43)

This equation is for fluids with constant specific heat capacity; AT is the temperature difference 

between one point of flow and another downstream point. In our case, the change of AT  is much 

greater than that of the cp, so it is qualitatively correct to correlate parameters AT  and dq. As the dq 

becomes small, the temperature difference reduces.

Due to the presence of heat transfer, the temperature drop of the capillary flow in the two-phase 

region is not as strongly affected by the mass flow rate as it was in the adiabatic case.

The total heat transfer capacity Q is a product of the mass flow rate m and the specific heat 

transfer rate q. In this case, since the increase of m is greater than the decrease of q, Q increases 

accordingly. This alone cannot guarantee an increase in the device effectiveness. Based on 

simulation results, increasing the suction line inlet temperature might be an effective way to 

improve the device performance in term of both the heat transfer rate and device efficiency.

3.2.2.2.2 In flu en ce  o f  capillary length

Figure 3-33 shows the influence of heat transfer on mass flow rate for capillaries with different 

lengths. As expected, more refrigerant can pass through the tube with the presence of heat 

dissipation. Compared with inner diameter, the influence is milder. But compared with Figure 3-11, 

where the increment of the mass flow rate drops from 15.7% to 12.6% with capillary length, the 

enhancement in this figure is relatively large at 27.4% to 28.5%.
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Figure 3-33 Influence of capillary length on the mass flow rate with </,=0.84 mm, 
di,outer-8.00 mm, 7^= 11.06 bar, AfSUb=16.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%

£=1.526 m, capillary flow 
a™ £=1.526 m, suction line flow 

£=3.047 m, capillary flow 
*■■■■ £=3.047 m. suction line flow

0.8 1.2 1.6 2 2.4
Distance from the capillary inlet (m)

Figure 3-34 Influence of capillary length on the temperature with t//=0.84 mm, 
d i , o u t e r = 8.00 mm, P*=11.06 bar, A4ub=16.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, Afsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%
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The temperature profile with different capillary lengths can be seen in Figure 3-34. The 

specific heat transfer rate decreases for the long tube length, thus the overall capillary flow 

temperature difference is smaller. At the same time, due to the influences of the three factors, the 

weaker heat transfer coefficient, the reduced temperature difference, and the increased thermal 

contact area, the heat transfer rate only increases slightly from 18.10 W to 19.57 W. For lcap,=3.041 

m, the last 1.5 cm of the tube has the most rapid temperature drop from -5.3 °C to -10.3 °C, and 

thus a slight reverse heat transfer occurs (about 0.02 W).

3.2.2.2.3 In flu en ce  o f  condensation pressure
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Figure 3-35 Influence of condensation pressure on the mass flow rate with L=1.526 m, 
<//=0.70 mm, di<outer=8.00 mm, Afsub=16.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%

Keeping the working conditions of Figure 3-12 unchanged and letting the capillary flow 

exchange heat to the surrounding suction line flow with d i:0 u te r = 8 . 0 0  mm, the non-adiabatic flow
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will be more sensitive to a variation in condensation pressure. The calculation comparison is 

detailed in Figure 3-35. When Pk increased from 10.00 bar to 18.00 bar, the ACAM mass flow rate 

increased from 6.01 kg/h to 8.07 kg/h, providing an increase of 34.3%; the NACAM mass flow rate 

increased from 6.70 kg/h to 9.35 kg/h, providing a 39.6% increase.

P =10.00 bar, capillary flow
...Q... P = 10.00 bar, suction line flow 

-10 ■ *—A— P^—18.00 bar, capillary flow
- a -  P  =18.00 bar, suction line flowk 7

-20
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6

Distance from the capillary inlet (m)

Figure 3-36 Influence of condensation pressure on the temperature with L=1.526 m, 
d,=0.70 mm, di>ouier=8.00 mm, Atsub=16.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, Afsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%

Figure 3-36 shows the corresponding temperature profiles of the flows for Pk equal to 10.00 

bar and 18.00 bar. For the higher condensation pressure, the rate of temperature decrease is fast 

along the tube, which reveals large specific heat transfer rate. And for the same capillary length, this 

also means a greater temperature difference between the inlet and the outlet. For / \=  10.00 bar, the 

temperature difference between the capillary inlet and outlet At = 26.5 °C; for 7V= 18.00 bar, 

A 1=35.2 °C. As in Figure 3-32, the mass flow rate and the overall heat transfer coefficient increase
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at similar speeds, so the temperature difference between the capillary flow and the suction line flow

is directly determined by dq and thus is larger for 18.00 bar.

Therefore, though increasing the condensation pressure will increase the mass flow rate and the

heat transfer rate, it will diminish the device effectiveness.

3.2.2.2.4 Influence o f  subcooling degrees

Compared with the influence of condensation pressure, subcooling degrees affect the flow 

strongly when the magnitude is small and weakly when it is large. As can be seen in Figure 3-37, 

the mass flow rate is increased by 26.1% when A?sub is 5 °C and 13.3% when Afsub is 17 °C. This 

indicates that heat transfer makes the refrigerant flow less sensitive to the subcooling degrees.

s - 12

= - i i

—®~ ACAM 
- a —NACAM

Subcooling degrees A/ (°C)

Figure 3-37 Influence of subcooling degrees on the mass flow rate with £=1.526 m, 
dt=0.84 mm, dit„uler=8.00 mm, P*=14.00 bar, £=-10.09 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%
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In Figure 3-38, a greater decreasing rate of temperature corresponds to lower subcooling 

degrees, which means the specific heat transfer rate is high. Since the mass flow rate and the overall 

heat transfer coefficient vary at nearly the same rate, the temperature difference between fluids 

inside the two tubes is high at low subcooling degrees. Meanwhile, a higher capillary exiting 

temperature is obtained causing more energy loss due to the shockwaves. In this case, it seems that 

better device performance will be reached with more subcooling. However, this trend is valid only
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Figure 3-38 Influence of subcooling degrees on the temperature with £=1.526 m, d r 0.84 mm, 
di,outer-8.00 mm, iV=14.00 bar, £=-10.09 °C, A£up=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

for a certain range. Suppose the subcooling degrees are high enough such that the capillary inlet 

temperature and the suction line inlet temperature are the same, reverse heat transfer then occurs 

over the whole capillary length, which is obviously harmful to the system performance. Moreover, a 

low temperature coolant and a huge contact area are required for the condenser; this requires more

material, makes the component bulky, and might invalidate the feasibility of the system. Therefore,
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we may say that under the condition that no reverse heat transfer occurs in the heat exchanger, the 

greater the amount of subcooling degrees, the better the device will perform.

3.2.2.2.5 Influence o f  surface roughness

Figure 3-39 shows the relationship between surface roughness and mass flow rate for ACAM 

and NACAM. Since heat transfer occurs, the mass flow rate line of NACAM is higher than and 

parallel to the ACAM line. Two conclusions can be drawn from the figure: the mass flow rate is 

slightly affected by the surface roughness with only a 5.0% decrease when e increases from 0.50 

pm to 1.25 pm; the changing trend of the mass flow rate is independent of whether or not heat 

transfer is occurring in the device. Compared with section 3.1.2.6, this trend is the same with 

different condensation pressures.

— h------

ACAM
NACAM

0.4 0.6 0.8
Surface roughness e  (n m)

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Figure 3-39 Influence of surface roughness on the mass flow rate with L=1.526 m, </,=0.84 mm, 
di,0uter=8.00 mm, P*=14.00 bar, Afsub=16.7 °C, te=-10.09 °C, Afsup=4.79 °C, and c=4.0%
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To investigate the temperature behaviour of the NACAM, two sets of data with 8  values of 0.50 

pm and 1.25 pm were considered. Figure 3-40 shows the results, where almost identical curves can 

be observed for both the capillary flow and the suction line flow. This means that although the 

surface roughness can affect the amount of refrigerant flowing through the tube, it will not change 

the temperature profile of the device.
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Figure 3-40 Influence of surface roughness on the temperature with L= 1.526 m, <//=().84 mm, 
di,outer=8.00 mm, P*=14.00 bar, AfSUb=16.7 °C, 4=-! 0.09 °C, Afsup=4.79 °C, and c=4.0%

From sections 3.2.2.2.1 to 3.2.2.2.5 we have compared the differences between NACAM and 

ACAM. Since heat transfer exists in the NACAM, more thermal factors need to be taken into 

account, such as parameters of the second flow. From now on they will be addressed in detail.

3.2.2.2.6 Influence o f  evaporation temperature
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To analyze the influence of evaporation temperature on the mass flow rate and the in-tube flow 

temperature distributions, five different evaporation temperatures are selected. They increase from 

-15 °C to 5 °C with a step size of 5 °C. To enrich the comparison, two different capillary inner 

diameters are considered. The results are shown in Figure 3-41 and Figure 3-42. In accordance 

with Figure 3-31, 4  plays an important role in affecting the capillary capacity, while te has a minor 

effect if the sizes of tubes are fixed. For 4=0.70 mm, m only drops 5.0 % over the range of 

evaporator temperatures; while for 4=0.84 mm, the value is even lower at 4.7%. This is because the

~ li

~e~  rf.=0.70 mm 

—b—rf.=0.84 mm

Evaporating temperature / (°C)

Figure 3-41 Influence of evaporating temperature on the mass flow rate with Z=1.526 m, 
di,outer=8.00 mm, P*=14.00 bar, Atsub=16.7 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

heat transfer condition does not change significantly with the evaporation pressure if the suction 

line flow falls entirely into the super-heated region. In this case, the heat transfer coefficient in the 

suction line grows from 207 W/(m2-K) to 212 W/(m2-K) along the flow direction for te=5 °C, and

from 192 W/(m2-K) to 204 W/(m2-K) for te=-15 °C. An average of 5% reduction can be observed.
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Accordingly, the overall thermal conductance changes only slightly. The heat transfer coefficient 

increase along the suction line flow direction is caused by the increased flow velocity.

u
4>

6

Figure 3-42 Influence of evaporating temperature on the in-tube temperatures with 
L=1.526 m, d,=0.84 mm, djy0Uter=8.QQ mm, P*=14.00 bar, Afsub=16.7 °C, Afsup=4.79 °C,

£=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

For the in-tube temperatures, a larger difference between the capillary flow and the suction line 

flow is obtained when te is low. On the capillary flow side, the temperature profile is a little higher 

at a higher evaporation temperature; on the suction line flow side, it is much higher at higher te due 

to their direct relationship. Therefore raising the evaporation temperature will benefit the device 

effectiveness; from the system point of view, this will better the overall performance.

3.2.2.2.7 Influence o f  initial conditions o f  the suction line flow

In section 3.2.2.2.1 the importance of the superheating degrees was mentioned; it will now be
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discussed in detail. For most domestic refrigerators, the flow at the suction line inlet is super-heated, 

which is the case we considered in the previous investigation. For CCOT-based A AC systems, the 

flow at the suction line inlet is in the two-phase region because a certain amount of liquid should be 

kept at all times so that lubricant oil can be carried to the compressor. Normally the quality at the 

suction line inlet is about 0.75-0.80. Therefore, in this section the initial conditions are divided into 

two categories, the superheating case and the two-phase case.

15
~ e~  d  =0.70 mm

14
rf.=0.84 mm

13

-2

a
» 9VIC3
S 8

7
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0 2 4 6 8 12 1410 16

Superheating degrees A/ (°C)

Figure 3-43 Influence of superheating degrees on the mass flow rate with L=1.526 m, 
d i , o u t e r = 8.00 mm, /**=14.00 bar, A4ub=10.0 °C, te=-10.09 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

For the superheating case, Figure 3-44 shows the relationship between the mass flow rate and

superheating degrees. Here, the evaporation temperature is fixed, so the heat transfer coefficient

changes even less with a change in superheating degrees. As discussed in the previous section, this

will help stabilize the mass flow rate. For different capillary inner diameters, m only decreases

3.6% to 3.8% for A4 ub values of 2 to 14 °C. From Figure 3-44 it can be seen that a high A4 ub brings
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small rate of temperature change, but the fluid enters and exits the capillary tube at almost the same 

temperatures, respectively. Compared with the evaporation temperature, the influence of 

superheating is less important.

u  30

-10

-20.

- A* -  2 C, capillary flow 
■ A t  = 2  °C, suction line flowsup
-  A tsu/j= \ 4  °C, capillary flow 
• A t  =14 °C, suction line flowsup

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 l.i
Distance from the capillary inlet (m)

Figure 3-44 Influence of superheating degrees on in-tube temperatures with £=1.526 m, 
df= 0.84 mm, dh0Uter=8.00 mm, £*=14.00 bar, Afsub=10.0 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%

In the two-phase region, due to the high value of the nucleate heat transfer coefficient, the flow 

condition differs significantly from a change in superheating degrees. To ensure the suction line 

outlet quality will be less than 1 (to achieve better heat transfer performance of the heat exchanger 

and lower compression work), the inner diameter of the suction line is intentionally enlarged to 

12.70 mm. The importance of the d i>outer  will be discussed in detail in next section. Compared with 

di,outer=%-00 mm, the change will decrease the heat transfer rate of the device. Even so, Figure 3-45 

shows a notable increase in the mass flow rate from around 7.5 kg/h and 12.0 kg/h in Figure 3-43
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to around 9.0 kg/h and 14.9 kg/h. It increases slightly with the suction line inlet quality by 1.2% for 

4=0.70 mm and 1.1% for 4=0.84 mm. For the larger capillary inner diameter, the heat transfer 

coefficient increases from 484 W/(m2-K) to 562 W/(m2-K) along the flow direction for xy/>=0.600, 

and from 536 W/(m2-K) to 612 W/(m2-K) for xs/>=0.782. When the suction line inlet quality 

increases, the flow velocity increases due to the smaller density; thus the heat transfer coefficient 

increases.
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<?.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
Suction line inlet quality x
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Figure 3-45 Influence of suction line inlet quality on the mass flow rate with £,=1.526 m, 
di,outer= 12.70 mm, P*= 14.00 bar, A/SUb=10.0 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

The temperature profile shown in Figure 3-46 differs slightly from previous figures in that it 

saddles in the single-phase region, showing the influence of the larger thermal driving force. At 

high suction line inlet quality (xsij„), a high specific heat transfer rate is obtained and a low 

temperature difference is achieved. Like Figure 3-44, the capillary flow temperature undergoes

little change at the inlet and the outlet. Since the flow temperature remains the same throughout the
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suction line, a relatively high inlet quality will enhance the device performance. When the suction 

line flow enters the super-heated region, the heat transfer deteriorates sharply, so the inlet quality 

cannot be too high so as to avoid single-phase heat transfer. During a design process, the proper 

suction line inlet quality varies case by case and strongly depends on simulated outlet conditions.

—a— *j; (n=0.600, capillary flow 

-«■■■ x  ,. =0.600, suction line flow
s i , i n  ’

—a — x sl _i|=0.782, capillary flow 

-■ A -  x  , .  =0.782, suction line flowU.IH 7

-20.
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

Distance from the capillary inlet (m)
1.60.2

Figure 3-46 Influence of suction line inlet quality on in-tube temperatures with £=1.526 m, 
d1,-=0.84 mm, </,>«̂ r=12.70 mm, PA=14.00 bar, A/SUb=10.0 °C, £=-10.09 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%

From the above discussion it can be seen that the initial condition itself does not greatly affect 

the mass flow rate and the capillary temperature behaviour. The overall influence is on the order of 

4% or less.

3.2.2.2.8 Influence o f  inner diameter o f  the suction line

Because the capillary and suction line flows are connected via heat transfer, a variation of inner
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diameter of the suction line causes a change in the specific heat transfer rate and thus affects the 

mass flow rate. Figure 3-47 details this relationship under two different condensation pressures. 

When Pk is low, the variation will be small, and a large mass flow rate can be reached at low d iyOUter- 

This is because the mass flux is inversely proportional to the square of the tube inner diameter. High 

mass flux corresponds to a small tube size, leading to a higher heat transfer coefficient. Meanwhile, 

the temperature profiles in Figure 3-48 show that the temperature drops faster with a smaller tube 

size, providing a larger specific heat transfer rate. Therefore, the total heat transfer rate is large for 

small tube size. When Pk is 14.66 bar, the heat transfer rate Q  is 52.4 W for d iy0Uter= 6  mm, and is 

only 15.8 W for d iyOUter= l 4  mm.

4 -

- P =11.06 bar
k

- P =14.66 bar
k

10 11 12 13 14 15
Suction line inner diameter d .  , (mm)

i , o u t e r  v '

Figure 3-47 Influence of suction line inner diameter on mass flow rate with Z=1.526 m, d ,  

=0.84 mm, AtSUb=10.0 °C, (<=-10.09 °C, A(sup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

It can also be seen from Figure 3-48 that the majority of the temperature drop occurs in the last

1 0  cm to 15 cm of the capillary, where a lower exit temperature is achieved at a smaller suction line
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tube size. So decreasing dii0Uter will benefit the heat transfer rate and the device effectiveness. If 

di.outer is large, the refrigerant flows so slowly that heat transfer barely occurs, and thus the capillary 

fluid temperature in the single-phase region becomes nearly flat. This is in accordance with the 

temperature profile at dii0Uter= 14 mm in the figure.

u
Id

QH

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
Distance from the capillary inlet (m)

Figure 3-48 Influence of suction line inner diameter on temperatures with L=1.526 m, 
di,outer=8.00 mm, iV=11.06 bar, Afsub=16.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm,

and c=4.0%

S.2.2.2.9 Influence o f  flow arrangement

If the fluid in the suction line is in the two-phase region, then its temperature remains almost 

the same throughout the heat transfer process, as can be seen in Figure 3-46. Therefore, whether the 

flow arrangement is counter flow or parallel flow does not affect the device performance. In this 

section, an investigation is conducted on a heat exchanger where the inlet flow of the suction line is

4.79 °C super-heated. The behaviour of the mass flow rate and the temperature distribution along
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the flow direction are shown in Figure 3-49 and Figure 3-50, respectively. The mass flow rates for 

the two arrangements are nearly identical. Accordingly, the capillary fluids follow similar 

temperature tracks, and the two-phase expansion processes match especially well. For the parallel 

flow arrangement, a saddled curved is observed in the single-phase region. This is caused by the 

greater initial thermal driving forces. Combined with Figure 3-46, we can see that such 

phenomenon exists during heat transfer processes occurring in the two-phase region for both 

counter flow and parallel flow, and in the super-heated region for parallel flow only.
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Figure 3-49 Influence of flow arrangement on mass flow rate with Z,=1.526 m, dit0Mer=8.00 mm, 
iV=11.06 bar, AfSUb=16.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

For the suction line flow, the temperature increase along the flow direction is 5.8 °C for the

parallel flow case and a slightly larger 6.1 °C for the counter flow case; the heat transfer rates are

17.2 W and 18.1 W, respectively. The small increase in heat load by 5.2% demonstrates the

advantage of the counter flow arrangement. Besides, if a parallel flow arrangement is adopted,
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reverse heat transfer is more likely to occur at the capillary exit region.

-10

-12,
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6

—a—Counter flow type, capillary flow 
-■a- Counter flow type, suction line flow 
_A_ Parallel flow type, capillary flow 
- a -  p ara]iei flow type, suction line flow

-Ar‘-

Distance from the capillary inlet (m)

Figure 3-50 Comparison of flow arrangement with £=1.526 m, di =0.84 mm, d,,0uter=8.00 mm, 
P*=11.06 bar, Afsub=16.7 °C, £=-10.09 °C, A/Sup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

3.2.2.2.10 Influence o f  heat exchanger type

Different types of heat exchangers, such as the tube-in-tube or the lateral configurations, have 

different impacts on heat transfer rate, even though the mass flow rate may not change significantly. 

Thus these two types of heat exchangers were investigated. When the heat exchanger was reshaped 

from a concentric to lateral type, the capillary tube was pulled out and attached to the outside of the 

suction line by welding. It needs to be mentioned that the inner diameter of the lateral suction line is 

a little smaller than that in the concentric case to keep the cross sectional area of the suction line the 

same for both cases. For the solder thickness, 1 mm was adopted to mimic real situations.
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Figure 3-51 Influence of heat exchanger type on mass flow rate with Z>1.526 m, P*=11.06 bar, 
AtSUb=16.7 °C, 10.09 °C, Atsup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

Figure 3-51 shows the behaviour of the mass flow rate for both types. It decreases slightly 

when a lateral configuration is adopted. This can be attributed to the relatively small change in the 

magnitude of the specific heat transfer rate when the suction line flow is super-heated. In other 

words, for both types the expansion processes are almost the same “far from adiabatic” process. At 

most a decrease of less than 1% is obtained. Meanwhile, due to the decrease of heat transfer area, 

the lateral heat exchanger has less capacity. For instance, with a dt of 0.84 mm, Q is 18.1 W for the 

concentric type and 13.9 W for the lateral case, a 23% decrease. In reality, if the heat exchanger is 

not well insulated and heat transfer occurs between the tube flows and the surroundings, and/or the 

tubes are not well contacted, then the lateral heat transfer type will perform even less efficiently. On 

the other hand, the lateral type is easier to make and maintain, so it is more suitable for applications
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where cost is of the most concern and “do-better” but not “do-the-best” is desirable.

The temperature of the capillary flow drops more slowly for the lateral case. This is because the 

contact area between the two tubes is limited and thus less heat can pass from one tube to the other.

A - .  I .

■■■••a,:

-a—Concentric heat exchanger, capillary flow 
™Q.-Concentric heat exchanger, suction line flow 
_A—Lateral heat exchanger, capillary flow 
...A.„. lateral heat exchanger, suction line flow

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1..
Distance from the capillary inlet (m)

1.6

Figure 3-52 Comparison of heat exchanger types with L=1.526 m, </,• =0.84 mm, P*=11.06 bar, 
AtSub=T6.7 °C, 4=-10.09 °C, A#sup=4.79 °C, £=0.0005 mm, and c=4.0%

3.2.3 Conclusions

The above discussion details the differences between the adiabatic model (ACAM) and the 

non-adiabatic model (NACAM). At the same time, relationships between the thermal factors and 

the mass flow rate have been further addressed. Relative temperatures of the tube flows provide 

more information about the heat transfer process. The specific heat transfer rate is the key parameter 

during analysis. It is determined through iterations using a trial-correction technique as shown in
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Figure 3-19. Since the mass flow rate and the overall thermal conductance change at similar rates, 

the change of the specific heat transfer rate reflects both the temperature difference between the two 

fluids and the temperature change of any one single fluid. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. NACAM and AC AM follow similar trends with varying parameters, but due to the presence 

of heat transfer, NACAM allow greater mass flow to circulate in the system than ACAM.

2. The mass flow rate increases faster in NACAM than in ACAM as the capillary inner 

diameter is increased; slightly faster with increasing condensation pressure; at the same rate 

with increasing capillary length and surface roughness; and slower with increasing 

subcooling degrees. If the mass flow rate is large, the temperature difference increases as 

well, which leads to lower heat exchanger effectiveness. Though surface roughness affects 

the mass flow rate, it does not affect the temperature behaviour.

3. More superheating slightly decreases the mass flow rate, and a larger suction line inner 

diameter and higher evaporation temperature reduce it even more; higher suction line inlet 

quality slightly increases it. Regarding variations in the superheating, the evaporation 

temperature, and the suction line inlet quality, capillary outlet temperature does not change 

significantly. An increase in the suction line inner diameter however does increase the 

capillary outlet temperature.

4. For heat exchange between the capillary flow and the two-phase suction line flow, an
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“appropriate” inlet quality is required to achieve both better device performance and to 

ensure the proper delivery of lubricant.

5. Changing the flow directions does not change the mass flow rate, and only slightly affects the 

averaged temperature difference between the flows. But a counter flow arrangement is 

recommended because it reduces the chance of reverse heat transfer.

6 . Under the condition that the heat exchanger is well insulated and tubes are well contacted, 

about 23% of heat transfer will be lost if a lateral type rather than a concentric type of heat 

exchanger is adopted. In this case, the mass flow rate will not be greatly affected; a smaller 

temperature difference between the tubes will be achieved when using the concentric type.
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Chapter 4 Experimental study of the pressure behaviour of an AAC 

system without AXE

In Chapter 3 the relationships between the mass flow passing through the capillary tube and 

various parameters for both adiabatic and non-adiabatic processes are addressed in detail. It can be 

seen from Figure 3-35 and Figure 3-41 that higher condensation pressure and lower evaporation 

pressure will increase the mass flow rate; Pk is related with m strongly. Conversely, when the 

mass flow rate varies, the pressure drop across the capillary tube (which is the difference between 

the condensation pressure and the evaporating pressure) should change accordingly. But the 

important question is: will both of them change? If so, by how much?

Fundamentally, for a sub-critical refrigeration system wherein the entire cycle operates under 

the critical point of the working fluid, the high side and the low side pressures are mainly 

determined by the environmental temperature and the temperature of the conditioned zone, 

respectively. Depending on the manufacturing techniques used and the coolant(s) chosen, a 

temperature difference of 2 °C to 10 °C is used for the condenser and evaporator during the design 

process. In reality, however, this value is changing, especially when the working condition is altered, 

or the mass flow rate is metered, or both. In such cases, it is difficult to predict the pressure 

behaviour with mass flow rate variations. Therefore, it is desirable to answer the above question 

using experimental techniques, which turn out to be the focus of this chapter.
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With the wide application of automotive air-conditioning (AAC) systems and variable 

displacement compressors (VDC), the influence of compressor speed on system performance 

becomes more and more important. As a common sense, it has a direct relationship to the mass flow 

rate. But in classical thermodynamics, it is often assumed that friction losses in the condenser and 

evaporator are negligible and that the specific cooling load and the specific work consumption are 

constant. The mass flow rate, then, will not affect the system’s coefficient of performance. In fact, 

higher compressor speed corresponds to higher mass flow rate, which will cause a greater pressure 

drop for the same expansion device. Then the increase in pressure drop will be distributed to the 

low side and high side, causing a lower evaporating pressure and a higher condensation pressure. 

Therefore, compressor speed does affect the system performance. The pressure behaviour with 

compressor speed has been reported by many researchers including Tassou and Qureshi (1998), 

Shao et al. (2004), Boyde et al. (2000), Ratts and Brown (2000), Aprea et al. (2003), and Wang et al. 

(2006). However, not much attention was paid to the mechanism underlying the trend lines of 

discharge pressure and intake pressure with compressor speed. In this chapter, a further 

investigation is conducted on how the change in pressure drop is distributed to both the high 

pressure and low pressure sides.

4.1 Parameters determining pressure change

When a refrigeration system is not in operation, refrigerant temperature becomes the same as 

that of surroundings, and system pressure is the saturated value corresponding to the temperature if 

neglecting the oil effect. As the system starts running, a pressure difference is established gradually
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such that the low pressure (evaporator side) refrigerant absorbs heat from the conditioned zone and 

the high pressure (condenser side) refrigerant dissipates heat to the external environment. As the 

compressor speeds up, this pressure difference increases. Thus compressor speed directly influences 

the behaviour of pressure drop. But these two parameters are not related in a linearly proportional 

fashion. The growing magnitude of pressure lift decreases with the compressor speed. The 

mechanism underlying this phenomenon is discussed in this chapter.

4.1.1 Pressure difference and mass flow rate

For a typical sub-critical AAC system as depicted in a logP-h diagram (as in Figure 3-1), fluid 

dynamics says that the frictional pressure drop can be correlated to the mass flow rate by

(4_i)2 2 A p

The pressure drop across an expansion device is proportional to the square of the mass flow rate and 

is inversely proportional to the inlet fluid density. It needs to be mentioned that such equation only 

considers the effects of friction, and thus might not hold for orifice tubes used in CCOT systems 

because the major part of the pressure drop is attributed to shock waves. Thus two points must be 

made before continuing: a. A relatively long capillary tube is investigated here, which has a greater 

inner diameter and length than an orifice tube. The size of the capillary tube is configured such that 

friction induces the vast majority of the pressure drop. b. For situations where the flow is choked 

and shock wave is present, the dissipated energy is also proportional to the square of velocity. In 

such cases / might need to be replaced by F  to represent the influences of not only friction but also
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shock waves. Given an AAC system with a typical cooling capacity of 4 kW: the mass flow rate is 

in the magnitude of 130 kg/h; a capillary tube with inner diameter of 1.8 mm is used; Pk= 18 bar; 

and tin,capi— 30 °C. The corresponding Reynolds number at the capillary inlet will be as high as 

1.13xl05. Therefore, it is acceptable to assume /  does not change significantly at such a scale. 

Details will be addressed in the following section discussing the experimental set-up.

For an R134a-based AAC system, the condenser and evaporator work partially or wholly in the 

two-phase region, which means condensation temperature directly corresponds to condensation 

pressure and has no relation to density. A similar relation applies to evaporating temperature and 

evaporating pressure. Thus a given pressure drop corresponds to a similar temperature difference. In 

this way, temperatures of the surroundings and the passenger compartment can be taken into 

analysis in determining states of the refrigerant flow. Based on this fact, the following correlation 

can be obtained.

At = tk - t e ozAP (4' 2)

and then

t k - te = f i ( ™ 2>P)

4.1.2 Evaporating temperature and compressor speed

For a heat exchanger with phase change as shown in Figure 4-1, the heat load could be 

expressed as

Q  = -*/») = UA(t, -<„) (4-4)

For condenser, the inlet is located in a super-heated region and thus the temperature is much higher
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than the saturated condensation temperature, which will make the equation either physically 

incorrect or in need of improvement. For an evaporator in an AAC system configured with a CCOT, 

the refrigerant exiting the evaporator goes into the accumulator where oil is entrained into the 

refrigerant flow and carried downstream to lubricate the compressor. Some liquid must be present at 

the accumulator inlet because it is needed to carry the oil. This fact holds for the entire evaporating 

process in the two-phase region; Equation (4-4) is thus accurate and can be rearranged as

te = tpass -  —  - me pass U A (4-5)

tir

■outin

flow with phase change 

second flow

t i

Figure 4-1 Schematic of a heat exchanger model 

4.1.3 Determination o f changes in mass flow rate

The mass flow rate is calculated by (Wang, 2000)

™ = % f QvdisP, = f M , n,Pd (4-6)

Volumetric efficiency t j v is normally considered to be a function of compression ratio R and/or 

compressor speed n. However, based on experimental data, it is almost exclusively related to n for a 

given compressor with R=3.5-7, tpass-  25-35 °C, and tamb=40 °C. The same phenomenon can be 

observed from another correlation (SINDA/FLUINT, 2003). Figure 4-2 shows the behaviour of 7]v
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with changing compressor speeds. The density at the compressor inlet will not change significantly 

with n. For example, as n increases, Pe decreases; meanwhile, the quality at the evaporator outlet 

decreases, which makes point 1 follow almost exactly an isodense as shown in Figure 4-3. Here 

black solid lines represent a cycle running at compressor speed nx, grey dashed lines are for n2, and

0.9 from experimental results

0.8 " n  from SINDA/FLUINT*v

0.5
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0.3
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0.1

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
Compressor speed n  (rpm)

Figure 4-2 Volumetric efficiency vs. compressor speed

n2 >nl . It can be seen that p x slightly influences the mass flow rate. The decrease of quality at the

evaporator outlet can be regarded as the result of the decreased specific cooling capacity. The

product of specific cooling capacity and mass flow rate is the cooling load, so these two factors are

inversely proportional to each other for a given Qe. In reality, Qe does increase with mass flow rate,

but at a less rate; the specific cooling capacity then decreases, resulting in lower outlet quality.

Some may argue that higher flow velocity should produce an increased heat transfer coefficient, and

then higher outlet quality. However, for an R134a evaporator, the total heat transfer coefficient is

dominated by that of the air side, which means a higher n will not affect the heat transfer condition

significantly compared to the contribution of the air flow rate from the passenger compartment.
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Therefore, the following expression can be obtained

Am = A ( t j v  Vdisp {) = f 3 (n) (4 '7)
60

Lower compressor 
speed n\

L _ _
Higher compressor 
speed « 2A Pt

Figure 4-3 Schematic diagram of two refrigeration cycles showing the effects of a change in
compressor speed

It is meaningful to further investigate how volumetric efficiency is affected by compressor

speed because it is directly related to mass flow rate. Generally there are four factors that affect rjv

(Aprea et al., 2003): a. throttling losses across the suction and discharge valves; b. leakage past the

rings of the piston and the leakage back through the suction and discharge valves; c. suction gas

warming while mixing with remaining gas inside cylinder increases specific volume, and hence

decrease the mass flow rate; and d. motor electrical efficiency because some semi-hermetic

compressor electric motors are cooled by means of the refrigerant fluid (Tassou and Qureshi, 1998).

Two types of volumetric efficiency behaviour can be found, increasing with compressor speed by

Tassou and Qureshi (1998), Shao et al. (2004), Boyde et al. (2000), and Ratts and Brown (2000);

and decreasing with compressor speed by Aprea et al. (2003) and Wang et al. (2006). Tassou and
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Qureshi (1998) attribute the increase to optimized compressors that have maximum volumetric 

efficiencies at design speed. This is doubtful in that the first factor, throttling losses, must logically 

increase with compressor speed, thus decrease volumetric efficiency. Tassou and Qureshi (1998) did 

not address other factor(s) that could overweight this one to change this trend. Shao et al. (2004) 

attributed the increase to the better lubrication at higher compressor speed; they used an inverter 

compressor in their experiments. Boyde et al. (2000) took into account the factor that sealing works 

better at high compressor speed for polyester oil. Ratts and Brown (2000) stated that the 

temperature of the refrigerant mixture in the condenser drops with higher compressor speed. 

However, this temperature actually represents the value at the condenser exit and thus could be 

sub-cooled. On the other hand, Aprea, et al. (2003) observed similar trends to Wang et al. (2006) 

that volumetric efficiency goes down with compressor speed, which reflects the behaviour of the 

pressure drop across the suction and discharge valves.

Until now we have known the relationship between changes of the pressure drop, the mass flow 

rate, and the compressor speed from Equations (4-3), (4-5) and (4-7). Iff \ , f i ,  and f$ are provided, 

then the pressures changes can be obtained.

4.1.4 Effect o f oil concentration

To get accurate correlations, the thermophysical properties of the refrigerant must be accurate. 

Several researchers (Wang et al., 2006; Grebner and Crawford, 1993; and Perez-Segarra et al., 2005) 

have reported that oil influences the system performance by increasing the refrigerant-oil mixture’s 

pressure (i.e., in the two-phase region, given a temperature, the corresponding pressure of the
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mixture is higher than the saturated pressure of pure refrigerant). Grebner (1993) proposed a 

correlation to calculate mixture properties if any two of the three parameters (mixture temperature, 

mixture pressure, and refrigerant concentration) are given. The correlation has the form

T = (\+T')T„  (4_8)

where the nondimensional degree of apparent superheat

T* = ( l -w ) (A  + BP) (4"9)

1 -  (1 -  c)x -  c 
1 -  (1  -  c)x

w = ■

X =  -

m r , l + m r,g

c = _____ 2 -L
m r,l +  m r,g +  m oil

Tsat is the saturated temperature of the pure refrigerant at pressure P; A and B  are two empirical 

coefficients. Grebner’s results show that oil greatly affects the mixture properties if the liquid 

refrigerant concentration is less than 45%. In an R134a system the compression process will be 

highly impacted because there is little liquid refrigerant in the flow. For example, if the refrigerant 

quality x at the compressor inlet is 0.98, and the oil concentration in the flow is 4%, then w is 32%. 

Wang et al. (2006) investigated this effect in detail and proposed a parameter that they call 

evaporation ratio to evaluate how much liquid refrigerant evaporates during the compression 

process. Perez-Segarra et al. (2005) split the volumetric efficiency into four partial components; the 

oil effect was considered along with the piston-cylinder leakage efficiency due to its direct relation 

to compressor lubrication. They investigated this effect both theoretically and experimentally.

After substituting experimental pressures and refrigerant concentrations into Grebner’s
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correlation, fairly large discrepancies were found between predicted mixture temperatures and 

measured ones, especially in situations where w is relatively low. This might be due to the fact that 

the correlation tries to cover four different sets of refiigerant-oil pairs and hence cannot generate 

satisfactory results for a single specific case. Knowing this, a new correlation between P, T and w 

was developed by the authors, which is expressed as 

T = AiPrl* + A^P-1 + A3P~°-5 +A4+ A5P0-5 + A6P  

where

A i =  +  B i,2  +  B i,3 W  +  B i A w 2  +  B i , i w l  +  B i,b W * > « =  1 , 6

Table 4-1 Coefficients of By for correlation (4-11)

(4-10)

(4-11)

B U 7=1 7=2 II 7=4 7=5 7=6
i =  1 -555.57 1529.83 -1631.49 849.39 -217.16 22.79
i= 2 9941.60 -27779.68 29642.06 -15277.55 3861.57 -383.49
i= 3 -57338.05 166134.44 -180687.13 93312.84 -23313.61 2281.07
/ =4 135583.90 -415835.15 466329.38 -244495.89 61297.87 -5973.48
1=5 -135357.30 452121.67 -529159.56 283692.82 -71819.19 7021.51
/ =  6 46669.17 -176319.04 217725.91 -119919.13 30762.16 -3027.66

The coefficients of By (i,j= 1,6) are shown in Table 4-1. Though more coefficients are used in this 

correlation, it is not difficult to use them in a computer code. Moreover, two main advantages 

justify the inconvenience. First, it greatly improves the prediction accuracy. A comparison between 

Grebner’s correlation and the new correlation is shown in Figure 4-4. Secondly, there is no need to 

calculate Tsat, which makes the correlation potentially capable to be expanded to refrigerant-oil 

mixture working at transcritical cycles.

To further validate the accuracy of the new correlation, measured pressures and refrigerant 

concentrations at the accumulator outlet are taken as inputs to calculate the mixture temperatures.
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Figure 4-5 Prediction accuracy of the new correlation

Prediction uncertainties are shown in Figure 4-5. Keeping in mind the ±0.2 °C accuracy of

thermocouples, good agreement can be observed with all deviations being less than ±0.5 °C.

As mentioned above, oil effects become obvious when the refrigerant concentration falls below 

45%, which corresponds to the compression process. Using adjusted pressures generated by the new

correlation, reasonable estimates of the work consumption of the compression process can be
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obtained. Figure 4-6 shows the difference before and after the adjustment of measured pressures.

e ,p u r e

e .m e a s

e ,p u r e

e ,m e a s

e , p u r e

§00 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
Compressor speed n  (rpm)

Figure 4-6 Compressor work consumptions before and after adjusting pressures 

4.2 Experimental set-up and uncertainties

To investigate the changing trends of the evaporating pressure and the condensation pressure 

with compressor speed, experiments were conducted on an R134a-based AAC system adopting a 

CCOT mechanism. The test loop is shown in Figure 4-7. A compressor stand, a condenser stand 

with water-bath reservoir, an evaporator stand, and an accumulator stand are connected by tubing 

rigged with pressure and temperature sensors.

The compressor stand consists of an automotive swash plate compressor driven by a 10 hp 

inverter-based variable-speed motor. A mass flow meter was mounted between the condenser and 

the expansion device to measure the total mass flow rate of both refrigerant and oil. A sight glass 

tube was placed right after the flow meter to ensure the refrigerant is in a sub-cooled state. Another 

flow meter was installed between the accumulator and the compressor to measure the vapour flow
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Figure 4-7 Schematic of an R134a AAC experimental test stand with capillary tube

Unlike a traditional AAC system where an orifice tube is adopted to create pressure balance

between the high side and the low side, a capillary tube with a 1.65 mm inner diameter and 0.50 m 

length was used instead. It functions only as an expander in this chapter, but will be further used as 

a component of the heat exchanger in a successive investigation. 1 .8  kg of refrigerant was charged 

into the system; the cooling water temperature was 40 °C; the passenger temperature was preset at 

25, 30, and 35 °C, respectively; and the compressor speed was controlled at five speeds to mimic 

different driving conditions from idle to highway. Detailed information about the test rig can be
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found in the research by Wang et al. (2006).

Discharge and intake pressures were measured using 0-20 MPa (±10 kPa full scale) and 

0-15 MPa (±10 kPa full scale) pressure transducers. The thermocouples were found to be accurate 

to within ±0.2 °C. Mass flow rate fluctuations of two coriolis mass flowmeters were observed to be 

±0.1 kg/h. Refrigerant charge was controlled to be accurate within ±0.001 kg. The thermostats 

provided precise temperatures within ±1 °C variation.

4.3 Correlations of pressure lift

Under various working conditions, i.e. different tpass, tamb, and n, the pressures Pe and Pk will 

change accordingly. Figure 4-8 is a typical set of pressure curves with varying compressor speed 

under different evaporation temperatures. Taking Pk as an example, though different in magnitude, 

they follow similar trend, which means compressor speed influences Pk in a similar manner no 

matter how tpass changes. This can be seen from Equation (4-5) as well. Taking the derivative of te 

with respect to n one gets

For the same reason that leads to the decrease of quality at evaporator outlet (section 4.1.3), the 

enthalpy at the evaporator outlet (hout) is getting smaller with increasing compressor speed (n). 

Since the condenser exit temperature is not sensitive to n, hin does not change significantly. As a 

consequence, (hourhm) decreases with n if other conditions are kept unchanged. At the same time,

dn dn
out in \

UAe dn
(4-12)

UAe decreases slightly and linearly with n, which might be caused by the decrease in the effective
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heat transfer area of the specific flow pattern, similar to the explanation of the behaviour of

pressures and compressor speed by Tassou and Qureshi (1998). When the evaporator outlet quality

decreases, more liquid film is formed along the inner side of the refrigerant tube, lowering the heat

transfer effect slightly. Therefore, the first item on the right hand side of Equation (4-12) is almost

dmlinearly related to n, and dte is shaped by— . Equation (4-5) can thus be further expressed as
dn

t e  =  t p a s s (4-13)

Discharge pressure P

Intake pressure P e

t  = 3 5 °CS 10

t  = 3 0  °Cpass

t  = 2 5  °Cpass

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
Compressor speed n  (rpm)

Figure 4-8 Relationship between pressures and compressor speed 

4.3.1 Correlation based on experimental data for tpass=25 °C

Using experimental results obtained at t =25 °C as sample data to determine the regression

coefficients, the following correlation can be obtained 

^= ^-(790 .32 -0 .077991 /1 )/*

tk = /e+(2182.7m-9881.1w2)

(4-14)

(4-15)
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where m = 0.0071064-6.8413x10 A4 n (4-16)
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Figure 4-9 Predicted and measured temperature differences with compressor speed
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Figure 4-10 Predicted and measured pressures with varying compressor speed

Accordingly, the temperature differences are

A te =-(790.32-0.077991 n)Am + 0.077991 mAn 

Atk = Ate + (2182 .7 -  2 x 9881 Am)Am

(4-17)

(4-18)

It is worth mentioning that when An is large, second order terms in the form of (An) , extracting
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from a Taylor Series, need to be included into the calculation to improve the accuracy.

Predicted temperature differences and measured data are compared in Figure 4-9. A slight over 

prediction of Atecan be observed when An is small, and a slight under prediction when An is 

large, while predicted Atk values are lower than measured at first and match well for the rest. These 

initial deviations can be attributed to the inaccuracies of the correlations, which do not represent 

starting points as well as those that follow. Using temperature and pressure differences, the 

corresponding pressures can be obtained. Results are shown in Figure 4-10, where the top dashed 

line and the bottom solid line correspond to te=35 °C, the bottom dashed line and the top solid line 

are for te=30 °C, and the two lines in the middle are for te=25 °C. Prediction errors are well less than 

±5%, as can been seen from Figure 4-11.

+5%

a, 12

4.5

Close-up of Pg

3.5

4.53.5

Measured P  (bar)

Figure 4-11 Comparison between predicted and measured pressures

4.3.2 Improved correlation based on averaged experimental data

To further investigate whether a new correlation will improve model accuracy or not, two
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averaged regression coefficients in terms containing n were calculated and substituted into

Equations (4-14) and (4-16), respectively. The improved correlations can be developed as follows.

(4-19) 

(4-20)

K =tpass ~ (790.32 -0.078408«)m

m = 0.0071064-6.5971 xlO^Vn

The coefficient in Equation (4-15) changes greatly, deteriorating the model, so it is not modified. 

The improvements of predicting temperature differences are shown in Figure 4-12. Though an 

improvement exists, it is not significant. This shows that correlation based on one set of specific 

experimental results can generate satisfactory results without more extensive experimental work.
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Figure 4-12 Improvement of correlation in predicting temperature differences

4.3.3 Further discussion on the influence o f suction density and ambient 

temperature

As mentioned in subsection 4.1.3, the density at the compressor inlet weakly affects the mass 

flow rate. To verify the statement, it was not neglected in / 2, and correlation (4-16) can be
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re-expressed as

m = p x (0.00024303 -  4.9523 x 1(T5 4 n  ) (4-21)

20

m
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0Q.
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Figure 4-13 Influence of density at the compressor inlet 

Figure 4-13 is the calculated temperature differences using (4-21). Though the first few points 

match more closely, more deviations are observed over the whole range. Two points can thus be 

made: the form m = p 1(cl + c2sfn) does not work as well as m - c l +c2yfn in Equation (4-16); 

correlating mass flow rate directly to compressor speed and including the influence of suction 

density into coefficients offers an easy way to depict flow behaviour without losing accuracy. From 

our experimental results it can be seen that the suction density is almost the same for various 

operation conditions because of the stabilizer AXE. So for other AAC systems with AXE, only 

Equation (4-16) needs to be rectified, and the other two equations (4-14) and (4-15) are generally 

applicable.

No influence of the ambient temperature can be seen from the equations derived in the above
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discussion. Actually tamb was fixed at 40 °C, and was included in the coefficients in Equations 

(4-15) and (4-18).

4.3.4 Verification o f the model A CAM
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Figure 4-14 Comparison of data by experiments and ACAM

AAC systems have much higher mass flow rate than domestic refrigerators and air conditioners.

Available models in open literature are not capable of simulating flow behaviour beyond a capillary 

tube relatively small inner diameter. In our case, the capillary inner diameter 4=1.65 mm, and the 

mass flow rate varies from 90 to 145 kg/h. ACAM was adopted to predict the mass flow rate; the 

results are shown in Figure 4-14, where a fairly good agreement can be observed. The experimental 

data were slightly over predicted by a maximum of 2.4% and an average deviation of 1.8%. This 

validates ACAM to be an accurate model in adiabatic analysis; the deviations might be mainly 

caused by the inner diameter. We measured the inner diameter at the tube inlet, and assumed it to be 

the same everywhere throughout the capillary; it is possible a slight difference in diameter will
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result in a relatively large change in the mass flow rate. Based on observation, all predicted values 

are biased to one side, thus the true inner diameter might be slightly smaller than 1.65 mm.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter a detailed investigation on the relationship between pressure drop and 

compressor speed was carried out. Based on the above discussion, the following conclusions can be 

drawn:

1. Oil effects must be taken into account so as to obtain reasonable parameter values, such as 

enthalpies and densities at the inlet or outlet of each component. This is especially important 

for the compression process.

2. Though a correlation based on one specific passenger temperature was developed, it can 

predict pressure changes well, with deviations being less than ±5%. More experimental data 

should slightly improve the correlation accuracy.

3. There are two main advantages to use a correlation between the behaviour of pressure drop 

(Pk-Pe) and the compressor speed n. One is to provide a useful tool for simulation and 

optimization. Given tpass and an arbitrary n, the corresponding intake and discharge pressure 

can be determined, and vice versa. The other is to further understand how the system 

components affect these parameters. From Equations (4-19) and (4-20) it can be seen that the 

mass flow rate embodies the effect of the compressor; the coefficients represent the
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characteristics of other components (the coefficients in fa represent the evaporator, and fa the 

condenser). If a new compressor is incorporated into the system, only the correlation for m 

needs to change, while the others remain the same. This will greatly simplify the model in 

predicting system behaviour when only one component is replaced.

4. It needs to be addressed that f \  also includes the contribution of the environment temperature, 

so further development is expected to clarify the contribution by the condenser.

5. ACAM proved to be a good model in predicting the mass flow rate for adiabatic flow. It 

slightly over predicts experimental data by less than 2.4%. The true capillary inner diameter 

may be slightly smaller than 1.65 mm.
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Chapter 5

Experimental study of the pressure behaviour of an AAC system with 

AXE

Previously we have discussed the behaviour of pressures with a change in compressor speed in 

a CCOT AAC system where the orifice tube was replaced by a capillary with larger inner diameter 

and greater length than an orifice tube. In this chapter we will further investigate how such a system 

responds if a heat exchanger, normally called an internal heat exchanger (IHX), is incorporated into 

the system. Different from other researchers’ work, a highly-integrated device AXE is adopted; 

AXE is an improved IHX especially suited to AAC systems.

Internal heat exchangers are widely used in various refrigeration systems, especially large

commercial chillers, to recover part of the heat at the low pressure side between the evaporator and

the compressor so that the heat load in the evaporator can be improved. Since it adds one more

component to the system, IHXs are not used extensively in small-scale applications. However, in

domestic refrigerators part of the capillary tube adheres to the suction line, forming a fundamental

capillary tube-suction line heat exchanger; thus it is possible to increase the cooling capacity in

these devices. There are several criteria to judge whether or not a heat regenerator is suitable for a

system. The first is the COP. Normally, as the heat load is increased by the IHX, the compressor

power consumption goes up as well because the intake temperature is higher and the isentropic

efficiency is lower. Depending on various thermophysical properties of different refrigerants, the
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COP of IHX systems would increase if  fluids that make the cooling load increase more significantly 

than the compressor work increase are utilized. According to Domanski et al. (1994), 24 out of 29 

refrigerants under investigation allow the system performance to benefit from the introduction of an 

IHX. Aprae et al. (1999) presented a simple criterion to evaluate the influence of internal heat 

exchangers and graphically discussed two sets of working fluids: R502 with its substitutes and R22 

with its substitutes. The assumptions the authors made when the simulation was carried out 

introduce uncertainties determined to be less than 5%. Klein et al. (2000) extended the research to 

include more refrigerants, most of them mixtures. A non-dimensional relative capacity change index 

RCI was proposed to represent the effect of IHXs on system performance. Moreover, pressure drop 

across the IHX was taken into account and expressed in correlations as a reduced factor. 

Navarro-Esbri et al. (2005) further investigated the influence of IHXs on refrigerant mass flow rate, 

and how pressure drop across the new device affects the system performance. Compared with the 

work of Aprae et al. (1999) and Klein et al. (2000), good agreement was observed except for slight 

over prediction for an R134a system using Klein’s correlation. It needs to be noted that 

experimental data from Navarro-Esbri et al. (2005) does not conflict with the simple criterion 

developed by Aprae et al. (1999). The second criterion is the working condition of the expansion 

device. Less vaporization occurs during the expansion process if heat regeneration is present, 

making the expansion device more stable (Domanski et al., 1994; Klein et al., 2000). The third 

factor is manufacturing and maintenance costs. More components lead to more weight, more 

complexity, and more initial costs, less system reliability and extra maintenance fees.
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All of the research mentioned above is based on systems having an IHX and an expansion 

device as two separate components. The schematic and related pressure-enthalpy diagram of these 

systems is shown in Figure 3-1. For some cycles, a receiver/dryer combination is adopted instead 

of accumulator, but the thermodynamic description does not change. This chapter is focused on the 

new device AXE that combines the functions of a traditional expansion device, accumulator, and 

suction line heat exchanger into one piece. A capillary tube with a 1.65 mm inner diameter and 

0.5 m in length is inserted into the J-shaped tube of the accumulator to throttle the refrigerant to the 

evaporation pressure, while simultaneously discharging heat to the surrounding suction vapour. The 

system composition and the corresponding pressure-enthalpy diagram of the new AXE cycle are 

shown in Figure 3-2. Contrary to previous systems where the suction line side pressure loss over 

the IHX becomes a concern, the J-tube side pressure loss over the AXE is negligible. This is 

because the inner diameter of the J-shaped tube is 12.7 mm, large enough that the inside vapour 

velocity is relatively low. Also, due to a delicate configuration of the capillary tube, the heat 

exchanger portion is as short as approximately 25 cm. For both these reasons, the pressure loss of 

the low-side inside the AXE can be neglected during analysis. It needs to be addressed that Mei and 

Chen (1997) proposed an AXE with structure similar to our model, but these two designs differ in 

the placement of the capillary tube. Mei and Chen immerse the capillary in the over-feeding 

refrigerant liquid, which could ensure a relatively stable heat transfer rate. However, this will not 

affect the suction line inlet quality significantly because it is mainly determined by the pressure in 

the accumulator chamber and the size of the oil bleeding hole located at the bottom of the J-tube.

From a thermodynamic point of view, this will increase the system flow rate while leaving the
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waste heat in the suction line unrecovered. In our research, the capillary tube is placed directly into 

the suction line portion. This will allow heat recovery to occur and effectively prevent the 

compressor from liquid slugging. Another obvious difference between the AXE system and 

non-AXE systems is the change in discharge pressure. The mechanism underlying this change will 

be discussed in this chapter.

To thoroughly investigate how the system pressure lift (i.e. pressure difference between the 

high-side pressure and the low-side pressure) behaves with changing compressor speeds for AAC 

systems with and without AXE, two steps were taken. In the previous chapter a capillary tube was 

configured as a pure expansion device and no IHX was placed into the system. By this means 

traditional pressure behaviour was observed and the corresponding correlation was developed. This 

chapter will further the investigation on how AXE will affect the pressure drop and then the system 

performance.

5.1 Determination of pressure drop across the AXE

Beginning with the previous experimental test stand, the 0.5 m long capillary tube is folded and 

inserted into the J-tube. The new test loop is illustrated in Figure 5-1. All the measuring equipment 

has the same accuracies as stated in Chapter 4, section 4.2.

To make the results comparable, the environmental conditions were kept same as during the 

experiments on the non-AXE system: the refrigerant charge, the cooling water temperature, the 

three different passenger temperatures, and the five compressor speeds were controlled to be the 

same as in the previous chapter.
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Figure 5-1 Schematic of an R134a AAC experimental test stand with AXE

The experimental data from the test stand with AXE have been obtained, and a set of results for

tamb being equal to 40°C are shown in Table 5-1 combined with results of Chapter 4. Before 

performing any analysis, data processing techniques should be adopted. This is because the 

compressor speed is not fixed at an exact value. For example, at tpass=25°C, the compressor speed n 

is preset at 700 rpm. However, for the system without an IHX the measured value is 716.08 rpm; 

and for the system with an IHX the measured value is slightly different at 716.47 rpm. To 

investigate the influence of an IHX on pressures, we must compare pressures at exactly the same 

compressor speed, which means two measured compressor speeds should be the same.
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Table 5-1 Experimental results for R134a based AAC system with and without AXE

n P  .A e,m f e, in PA e, out f t', out P  k, in f A, in P  k, out f t , out X
M a s s

flow
r a t e

(rpm) (K102 
kPa)

(°C) (x102
kPa) (°C) (:K102 

kPa)
(°C) (:x.102 

kPa)
(°C) (-) (kg/h)

714.90 405.16 8.25 393.98 5.52 1533.91 62.43 1431.82 39.12 0.860 103.88

$
1020.85 371.24 5.13 354.64 1.64 1712.79 71.19 1597.25 39.12 0.850 119.32
1272.91 356.43 3.49 337.19 -0.33 1843.58 76.04 1719.15 39.16 0.817 129.80
1526.43 345.42 2.41 323.46 -1.54 1931.36 80.99 1801.40 39.17 0.803 136.49

o 1774.41 341.09 1.75 316.46 -2.35 2025.31 84.70 1890.22 39.04 0.768 143.63
tom 2023.14 330.89 1.37 305.55 -2.86 2039.48 90.19 1901.38 39.17 0.765 145.23
II
1 W

>1

714.78 404.62 8.01 393.01 5.65 1589.75 62.28 1489.92 38.98 0.846 102.47
1020.69 377.54 5.29 359.21 2.35 1849.12 70.24 1734.48 39.02 0.805 120.93

< 1273.01 358.43 3.52 338.16 0.20 1956.59 76.88 1836.74 39.05 0.810 127.98
o•a 1526.78 347.43 2.37 324.59 -1.19 2045.98 83.06 1921.23 39.07 0.814 133.75

£ 1775.45 343.75 1.54 317.84 -2.18 2164.04 86.89 2033.04 39.02 0.782 140.90
2024.39 340.43 0.90 311.89 -2.88 2256.79 90.29 2121.90 39.14 0.755 146.10

715.81 378.10 5.53 366.85 2.17 1456.54 58.37 1357.83 39.11 0.837 98.54

w 1021.24 348.10 2.75 332.57 -1.30 1630.21 67.06 1518.57 39.15 0.831 113.58

<3 1273.08 336.35 1.47 317.47 -2.82 1755.37 72.26 1636.24 39.20 0.804 123.98
£ 1526.89 321.92 -0.05 300.69 -4.72 1809.91 77.42 1686.63 39.20 0.805 128.33

U
£ 1775.71 321.68 -0.21 297.74 -4.85 1925.75 80.60 1794.23 39.26 0.763 137.06

o
cn 2025.03 314.03 -0.96 288.91 -5.80 1953.81 85.52 1819.75 39.21 0.758 139.30
II

w
715.60 379.61 6.03 367.99 3.35 1532.90 59.39 1438.09 38.96 0.821 97.65

<3
1021.16 346.02 2.85 329.88 -0.60 1713.90 67.59 1606.55 38.96 0.813 111.73
1272.96 337.70 1.57 317.36 -2.17 1873.40 72.89 1758.09 39.06 0.780 122.44

O 1526.98 331.32 0.56 307.63 -3.41 1999.91 77.16 1879.49 39.09 0.758 130.22

' $ 1775.37 329.51 -0.05 302.82 -4.14 2118.34 81.60 1991.06 39.14 0.739 137.43
2025.35 321.10 -1.10 293.22 -5.44 2145.34 86.56 2015.16 39.14 0.746 139.10

716.47 348.84 2.82 338.52 -1.23 1365.52 54.34 1275.32 39.20 0.817 91.78

w 1021.76 323.82 0.35 308.67 -4.37 1537.61 63.32 1431.72 39.16 0.818 106.65

9 1274.58 310.15 -1.13 292.34 -6.14 1634.97 68.71 1520.73 39.21 0.800 115.42
1528.00 302.84 -2.09 282.11 -7.23 1718.21 72.94 1598.13 39.00 0.784 122.39

O
£ 1776.38 298.84 -2.47 275.89 -7.68 1797.14 76.77 1672.97 39.24 0.756 128.59

to
CN

2025.92 293.21 -3.02 269.07 -8.39 1829.43 82.06 1700.93 39.19 0.755 131.30
II
§ w

716.08 349.12 3.28 338.23 -0.04 1449.55 56.41 1359.46 38.95 0.811 90.02
J . 1021.63 323.18 0.67 307.48 -3.27 1621.83 63.99 1519.28 39.01 0.796 105.30

< 1274.06 313.52 -0.50 294.34 -4.76 1756.46 69.53 1648.29 39.06 0.771 114.61
O 1527.55 308.54 -1.23 286.18 -5.64 1875.66 74.11 1759.63 39.10 0.749 122.42

1776.25 306.28 -1.63 280.98 -6.12 1979.42 78.05 1859.14 39.13 0.723 129.35
2025.63 305.75 -1.64 278.06 -6.23 2064.56 81.85 1937.60 39.10 0.699 135.24

Though the measured compressor speeds differ slightly in this case, logically it needs to be

rectified to diminish uncertainties as much as possible. In this fashion, even though the compressor 

speeds of the two systems differ greatly, the results can be adjusted such that they can be compared.
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To permit such a comparison, raw data were processed to elucidate the relation between pressures 

and the compressor speed.

The most obvious difference that can be observed is the behaviour of pressure drop over the 

expansion device as shown in Figure 5-2. Lower values are obtained for the AXE system over the 

compressor speed range from 700 rpm to 2000 rpm. The pressure drop is directly related to the 

mass flow rate, AXE inlet density, and capillary geometry. How it is distributed between the 

high-side and the low-side is determined by the thermal characteristics of the condenser and the 

evaporator, respectively. Their relations can be described as follows (Chen et al., 2007):
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/•“ SU

e ,15

2.14
©utJ
o 13u
p

g 12eu
11

10

t  = 30 °C
p a s s

'25 °C

System with AXE 

System without AXE

600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
Compressor speed n  (rpm)

Figure 5-2 Pressure drop of throttling process for systems with and without an AXE

(5-1)AP -  —F pV 2 ~ F  ™2
2Al p

(5-2)

h — h 
te = t---- — ^ ----—fhe pass JJA (5-3)
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The link between these expressions is the one-to-one correspondence between temperature and 

pressure in the two-phase region. The pressure drop study can thus be converted to a temperature 

related analysis, which links the pressure behaviour to the thermal resistances of the evaporator and 

the condenser and clarifies the underlying physical mechanism. To understand the meaning of 

changes in pressure drop, we need to investigate the relevant parameters individually.

As a geometric parameter, the cross-sectional area of the capillary tube was kept the same both 

in the basic and the AXE systems. Owing to sufficient heat transfer capacity of the condenser, the 

exit temperature stays almost constant at a sub-cooled state; accordingly, its density remains nearly 

unchanged. Therefore, only the mass flow rate m , the temperatures te and 4 , and the overall 

pressure loss factor F  are of interest in this chapter.

5.1.1 Mass flow rate

From the work of Navarro-Esbri et al. (2005) mass flow rate was almost unchanged regardless 

of whether or not an IHX was present. According to the statement shown in section 4.1.3, the 

refrigerant specific volume at the compressor inlet does not change significantly with the 

compressor speed. This allows the new system to outperform its IHX counterparts by preventing the 

volumetric efficiency from decaying and the compressor from consuming more power. Figure 5-3 

is a comparison of mass flow rates for the system with and without AXE. Therefore, the correlation 

developed in the previous chapter can be used in this analysis as well.

m = 0.0071064-6.8413 xKT4 f n  (5“4)
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Figure 5-3 Mass flow rate for systems with and without an AXE

5.1.2 Effect o f oil concentration

Many researchers have noticed the effects of oil in evaluating refrigerant themophysical 

properties (Grebner and Crawford, 1993; Perez-Segarra et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006; Chen and 

Gu, 2007). All of the work is based on Grebner’s correlation which takes into account pressure, 

temperature, and liquid concentration of the refrigerant/oil mixture. It was found that the oil affects 

the system mostly in the compression process (Chen and Gu, 2007). Grebner’s correlation (Grebner 

and Crawford, 1993) is expressed as

T = (\ + T*)Tsat (5-5)

where the non-dimensional degree of apparent superheat is

T* = (\-w ){A  + BP) (5-6)

where
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1 -  (1 -  c)x -  cw = —  ----- -------
1 -  (1 -  c)x
m

x  = ■ r,l

m r,l +  m r,g

c = _____
m r,l +  m r,g  +  m oil

c c c c c
^ = Q+-T5-> B = ci +^ s +— +-rr+^r w w w w w

Tsat is the saturated temperature of the pure refrigerant at pressure P. A and B are two empirical 

coefficients. Chen et al. (2007) found that the correlation under predicted the mixture temperature, 

especially when the liquid concentration is low. They developed a correlation that directly connects 

P, T, and w without considering the saturated temperature Tsat, which is expressed as

T = 4 P " 1'5 + A2P~l + A3P~0-5 +A4+ A5P°-s + A6P  (5-7)

where

At = BiXw~l + Bi2 + Bi2w + BiAw1 + BiSw3 + Bi6w4, i = 1,6  (5-8)

Bjj (i,y'=l,6 ) is the coefficient derived by best-fitting the experimental data. The correlation provides 

high accuracy for the entire parameter range, and could be further expanded to transcritical 

refrigerants such as carbon dioxide because the saturated temperature does not exist in the

supercritical region. However, its accuracy diminishes rapidly out of the range because the

correlation is not based on physics but purely on mathematics. For this reason, it might be better to 

improve the coefficients of Grebner’s correlation because it unveils a direct and linear relation 

between T* and P  at any given w. Coefficients are shown in Table 5-2, and a comparison between 

old and new coefficients is shown in Figure 5-4. Note that the units of P  and T  are psia and R

respectively, while in the improved correlation they are bar and Celsius.
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Table 5-2 Original and improved coefficients of Grebner’s correlation
c, c2 C3 c4 Cs Cf c7

Grebner’s correlation -7.1525E-02 5.9852E-02 1.7133E-03 -2.9749E-03 1.7003E-03 -3.7562E-04 2.9984E-05

Improved correlation -6.7001E-02 5.2770E-02 3.0335E-02 -5.8017E-02 3.7545E-02 -9.5659E-03 9.5208E-04

w=0.069 
0 w=0.128 
° w=0.283 

w=0.452 
° w=0.657 
° w=0.832 

w=0.069 
w=0.128 
w=0.283 
w=0.452

 w=0.657
 w=0.832

w=0.069 
vv—0.128 
w=0.283 
w=0.452 
w=0.657 

 w=0.832

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Mixture pressure P  (bar)

Figure 5-4 Comparison between different correlations and experimental data

Compared with correlation (5-7), the deviation of the improved Grebner’s correlation is slightly

larger but still satisfactory, and it keeps the right trends of curves well when w<0.069, w>0.832, and

when the pressure is out of the parameter range. All the calculation results shown in this chapter

were based on the improved Grebner’s correlation. By directly substituting correlation (5-7) with

the improved one, it was found that more computing time was consumed during the process of

calculating the saturated temperature and overflow was more likely to occur. Accordingly, an

acceleration algorithm was adopted to speed up the simulation process and a stronger damping

factor was introduced between iterations to avoid overflow.

14U
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5.1.3 Evaporating pressure

In Table 5-1 the evaporating pressure remains almost the same for basic and AXE systems at a 

specific passenger temperature. It decreases slightly at high compressor speed but the magnitude is 

within measurement uncertainty. The evaporating temperature and compressor speed for the basic 

system has been correlated as

te = tpass -  (790.32 - 0.077991n)m (5-9)

4.5

Experimental data (no AXE) 
Experimental data (AXE) 
Predicted values (no AXE) 
Predicted values (AXE)

t  = 35°C

't-'

30°C

25°C

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
Compressor speed n  (rpm)

Figure 5-5 Evaporating pressure for systems with and without an AXE

Knowing te, the corresponding evaporating pressure can be easily determined. Figure 5-5

shows the prediction curves using correlation (5-9) for both systems. Fairly good agreement can be 

observed, and even better results are obtained for the AXE system than the basic system when 

t =2S°Ctp a ss  v-/ *
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5.1.4 Overall pressure loss factor and pressure drop over AXE

The trend for evaporating pressure remains unchanged as shown in Figure 5-6, and hence the 

total change in pressure drop in the AXE system can be attributed to the change caused by heat 

transfer inside the enlarged capillary. The old correlation, as described below, is obviously not 

applicable here.

t k  = t e +  (2182.7m-9881.1ot2) (S '10)

o>u
S

£

Figure 5-6 Prediction of pressures for systems with and without an AXE for tp a S s = 25°C using
correlation (5-7)

The prediction deviation can be seen in Figure 5-6. Because the same correlation is used for 

the systems with and without AXE, the prediction curves for the high-side pressure are identical. 

The same thing occurs for the low-side pressure. The maximum over prediction is found to be 

2.60 bar at 2000 rpm which gives a 14.7% relative deviation.

To improve the prediction accuracy, the influence of heat transfer inside the capillary tube was

taken into account because from a thermodynamic point of view it is the only factor that differs
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from the basic cycle. As heat is dissipated to the surrounding suction flow, the refrigerant becomes

colder and denser, which slows down the flow velocity. The pressure drop reduces as well since it is 

proportional to the density and the velocity square. This can also be reasoned from Equation (5-1) 

as there is an inverse relation between pressure drop and density (with other parameters kept 

constant). The decreasing magnitude of the loss factor Fp can thus be quantified as the decrease of 

pressure drop, which can be written as

AP77 _ 1  ^ A X E

noAXE
(5-11)
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Figure 5-7 Prediction of pressures for systems with and without an AXE using correlation
(5-7) and the improved Grebner’s correlation

The new overall pressure loss factor becomes FAXE -  F ( l - F p) . Substituting this into Equation (5-1) 

one gets

AP = - F  oV 2 = Faxe mA X E  2 A X E P  2 A 2 p (5-12)

By performing a best-fit analysis on the experimental data, this friction change can be expressed as
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Fp =0.0606718 +1.3346683 xlO’V  (5-13)

Correspondingly, Eq. (9) will be modified to

tk = te +(0.9588878 -4.1742367 xl0~9«2)(2182.7m -9881.1/h2) (5-14)

53 14 +3'
-3%

4.5
Close-up of Pg

3.5

4.53.5

Measured P  (bar)

Figure 5-8 Comparison between predicted and measured pressures 

Figure 5-7 is the pressure behaviour with changing compressor speeds for basic and AXE

systems. Dashed lines were obtained using Equations (5-4), (5-9), and (5-10), while solid lines were

obtained using (5-4), (5-9), and (5-14). A comparison between predicted and measured data is

provided in Figure 5-8. Most of the simulated values are well kept within the boundary of ±3% to

the measured data except for one point which is offset by 3.1%.
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5.2 Influence of the compressor speed on system performance

5.2.1 Evaporation capacity

4.

r
©i

0.

Figure 5-9 Cooling load for system with and without AXE

As a combined effect of unchanged mass flow rate and increased specific cooling capacity, the

increase in cooling load is predictable. Figure 5-9 shows the increase for different passenger 

temperatures. The increase varies from 4.1% to 9.5% with an average of 6 .8 %.

5.2.2 Compressor power consumption

The compressor requires less work input when an AXE is incorporated into the system. Figure 

5-10 is a comparison of power consumption for systems with and without an AXE. There are two 

main reasons for the change. First, as mentioned above, the discharge pressure decreases (due to the 

reduction in friction), but the intake pressure varies little, leading to a smaller pressure ratio and 

thus better isentropic efficiency. Secondly, because of the heat transfer inside the AXE, the
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refrigerant quality is higher at the compressor inlet, meaning less liquid is involved in the 

compression process. According to Voster and Meyer (2000), an R134a-based system benefited 

from less liquid intake into the compressor, and the corresponding work consumption was cut down 

by 1.4% to 5.0% with an average of 2.9%. At this point, the AXE outperforms traditionally used 

internal heat exchangers in its ability to lower power consumption. Though the magnitude is small, 

it demonstrates another merit of the novel device besides its advantages in keeping the system 

compact and simple.

Figure 5-10 Compressor power consumption for system with and without AXE

5.2.3 Coefficient o f performance (COP)

Better performance in both the evaporator and the compressor result in COP improvement. 

Figure 5-11 details the increase, where the minimum is 4.5%, the maximum 19.0%, and the average 

9.7%. To get a better idea of the improvement, we can look at some statistical data for the U.S.A. In

5

4.5
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U 0.5
e

with an AXE
Experimental data for a system 
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800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
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2000, the amount of fuel that was used for mobile air conditioning in 213 million light duty vehicles 

was approximately 28 billion litres, which is equivalent to 6 % of their domestic petroleum 

consumption (Johnson, 2002). Accordingly, 234.05 billion US dollars were spent for automotive air 

conditioning. Therefore, if AXE is adopted in vehicles, a huge amount of energy savings, equivalent 

to 22.70 billion dollars, will be achieved annually.

2.5
t  = 35°C

25°C

Experimental data for sytem 
with AXE
Experimental data for sytem 
without AXE

0.5

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200
Compressor speed n  (rpm)

Figure 5-11 COP behavior for system with and without AXE

5.2.4 Verification o f the model NACAM

Compared with the adiabatic expansion process as described in the previous chapter, the 

capillary fluid experiences a relatively low pressure drop along the same tube length due to 

increased heat transfer. In other words, the frictional resistance is less, allowing more refrigerant to 

pass through the capillary. To verify this, the NACAM was adopted to predict the mass flow rates 

under different conditions and compare them to measured data. The results are shown in Figure
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5-12, where a fairly good agreement can be observed for the compressor speed range, with an 

average over prediction of 3.5%. The over prediction grows at low compressor speeds and/or low 

passenger temperatures. The maximum deviation is found to be 12.1% with n=l \ 6 rpm and 

W = 25  °C.

$
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Figure 5-12 Comparison of data by experiments and NACAM

The global over prediction might be caused by the inner diameter, as discussed in section 4.3.4, 

and thus the true inner diameter should be a little smaller than the one substituted into the model. At 

low compressor speeds, less heat was transferred to the suction line flow than was predicted, 

causing the change of pressure drops not significant compared to the adiabatic case (as shown in 

Figure 5-7). Thus only a slight mass flow rate increase in the AXE system was measured. At low 

passenger temperatures, the difference between the capillary exit pressure and the evaporating 

pressure increases and more energy is dissipated through the shock wave, which might dampen the 

increase of the mass flow rate. Such an effect was not considered in NACAM, so over prediction
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occurred. Overall, NACAM is proven to be a useful model in predicting non-adiabatic flow rates.

Compared to Figure 4-14, the mass flow rate of NACAM is greater than that of ACAM when 

the compressor speed n is low, and slightly smaller than the ACAM value when n is high. It seems 

that the statement at the beginning of this section (more refrigerant passes through the capillary in 

NACAM than in ACAM) does not hold for the whole parameter range. But the phenomenon can be 

attributed to a change made to the capillary. For the adiabatic test, it was straight; for the 

non-adiabatic case, it was folded so as to fit the size of the AXE. This sacrifice was necessary for a 

compact device; from test results it was proven to be worthwhile. Accordingly, the equations (5-4), 

(5-9), and (5-14) will be generally applicable for the AXE with a similar folded configuration.

o

s.
Iu0
1
H

—b— NACAM, capillary flow 
■-B- NACAM, suction line flow 
-A — ACAM, capillary flow 
■■•A-- ACAM, suction line flow

■EZH31

-10.
0.1 0.2 0.3

Distance from the capillary inlet (m)
0.4 0.5

Figure 5-13 Temperature profile of NACAM and ACAM flow with /c„Pi=0.50 m, £=0.00150 
mm, d f =  1.65 mm, d i , o u te r = 12.70 mm, and «=1526 rpm.

NACAM: m  =131.4 kg/h, Pk=16.32 bar, tcapi,i„=39.20 °C, te=-4.72 °C, and xst,„=0.81;
ACAM: rh =133.1 kg/h, P^IS.30 bar, tcapi,m=39.09 °C, 4=-3.41 °C, and xsi)in=0.16.

As discussed in section 3.2.2.1.1, if the specific heat transfer rate is too high, the refrigerant
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will go back and forth between the two-phase region and the single-phase region. Such so called 

re-condensation (Bansal and Xu, 2003, Bansal and Yang, 2005) will cause instabilities. In our 

experiments, the refrigerant flow entered the capillary as a sub-cooled liquid and left as a two-phase 

mixture. This can be explained as the results of a proper combination of the capillary size and 

operation conditions. Figure 5-13 shows a typical temperature profile of the AXE flow and 

compares it with ACAM flow. As expected, the non-adiabatic flow enters the two-phase region later; 

the average temperature difference is smaller; and a greater pressure drop is achieved by friction.

5.2.5 Feasibility o f determining AXE effectiveness

From the pressure decrease factor, FP, the slope of process 3 ”-4’ (Figure 3-2) can be obtained 

using a “Quasi-Triangular Rule”. In Figure 3-2 line 3-4 represents a throttling process in a basic 

cycle and line 3”-4’ is for the throttling/heat dissipating process in the AXE cycle. The length of 3-4 

can be regarded as the length of the capillary because each point on the line has a unique 

corresponding distance from the capillary inlet. Similarly, the length of 3 ”-4’ is also the length of 

the capillary tube of the AXE. In our experiments, the same capillary tube was adopted in both 

systems. Even though the relationship of the two tubes varies along the capillary flow direction, it

can be expressed by a nonlinear factor Cp, where 0 <C < — . When Cp= 1, two capillaries have a
F p

direct relationship. For a throttling process without choking, the temperature difference at both sides 

of capillary decreases along the inside flow direction, which leads to a decreased Cp. In the

two-phase region, the change rate is greater. Near the capillary outlet, Cp behaves asymptotic to— ,
FP
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which makes line 3” -4’ vertical in Figure 3-2. From Equation (5-13) we know the proportion of 

3-3” over 3-4; thus the slope of 3” -4’ can be defined as

log P
A

Saturated 
liquid line

Adiabatic
throttling
process

AXE
throttling

process

h

Figure 5-14 Illustration of throttling process with heat transfer in AXE

k = tan [cos" 1 (l -  CpFp)] (5_15)

Since Cp varies along the capillary due to influence of local heat flux, it would be better if the 

analysis could be simplified. To do this, a finite element dl, located at a distance / from the capillary 

inlet, is taken into account. Angle 9, as shown in Figure 5-14, can be expressed as

COS (5-16)

where L is capillary length. Then the averaged angle 9  can be derived as

1
cos# = J  £ co s 6 tf/ = — dl = \ ^ ~ Fp) (5-17)

Then the slope of process 3 ”-4’ is approximated by an average
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After knowing k, the enthalpy at point 4’ can be determined. From heat balance, the power 

consumption of the heating fan in passenger chamber equals the cooling capacity. Now point 1 is 

computable. From the measured quality, pressure, and temperature at the compressor inlet, point 1 ’ 

is known. Therefore, all the inlet and outlet information of AXE are available and the relative 

effectiveness can be calculated thereafter.

5.3 Conclusions

1. A correlation that describes the influence of compressor speed on system pressure behaviour for 

systems with AXEs has been developed with prediction deviation no more than 3.1%.

2. Mass flow rate slightly increases with the presence of an IHX but with a lesser extent than 

simulation suggests.

3. New coefficients for Grebner’s correlation were developed to improve the prediction accuracy 

for thermophysical properties of an R134a-PAG oil mixture.

4. The pressure drop across the AXE is smaller compared with that of an adiabatic throttling 

process. The decrease embodies the effect of lower friction due to heat exchange of the IHX. In 

other words, pressure drop per unit length of capillary tube goes down with increased heat 

transfer between the high-side in-tube flow and the low-side suction line flow. A factor Fp is

proposed to quantify the magnitude of the decrease.

5. High-side pressure decreases with the presence of AXE, and the trend can be described 

through F . Low-side pressure does not change much with the presence of AXE. Compared
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with the correlations in the previous chapter, where higher pressure drop corresponding to 

higher compressor speed will be distributed to the high-side and the low-side based on a 

correlation, the introduced AXE only affects the high-side pressure behaviour. In other words, 

mass flow rate affects both sides; heat transfer induced variation in pressure loss affects the 

high-side only.

6 . By introducing the AXE into a refrigeration system, the cooling load slightly increases due to 

the increase of specific cooling capacity, while compressor power consumption is reduced due 

to the lower compression ratio and less liquid slugging. As a result, the COP is increased by 

4.5% to 19.0%; an average of 9.7%.

7. A method has been proposed to use F  to determine the effectiveness of AXE by applying a

“Quasi-Triangular Rule”.

8 . NACAM is proven to be a valid model in predicting refrigerant flow rate by an averaged 3.5% 

over prediction. The uncertainty increases when the passenger temperature and/or the 

compressor speed are low.
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Chapter 6

Non-adiabatic capillary flow in transcritical C 02 cycles

In recent years, the pursuit of environmentally-friendly refrigerants has caused CFC and HCFC 

refrigerants to gradually fade from use in the refrigeration industry. Many alternatives, such as 

R600a and R290, are being studied. Research interests in this field turn to fluids with a low GWP 

(Global Warming Potential) with particular attention given to carbon dioxide, which is also known 

as R744, as a candidate for refrigeration applications. As mentioned in the first chapter, CO2 exists 

naturally and is a by-product of many processes such as the production of beer or NH3. CO2 is not 

produced for use as a refrigerant; it is captured from industrial processes, and then refined for use in 

refrigeration systems. Because of the lack of special production efforts, the overall volume of CO2 

gas in the atmosphere does not change, provided that the by-product is also released or not 

sequestered in some way. Therefore, using CO2 as a refrigerant will not affect global warming. In 

addition to its environmental advantages, CO2 has attractive thermal characteristics that make it a 

viable alternative refrigerant.

Similar to what was discussed in previous chapters, an AXE can also be introduced into 

transcritical systems to improve the system performance, though the mechanism of the new system 

needs to be examined.

Many experimental and numerical studies on the fluid flow within capillary tubes have been 

performed. Some of them were dedicated to adiabatic processes (Bansal and Rupasinghe, 1998;
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Bansal and Wang, 2004; Zhang and Ding, 2004; Trisaksri and Wongwises, 2003), or refrigerants 

that will be replaced in the near future (Bansal and Xu, 2003; Wongwises and Suchatawut, 2003). 

However, not much information on the basic physics governing the capillary tube flow with large 

inner diameter (between 1.5-2.5 mm) using CO2 as working fluid is available in the open literature. 

This chapter is intended to present a fundamental examination of the mechanism of capillary heat 

exchange and the flow behaviour in a transcritical cycle. A numerical model based on conservative 

laws of mass, momentum and energy is developed for this purpose. Detailed flow characteristics of 

CO2 in-tube flow are analyzed based on simulation results.

6.1 A new transcritical refrigeration cycle

Cooling medium

Gas cooler

Compressor

Evaporator

AXE

Figure 6-1 Schematic of a transcritical AAC system with AXE 

Figure 6-1 is an illustration of a transcritical AAC system. The only difference between this and an

R134a-based cycle is that a gas cooler other than a condenser is used. Because the discharge state of
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the refrigerant falls into the supercritical region, there is no condensation occurring during the 

cooling process, hence the title of “gas cooler”. Because of this new feature, the high side pressure 

is not determined by the ambient temperature, and a question about the optimum discharge pressure 

(which will be detailed in the following chapter) thus arises.

logP

 ^  h

Figure 6-2 Pressure-enthalpy diagram of a CO2 transcritical refrigeration cycle

Figure 6-2 is the corresponding log P-h diagram of the transcritical cycle. 1-2-3-4-1 is a traditional 

loop without an internal heat exchanger. Because the critical temperature of CO2 is only around 

31°C, the specific cooling capacity qo, which is represented by line 4-1, is very small, yielding a 

relatively low COP. To improve the cycle efficiency, loop r - 2 ’-3’-4’- r  (with an internal heat 

exchanger) has been widely applied in automotive air conditioners recently (Pettersen et al., 1998). 

Although the compression work wo increases because of more superheating, the increase of qo is 

much greater. High pressure refrigerant from the gas cooler exchanges heat with low pressure 

refrigerant from the evaporator (processes 3-3’ and 1-1’ respectively) and then goes into the 

expander where it is throttled to a low pressure, low temperature and two-phase state.
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In this chapter, a theoretical model of the transcritical AXE flow will be established. A 

preliminary discussion will be carried out with a constant heat transfer coefficient in the suction line 

flow. Next, the inlet conditions of the suction line flow will be given and then the capillary flow 

characteristics will be investigated.

6.2 Model description

6.2.1 Assumptions

In order to simulate the real flow behaviour without losing the main physical characteristics, 

the following assumptions are made:

• One-dimensional flow.

• Horizontally placed capillary tube.

• Steady state homogeneous flow.

• Incompressible flow in single-phase region.

• Constant inner diameter and uniform surface roughness throughout the tube.

• Counter flow heat exchanger; the capillary is put in the vapour region of accumulator.

• Pure refrigerant (oil is not considered).

6.2.2 Governing equations

The non-adiabatic capillary tube discussed in this chapter is schematically shown in Figure 

6-3. The capillary tube can be divided into three distinct sections according to the flow status: 

namely the supercritical flow region, the transcritical flow region and the subcritical two-phase flow
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region. For saturated two-phase flow, an extreme status may exist at the outlet when the back 

pressure is below a given threshold that is determined by the tube size and inlet conditions. This 

possible critical section is also shown in the figure. The total capillary length may be written as 

L = L + L,. + L, (6-1)Sup liq tp v '

| Supercritical | Transcritical| Subcritical two-phase |
I. flow I flow I flow I

| l| OutletInlet
H---------------- h

'31 132 133 'I
, Possible critical

 ► / section

Figure 6-3 Non-adiabatic capillary flow in a transcritical cycle

Because the throttling process crosses the saturated curve (either saturated liquid or saturated

vapour) near the critical point (as can be seen in Figure 6-2), the tube length corresponding to 

liquid flow is so small that it can be omitted. In fact, the status of the refrigerant in this region is 

very close to that of a high-density gas, so they can be treated the same without losing accuracy. 

Therefore Equation (6-1) can be written as

L = Lsp+Ltp (6-2)

6.2.2.1 Energy balance equation

The energy conservation equation for a section of capillary tube of arbitrary length dl is the 

same as Equation (3-27)

h + ̂ V 2 =(h + d h )+ ^{v  + d v f  +dq (6-3)

where the specific heat transfer rate is
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dq = UA^ T‘ (6-4)
m

Substituting the above equation and V -  gv (Equation (3-5)) into Equation (6-3) gives

dh + g 2vdv + 4UA‘ (T‘ J ou,er) = 0  (6 -5 )
g^d,

The overall thermal conductance is thus

dlUA; = ■
1 + ^ _ l n < + . 1 <6-6>

a M i 2Kaplx  di a 0nd0

6.2.22 Momentum balance equation

The momentum balance equation is the same as that obtained for a subcritical system, and 

Equation (3-7) is thus used in this study. For different flow regions, the friction factor is determined 

differently, which will be discussed separately in the following section.

6.2.3 Single-phase region

In momentum equation, the hydraulic drag factor fh is expressed as (Petrov and Popov, 1985)

/ » = / * = / + / ,  f6-7)

where the one-dimensional inertia factor can be expressed as 

8
/ i = -

i f  d v A

xdTj dQ (6-8)
S ° p

As discussed in section 3.1.1.3, Churchill’s correlation (Churchill, 1977) was adopted to 

calculate the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor f .
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At supercritical status, thermophysical property variations greatly affect the pressure drop 

characteristics (Fang et al., 2001). During a cooling process, the absolute value of the inertia drag, 

which is negative, decreases the total hydraulic drag to a negative value so that the pressure may 

increase along the tube. Thus this inertia drag should be included in Equation (6-7).

Due to the drastic change of thermodynamic properties during the process 3-4’, the refrigerant 

flow velocity in the capillary varies greatly, so every term in Equation (6-5) should be kept.

Slightly different from section 3.2.1.2, the Petukhov-Kirillowv correlation was adopted to 

calculate the heat transfer coefficient a, of the single-phase flow (Fang et al, 2001), which is given

by

(6-9)

6.2.4 Two-phase region

In this region, the hydraulic friction factor is expressed as [18]

(6-10)

H ere/is obtained using Equation (3-8), and the multiplier $p is calculated by

v
1 +  JC - X - - 1  

V,

(6-11)
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Different from the method used in 3.2., where f  and/ are calculated separately,^ is obtained by an 

empirical modification off.

As for the heat transfer coefficient of the two-phase capillary flow, the main heat transfer 

resistance lies on the suction line side, so it could be regarded as infinite without losing accuracy 

(Xu and Bansal, 2002). For the suction line flow, it will be fixed at 400 W/(m2-K) in case 1, and 

then the Steiner-Taborek’s correlation (1992) will be used for case 2.

a r = [(F a ,f+ (S a r f f  <6‘12)

where a/ represents the local forced convective heat transfer coefficient (for liquid only) and can be

calculated using Equation (6-9). ap is the standard normalized nucleate pool boiling coefficient. The

following equations are adopted to calculate the parameters in (6 -1 2 ).

a p = F Pf
<p

nf

\ d ‘ ]
-0.4

s

<Po d0 * 0

0.133

f {m )

Fpf = 2.816Pr°'45 + 3.4 + - 1.7
1 -P r

Pr 3.7

n f  = 0.8-0.1exp(l.75Pr)

F( M)  = 0.377 + 0.199 In (M) + 0.000028427M2

/  \ 0.35

F  = ( l - x ) 15 +1.9x0'6
Vv

i . i

(6-13)

(6-14)

(6-15)

(6-16)

(6-17)

6.2.4.1 Judgment of extreme flow status

As discussed in section 3.2.1.4, for in-tube two-phase flow, an extreme flow status may occur 

corresponding to a specific condition when the back pressure is lower than a critical value. In this
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case, the local sonic velocity is adopted as a criterion for the critical situation, which gives

Along the flow direction, the pressure and temperature of the capillary fluid decrease, while the 

quality increases. This causes the flow velocity V to increase. When V=Vsonic, the extreme situation 

occurs and relative critical parameters can be obtained via iterative calculations.

6.3 Case studies

A program has been developed in MATLAB based on the governing equations outlined above. 

The required refrigerant properties, including thermophysical and transport properties, were taken 

from CoolPack version 1.46, a freeware developed by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, 

Technical University of Denmark.

6.3.1 Case 1: Constant surrounding heat transfer coefficient

A typical set of simulation results is shown in Figure 6-4 for aouter= 400 W/(m2-K). To further 

the investigation, the relationships between different parameters, such as capillary length, capillary 

diameter, cooling pressure, evaporating pressure, cooling capacity and vapour side heat transfer 

coefficient, are considered separately. These parameters could be categorized into geometric or 

thermophysical factors. One or two factors were varied at a time, and their effects were quantified. 

Unlike Chapter 3 where the mass flow rate is the major parameter under investigation, in this 

chapter other parameters, such as capillary length, cooling load and entropy will be addressed so as 

to diversify the discussion.

sonic mix (3-42)
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Figure 6-4 Simulation results along capillary tube for CO  ̂with Qe= l kW, P*=120 bar, 
tCapi,in~^ °C, 4=0 °C, </f=1.85 mm, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.1.1 Inner diameter

Like section 3.1.2.2, five different diameters were used at two different cooling pressures in 

the simulation; the results are shown in Figure 6-5. As the diameter increases, the capillary length 

also increases to maintain a certain pressure drop required by the cycle. This is because the larger 

diameter causes a slower fluid flow and a smaller pressure drop so that a longer distance is required 

to achieve the same pressure drop. This trend becomes more apparent as dt becomes larger, which

means the throttling effect of the capillary decreases rapidly. As the pressure difference grows,
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longer capillary length is needed, which can also be seen by comparing two curves at fixed values 

of dj.

4.5

P  =110 bar
3.5

1.5

0.5

2.1 2.21.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2
Capillary inner diameter d .  (mm)

Figure 6-5 Capillary length vs. capillary inner diameter under different cooling pressures for 
CO2 with Qe=l kW, tcapi,m=45 °C, 4=0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.1.2 Cooling pressure

For a transcritical CO2 cycle, due to manufacturing considerations, high pressures will create

great challenges in material strength and operational safety. Moreover, it will reduce the system

COP. On the other hand, if the cooling pressure is low, the pressure ratio will be low, which will

weaken the compressor performance. Because of the restriction of the low critical temperature, the

discharge pressure rarely goes under the critical value. Based on these considerations, the cooling

pressure should also be kept within a specific range. Figure 6-6 shows the relationship between

cooling capacity and capillary length at different cooling pressures.

Longer length L is needed for higher cooling pressure while keeping Qe the same. This is

reasonable because the pressure drop per unit length does not change in this case, so a larger
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pressure drop requires a longer capillary tube. On the other hand, if capillary length is fixed, cooling 

capacity increases as cooling pressure goes up. From Figure 6-2, it can be seen that increasing the 

distance between points 1 and 4 ’ on the cooling curve, by means of increasing the high side pressure 

in the system, results in increases specific cooling capacity qo. And from the momentum equation, 

larger pressure drop means higher mass flow rate. Therefore, Qe increases as a result of these two 

combined forces.

10

P  =110 bar9

8

7

6

5

4.
0.5 1 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.50 1.5 2

Distance from capillary inlet (m)

Figure 6-6 Cooling capacity vs. capillary length for CO2 with d,=1.85 mm, tcapi,m=45 °C,
te=0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.1.3 Evaporating pressure

In the two-phase region, at a given pressure the corresponding refrigerant temperature can be 

found with its boiling-point relationship. Just as discussed in the previous subsection, the pressure 

difference directly affects the capillary length. With Qe unchanged, a lower evaporating temperature, 

corresponding to a larger pressure difference AP, means longer length L. Different from traditional

refrigerants, the specific cooling capacity of CO2 is larger at lower te than a higher te, so Qe
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increases while the evaporating temperature decreases. The relationship between cooling capacity 

and capillary length under different te is shown in Figure 6-7.

10

■*— t  =  -5°Ce

*— t= o°ce

-+—  /=  5°Ce

■b —  * =10°C

9

8

7a .

tii
6

5

4.
40 1 2 3

Distance from capillary inlet (m)
5

Figure 6-7 Cooling capacity vs. evaporating temperature for CO2 with Qe=l kW, P*= 120 bar,
<//=1.85 mm, tCaPi,m=45 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.1.4 Surface roughness of the capillary tube

Roughness greatly affects the longitudinal friction factor; from the momentum equation it can

be seen that A decreases with coarser surfaces, making /  increase. A series of typical

quality-capillary length curves are shown in Figure 6 -8 . As s is varied from 0.5 pm to 2.0 pm, the

resulting capillary length is shortened by 27%, from 2.041 m to 1.492 m. This means the capillary

length is sensitive to the tube’s internal surface conditions. A minor flaw in manufacturing or

assembly could greatly influence the performance. Another notable phenomenon is that the quality

is not greatly affected by the roughness of the capillary tube; thus the thermophysical properties at

the outlet could be maintained within a certain range if the capillary length is properly selected. If

other conditions are kept the same, this characteristic could be used as a judgment of whether the
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internal surface roughness is constant or not. If the quality is lower than normal values, there may 

be imperfections on the interior of the capillary tube.

0.5

e =0.0005 mm 
e =0.0010 mm 
e =0.0015 mm 
£ =0.0020 mm

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

1 1.5
Distance from capillary inlet (m)

0.5 2.5

Figure 6-8 Quality profile for different surface roughness for CO2 with Qe= l kW, P*=120 bar,
</f=1.85 mm, and tcapi>in=45 °C

6.3.1.5 Cooling capacity

The relationship between quality and capillary length under different cooling capacities is

shown in Figure 6-9. As expected, L decreases gradually as Qe increases. In the two-phase region 

the quality curve becomes steeper as Qe goes up. This means a higher flow velocity will decrease 

the amount of heat transfer. The outlet quality increases to a maximum when Qe=l kW before 

decreasing. From a system point of view, low quality means large specific cooling capacity, which 

means that less mass flow rate is needed to provide the same cooling capacity. However, when Qe is 

high, a choking situation occurs which will be discussed in the following section; when Qe is low, 

capillary length is too long to be practical for both economical and physical (size) reasons. So for a 

given Qe, a proper L determines the outlet quality if other factors remain unchanged.
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Figure 6-9 Quality profile for different cooling loads for CO2 with P*=120 bar, <//=1.85 mm,
te=0°C, tcapi,m=45 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.1.6 Heat transfer rate

The heat transfer profile of in-tube CO2 and the outside refrigerant flow is shown in Figure 

6-10. When the inner diameter increases, the surface area of the capillary increases; from Figure 

6-5 it is obvious that L grows rapidly with increasing capillary inner diameter, so that the heat 

transfer is enhanced by larger dt. Since a higher cooling pressure requires a longer capillary length, 

the heat transfer rate increases as expected with increasing Pk- On the other hand, when d-, is fixed, 

the cooling pressure will also greatly affect the heat transfer. When a certain amount of heat transfer 

is available, dt grows while the cooling pressure decreases, which could be used to select 

appropriate capillary tubes with a standard inner diameter.

Compared with the cooling capacity ranging from 5 kW to 9 kW, the heat transfer Q is 

relatively small. This is mainly a result of the low outside heat transfer coefficient. For example, if

a outer changes from 400 to 1000 W/(m2-K) at iV=120 bar, and d,=1.85 mm while other parameters
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remain unchanged, Q will increase from around 70 W to about 530 W. Another inherent reason for a 

low Q is that the temperature difference between in-tube refrigerant and suction line vapour 

decreases quickly as the refrigerant is cooled down in the capillary by the throttling process; this 

temperature difference is typically larger in a traditional internal heat exchanger. In either case, 

improving aouter will effectively enhance the heat transfer of capillary.

550

P  =120 bark

P  =110 bar
500
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350

fe 300
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100

1.6 1.8 1.9
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2.1 2.21.7
Capillaiy inner diameter d. (mm)inner

Figure 6-10 Heat transfer rate vs. different capillary inner diameter for CO2 with Qe= l kW,
tcapi,i»=45 °C, 4=0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.1.7 Choking analysis

Figure 6 -ll(a) gives the temperature behaviour of carbon dioxide in the capillary. As dt becomes 

smaller, the required capillary length L will decrease rapidly. Once <7;<1.75 mm, a choking situation 

occurs, which is exhibited as the outlet temperature being higher than the evaporating temperature te. 

This also means that the outlet pressure is higher than the back pressure in evaporator, the 

corresponding velocity reaches sonic velocity, and the mass flow rate reaches a maximum. Figure

6 -ll(b ) shows the entropy variation characteristics under the same condition as Figure 6 -ll(a).
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Entropy s grows quickly at small diameters as in adiabatic conditions. However, because the heat 

transfer rate between the high temperature internal refrigerant and the low temperature vapour 

increases as d ,  gets larger, the entropy s finally decreases. As the temperature t  goes down, the 

driving force of heat transfer goes down too, and the process becomes more adiabatic. Another 

notable point is that entropy reaches a maximum at 4=1-85 mm, which corresponds to the greatest 

entropy generation.

1.55 mm
=1.70 mm 
=1.75 mm 
=1.85 mm 

2.00 mm 
=2.15 mm

1.39

1.38

£  1.37

1.31

1.34,

(b) Distance from capillary inlet (m)
1 2 3 4 5

(a) Distance from capillary inlet (m)

Figure 6-11 Behaviour of temperature and entropy of different capillary inner diameters for 
CO2 with Qe=n kW, / ,a= 120  bar, tCapi,m= 45 °C, 4=0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.1.8 Combined performance

To obtain a better picture of the relationship between geometric parameters and cooling 

capacity, a three-dimensional chart is provided in Figure 6-12. Since it is impractical to have 

capillary length exceed 4.5 m, and such high values could weaken the importance of the most 

relevant section where L is in the 0.5-2 m range, lengths above 4.5 m are not shown in the chart.
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Figure 6-12 Three-dimensional presentation of the relationship between </,, Qe and L  for CO2 

with P*=120 bar, tcapi,in=45 °C, te=0 °C, and £=0.0015 ram

This figure is very useful for both system design and performance analysis. For instance, if cooling 

capacity is given by a client and the inner diameter is fixed by market, a corresponding capillary 

length could be directly obtained. On the other hand, when a machine is on site, the cooling 

capacity could be readily determined by the length of the capillary. In our case, at Qe= 8  kW, the 

proper range for the inner diameter is 1.4 to 1.9 mm, corresponding to a capillary length between

0.5 and 1.5 m; the optimum configuration relies on specific needs. It needs to be addressed here that 

the curved surface only shows the relationship when te=0 °C and Pk=l2Obar; when these two 

parameters change, the surface changes accordingly.
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6.3.2 Case 2: Varying surrounding heat transfer coefficient

A typical set of simulation results are shown in Figure 6-13. The outside heat transfer 

coefficient is not fixed but variable. The initial states of outside refrigerant are at temperature t s u „ = t e ,  

and quality x ,̂ ,„=(). 8  (these being the most common situations occurring in AAC systems). For the 

sake of convenience, the inner diameter of the suction line is fixed at 19.00 mm.

6.3.2.1 Inner diameter

-20
1500 2000500 1000

(a) Distance from capillary inlet (mm)
150

 d .= 1.8 mm
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 rf.=1.6 mm
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Figure 6-13 Simulation results along capillary tube for CO2 with Qe= l kW, P*= 110 bar,
tc a P i, in = 45 °C, 4=0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm
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It can be seen from Figure 6-13 that a longer capillary tube is required as capillary inner 

diameter grows. To show this relationship clearly, five diameters and two cooling pressures were 

inputted into the simulation code and the results are shown in Figure 6-14. When P^=120 bar the 

capillary length is longer than 4 m with some capillary inner diameters, and they are not shown in 

the Figure to ensure other data are clearly displayed. Compared to section 0, a longer capillary 

length is obtained at a given dt. For example, with iV=110 bar and dt =2.0 mm, L is 1.45 m in 

Figure 6-5, while it is 2.25 m here. The increase can be attributed to the increase of the suction line 

heat transfer coefficient. Higher aouter leads to the better heat transfer rate of the AXE. For a system 

with AXE, the specific cooling capacity is greater than that of a cycle without AXE. Also, if the 

cooling load is kept constant, then the mass flow rate is lower; from the momentum equation we 

thus know that more capillary length is required to fulfill the same pressure drop.

3.5

jP,=110 bar

P  =120 bar

2.5

1.5

0.5

1.65 1.75
Capillary inner diameter d . (mm)

1.85
d .

1.95 2.05
diameterinner

Figure 6-14 Capillary length vs. capillary inner diameter under different cooling pressures for 
CO2 with Qe= l kW, tCapi,in=45 °C, te=0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm
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6.3.2.2 Cooling pressure

From Figure 6-14 it can also be seen that a longer capillary is required to accommodate higher 

cooling pressure while keeping Qe and di the same. The length is more sensitive to the high-side 

pressure with variable aouler. This again shows the double-damping effects of heat transfer on 

refrigerant flow for a system with a fixed cooling load. On one hand, more heat transfer “smoothes” 

the capillary tube, and thus a longer capillary is required. On the other hand, with fixed Qe the 

system flow rate is less, which also leads to longer capillary.

6.3.2.3 Evaporating temperature

Figure 6-15 shows the relationship between capillary length and evaporating temperature. With Qe 

unchanged, a lower evaporating temperature (corresponding to larger AP) means longer L.

d =1.7 mm
3.5

»J 2.5

a  1.5

0.5

Evaporation temperature t  (°C)

Figure 6-15 Cooling capacity vs. evaporation temperature for CO2 with Qe=l kW, P*=120 bar,
tcaPi,in=45 °C, and £=0.0015 mm
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6.3.2.4 Hydraulic drag factor

As mentioned above, the inertia drag factor is introduced into the model to improve its 

accuracy. The profiles of f h, f ,  and/  are illustrated in Figure 6-16. For the sake of easy comparison 

between these three factors, only single-phase data are used. Two conclusions can be drawn from 

the figure: a. the inertia factor is relatively small compared with friction term, about 1/15 in this 

case; b. the drag factor varies near the saturated point. This could be attributed to the discontinuity 

of thermophysical properties such as viscosity.

x 103

S 10

Distance from capillary inlet (mm)

Figure 6-16 Profiles of friction factors for CO2 with Qe=7 kW, P*=120 bar, tcapi,m~45 °C,
te- 0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.2.5 Heat transfer rate

The heat transfer rate o f the AXE is shown in Figure 6-17. Trends similar to those in Figure 6-10 can be

observed, while the magnitude is greater in this case. With the cooling load unchanged, the mass flow rate is

slightly smaller than that o f Figure 6-10. However, larger contact area and overall heat transfer coefficient

ensure a greater heat transfer rate. This also shows that the suction line heat transfer coefficient is higher than 400
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W/(m2-K), which is a merit o f AXE.
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Figure 6-17 Heat transfer rate vs. capillary inner diameter for CO2 with Qe=7 kW,
tCapi,in=45 °C, 4=0 °C, and £=0.0015 mm

6.3.2.6 Further comments

In the above analysis, the quality of the outer refrigerant is initially fixed at 0.8 (not unity, as is 

commonly used in theoretical analysis). This is due to the specific characteristics of the accumulator: 

there is an oil-bleeding hole at the bottom of the J-shaped tube, and oil cannot be entrained into the 

J-tube if the refrigerant is dry. Because of the oil, there is actually no pure refrigerant flowing in the 

system, and the heat transfer coefficient is affected to some extent, which needs further 

investigation.

Another point relates to the improvement of the system performance if an AXE is present. In a 

CO2 cycle, replacing the IHX with an AXE allows the same amount of heat to be recovered but with 

a significant decrease in device weight. This is due to the high overall heat transfer coefficient of 

the AXE. Moreover, the AXE stabilizes the system pressures in an R134a-based system; a similar
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trend is expected for a CO2 cycle, which would require less compression work.

6.4 Conclusions

A non-adiabatic model for a transcritical refrigeration CO2 cycle was presented in this chapter.

The following conclusions can be drawn.

1. More heat transfer corresponds to lower quality at the capillary outlet.

2. Proper relation of tube diameter and length is a trade-off between system size and efficiency. 

The increase of inner diameter d h cooling pressure and outside heat transfer coefficient a 

will lead to longer capillary length L; while increasing evaporating temperature te, and cooling 

capacity Q e lead to a shorter L.

3. Due to the thermodynamic properties of CO2, a lower evaporating temperature te brings about a 

larger Q e, which is unlike traditional refrigeration cycles.

4. The inertia drag force was considered in the model and found to only slightly affect the pressure 

drop.

5. The heat transfer rates change with different kinds of capillary tubes under different conditions: 

for a outer— 400 W/(m2-K), it falls into the range of about 50 to 550 W with Q e- 1  kW, 

tcapi,m=45 °C, te= 0 °C, d ,= 1.85 mm, and s=0.0015 mm. For given suction line inlet conditions 

with tsi,i„=0 °C, d i:0Ute r -19.00 mm, the heat transfer rate varies from 200 W to 1400 W with the 

same conditions. The increase is due to a suction line heat transfer coefficient which is greater 

than 400 W/(m2-K).

6 . An extreme condition can be determined by comparing the value of the local sonic velocity and
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the refrigerant flow velocity, which is based on the physical mechanism of the choking 

phenomenon.

The present model can be used for both system design and performance evaluation; it is also 

very helpful in understanding the supercritical flow behaviour inside the capillary.
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Chapter 7 

The optimum high pressure for transcritical refrigeration cycles

Compared to current AAC systems, the introduction of CO2 will decrease the system 

performance if the structure remains unchanged. This is mainly because of the low critical 

temperature (about 31°C) of CO2, which causes the quality at the inlet of the evaporator to be much 

higher than that of R134a. As a result, the specific cooling capacity is relatively low. Accordingly, 

an internal heat exchanger (IHX) is not optional but necessary for a CO2 system. A few research 

investigations focusing on how to achieve a maximum Coefficient of Performance (COP) under 

certain conditions have been reported. Some results show that the high pressure affects the COP 

significantly and an optimum high pressure exists (Pettersen and Skaugen, 1994; Kauf, 1999; Liao 

et ah, 2000). Kauf (1999) proposed a graphic method to deduce a linear relationship between the 

optimum high pressure Pk and the environment temperature tamb. Liao et al. (2000) investigated the 

relationship between Pk, tamb, evaporating temperature te, and the compressor efficiency tjcomp. A  

correlation for Pk in terms of appropriate parameters was then developed based on simulation 

results. However, though Liao et al. (2000) used a linear expression to describe compressor 

efficiency in terms of pressure ratio, there is another high-order expression shown in open literature 

(Sarkar, et al., 2004), which cannot be symbolized by the ratio of coefficients K  and C. In this 

chapter a thorough investigation between Pk, tamb, te, and IHX effectiveness tjmx was performed. 

The situation of two-phase refrigerant at the evaporator outlet was also considered. This was not
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addressed in the studies cited above. In this work theoretical analysis and simulation work were 

carried out; a correlation was developed based on simulation data; a comparison between simulation 

data and experimental results was also provided.

7.1 C 0 2-based transcritical refrigeration system

Gas cooler

O—
IHX

Expansion
device “ ? Compressor

Oil separatorAccumulatorEvaporator

Figure 7-1 COP behaviour for a C 0 2 transcritical system with an accumulator and an IHX

For traditional refrigeration cycles, there are four main components: evaporator, compressor,

condenser, and expansion device. In C 0 2 systems, a gas cooler replaces the condenser because the 

inside refrigerant runs at supercritical pressures and no liquid forms in the component. Figure 7-1 

represents a typical diagram of a CO2 refrigeration cycle, and the system diagram is shown as loop 

l - l ’-2’-3-3’-4’-l in Figure 7-1. Superheated refrigerant (1’) flows into the compressor where it is 

elevated to high pressure and high temperature (state 2’). Then the supercritical vapour flows 

through the gas cooler, rejecting heat to the environment while being cooled down to point 3. 

Afterward it exchanges heat with the low-pressure refrigerant in the IHX and flows into the 

expansion device, where it is throttled to low pressure and low temperature (state 4’). Finally, the
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refrigerant in the evaporator absorbs heat and evaporates.

In the previous chapter an AXE was introduced into the system. This process is shown as loop 

l - l ’-2’-3-4’-l in Figure 7-2. As a kernel feature of the AXE, the inside capillary tube makes the 

refrigerant move along a new line, 3-4’, which is equivalent to the combination of a heat transfer 

process (3-3’) and an adiabatic expansion process (3’-4’). The following discussion is applicable to 

both loop l - l ’-2’-3-3’-4’-l and loop l - l ’-2’-3-4’-l.

log P

min

sat

h

Figure 7-2 Pressure-enthalpy diagram of transcritical CO2 refrigeration cycles 

7.2 Determination of the optimum high pressure

The analysis is based on the following assumptions:

• The C02 is considered to be a pure fluid and the oil effect on altering the properties of CO2 is not 

taken into account.

• Pressure in the gas cooler and the evaporator is assumed to be constant. For the capillary tube used 

in the previous chapter, pressure drop and heat transfer are two goals of the device, thus the pressure 

is not constant.
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7.2.1 Theoretical deduction

The system performance COP is generally defined as

c o p = ^  = ” ^ = ^
Wt mwt wt f

From Figure 7-2 it can also be expressed as

COP; l h  — h v

hT -  (7-2)

A slight rise of the high pressure Pk will lead to a big decrease of h4 ■ because the enthalpy of 

the refrigerant drastically changes in the region near the critical point. However, at higher pressure 

regions Pk has a weak influence on h4\ On the other hand, a rise of Pk has a nearly linear influence 

on ti2’. As a result, for a system without an IHX, the COP will reach a maximum at a specific high 

pressure Pk. On the other hand, IHX effectiveness will affect /ẑ  and h2’ if it is included in the system, 

though its influence is relatively small compared with Pk- In order to find the maximum COP, the 

relationships between these parameters should be investigated.

7.2.2 Potential heat transfer capacity

h ,- h v h . - h
t l l HX=q = T ~  ( ? “ 3 )“  potn “  potn

where qpotn represents the maximum specific heat transfer that can be used. Since hy - h v , after

rearrangement it becomes

_ h ,- h 4,
VlHX~ q (7-4)

V  potn v
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From a heat transfer point of view, the hot refrigerant can be theoretically cooled down to tyMm 

which equals the evaporating temperature tj. Its enthalpy also approximates the value of the 

saturated liquid with the same temperature, which is shown as point 4’sat in Figure 7-2. This is valid 

even if  a pressure loss exists in the component because the enthalpy of a liquid does not change 

much with pressure. The cold refrigerant can reach tr jmax, which equals t3. Because of the large 

property variance of a transcritical fluid, the corresponding enthalpy differences {h3-h3\mir)  and 

(hr,max-hi) are not equal. For energy balance, the maximum specific heat transfer would be the 

smaller of the two, that is

<lPotn = min{^ A',max ~ kl} (?"5)

The discussion in this chapter takes into account the fact that the heat transfer condition 

deteriorates in the superheated area. Therefore, the extreme quality at the evaporator outlet was 

fixed as 1 for a CO2 refrigeration system with an IHX. This also accounts for the real situation of 

system oil cycling. Inside the accumulator the refrigerant in the tube should keep some liquid 

fraction so as to entrain oil and convey it to the compressor more smoothly. In a later section the 

qPotn will be discussed in detail.

7.2.3 Theoretical deduction o f the optimum high pressure

The enthalpy of 4’ can be obtained from Equation (7-4)

h4. = h 3 -T] iHxqpo,n (7“6)

Noting that from the energy balance hj-hj=h3-h4’, the enthalpy at the outlet of IHX can be 

expressed by
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h y  — \  h v  — 1 \  + t l j u x t f p o m  (7-7)

For the compression process, the isentropic efficiency

K ~ K
h x — h y  (7-8)Tl,comp

And the enthalpy at the outlet of compressor can be expressed as 

h 2 , = fr, + k 2 s  ^  =  1---- —  { t h + i 1 I H X - q Po t n ) +

V ,comp Vc, n (7-9)I compy  /  comp J

Substituting Equations (7-6), (7-7), and (7-9) into (7-2) gives

com p ^1 IH X  ' *7po tn  )
COP =  p — --------------- P— L  (7-10)

2 s \  IH X  'Q p o tn

It is easy to obtain/^ = \ (/,,x) andh3 = /z3 (f3 ,Pk) \ qpotn and Ji2S are relatively complicated to 

obtain

_  \ ^ h  ~  ^ 3 ',m in  =  Q  p o t n ^  

q”m~ \

So qpotn =qpotn(h ,t3,Pk /x)  (7-11)

and

^2s =  2̂,v ( ^ r ’ )  =  h 2 s  (?, , X, q IH X  , Q potn  , -^  )  =  ^2,s ( l̂ , ̂ 3 , X, 7/; , 7 IH X  )  (7-12)

Now Equation (7-10) can be expressed as a function of tj, x, t$, Pk, rjmx, and q ComP-

COP =
Tl c o m p \ _ h ( . h ’ X )  ^3 (^3 5 ^  )  +  V I H X  ' Q  p o t n ^ f l ’ h ’ ^ k  ^  X) ]

h2s{t\ ,t2,x,Pk,qmx) h\ ,x) T]IHX • qpot„{t\,t3,Pk / x) ( ^

To find the optimum pressure, the derivative of COP with respect to Pk is minimized, yielding:
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dCOP dT]comp +T]IHXqpolt, |
drtc'comp

tfcomp 1 " 3  "■ ^1 IH X  Qpotn ^Icomp ^

*2, -  A ~ nim̂ potn (h2s-h ,~  t]IHXqpotn f

scop s/?3 acop â /M<„ acop a ^L/^vvx v/» * 3  >̂w/v̂ A - -xpoin ^ ’Ilh

~®h~spt ’ “ a a p ,  q- " ~ a ^ ~ d p l

a c o p a ^ _  acop a^,nM acop a ^
. a/?2, 5/> VlHX dqpom dpk %0,n dVlHX spk

{ j h .  s  \  Q IH X  Qpotn )

^hl —h} + ijIHX ■ qpotn )

(7-14)

=  0

dq otn
When# = g(?, ,t3,x ) , then——  = 0 , and the above expression can be simplified to

dpk

aCOP dt]comp \~ ^ h  + I H X  Qpotn

d V c o m p  d P k  K  ~ K  - V r n x Q  p o tn

 1hm s.  f dCOP dh3 _ SCO? dtjm x\  - h - n  Q ) -  (1 151

dh> aP‘ ^  aP* >[ '

( s c o p  sh2L_ a c o r e ^ X  
[ a h ,,  bp,  q^ 8 Vlwl apt p  *  ’In*

=  0
[ d h 2s dPk qpomdrjIHX dPk 

Both (7-14) and (7-15) are quite complicated, and it is almost impossible to get the exact 

explicit derivative of enthalpy on pressure in the single-phase region because they are correlated 

with complicated semi-empirical equations such as Peng-Robinson (PR) and Benedict-Webb-Rubin 

(BWR) equations. It might be convenient for engineering purposes to obtain an explicit polynomial 

expression using numerical methods such as cubic-spline interpolation. However, direct simulation 

would be a simple choice in that both approaches using numerical methods will generate the same 

relationship. Therefore, it is meaningful to simulate the system behaviour under various working 

conditions.

7.3 Simulation results and discussions

A program has been developed in MATLAB based on the governing equations formulated in 

the previous section. The required thermophysical properties of the refrigerant were taken from
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CoolPack version 1.46. To learn how the five parameters ti, t3, Pk, r\mx, and x  affect the system 

performance, and then find the optimum high pressure that generates the highest COP, one or two 

parameters are varied at one time while other conditions are kept the same. The gas cooler exit 

temperature is determined by

t3 = -0.0015269t2amb -0.028866tamb + 7.7126 (7-16)

This correlation was curve-fitted from Brown et al. (2002). Except where specified, the 

parameter ranges are: tf= -10 °C ~ 10 °C, ^=35 °C ~ 50 °C, /\= 80 bar ~ 135 bar, tiiwf=0~l and 

jc=0.7~1.

7.3.1 Influence o f compressor efficiency

In order to compare the current model with that of Kauf (1999), different expressions of the 

compressor efficiency from open literature (Liao et al., 2000, Brown et al., 2002; Robinson and 

Groll, 1998) were used. The detailed forms are as follows.

Robinson and Groll: rjb = 0.815 + 0.022r-0.0041r2 + 0.0001r3 (7-17)

Brown et al: rib = 0.9343 - 0.04478r (7-18)

Liao et al.: rjb =1.003--0.12lr (7-19)

p
where the pressure ratio is defined by r = — .

To

Figure 7-3 shows the relationship between isentropic efficiency and pressure ratio. Liao et a/.’s 

model was obtained by best-fitting the experimental data of a CO2 compressor from Danfoss A/S. 

Brown et a/.’s model was obtained from a CO2 compressor by Rieberer and Halozan (1998) and is
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suitable for r>2. Robinson’s was obtained from Jungnickel (1990). Starting from approximate 

values, Brown et a/.’s model is similar to that of Robinson et a/.’s, while Liao et a/.’s model 

decreases much faster and goes below 0 at r>8.29, which is obviously impossible for commercial 

products. This is not a major concern since r lies between 2 and 5 in most of the cases.

0.9

0.8

0.7

.a 0-6

§  0.5
tj

0.4
s
& 0.3

 Liao e t  a l .

 Robinson and Groll
 Brown e t a l .

0.2

0.1

Pressure ratio r

Figure 7-3 Compressor isentropic efficiency from different references

Substituting different tjcomp values into the model, a typical set of simulation data was generated

and shown in Figure 7-4. Because (7-17) and (7-18) produce similar values when r is less than 5, 

their associated COP curves have similar shapes and peak at similar Pk,opt values as well; correlation 

(7-19) has a lower COP and greater deviation in Pk,opt- Since different types of compressors behave 

differently, it is hard to represent their characteristics by one or two parameters. Thus Brown et a/.’s 

expression was adopted in the following simulations as a typical description for compressors. This 

simplification can reveal the main characteristics of Pk values without losing generality.

It is noteworthy that the mechanical efficiency of the compressor tjmech and the electric motor 

efficiency r}motor were not included in analysis. For most of the cases they change little and are thus
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considered as constants. This will only affect the COP values proportionally and leave the Pkopfi

unchanged.

Robinson and Groll i 
— !- Brown e t u i . -  j

2.5

Liao e t  a l.

1 -

0 . 5 -

0 -

135
130

100
0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Figure 7-4 Three-dimensional profile of COP curves under different cooling pressures and 
IHX efficiencies for tj=5.3 °C (Pe=40 bar), x=0.8, and tamb- 35 °C.

7.3.2 Potential heat transfer capacity

Because the IHX effectiveness changes the potential heat transfer capacity proportionally, it is 

fixed at 1 in this section. Figure 7-5 shows how the potential specific heat transfer changes with the 

high pressure, the inlet quality of IHX, and the ambient temperature. The straight lines that 

represent qpot„ are determined by (hi\max-hi), which is not related to Pk- The curves mean that qpotn is 

determined by (/zj-Ar.mm), which describes how h$ changes with Pk along the isothermal line. In the 

x-direction, when a greater portion of the liquid leaves the evaporator, (hi’imax-hj) increases, leading
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to an increase in qp„tn too. For x>0.95, qpotn is determined by (hr,max-hi). In the Pk direction, some 

turning points exist, which show the change from Qii’imax-hi) to {h3-hrtmm). In the qpotn direction, a 

higher ambient temperature moves point 3 toward the right, increasing qpotn accordingly.

140 —r a m b

120  —

r
A 110

100  —

a.

135
120

100

0.95 0.9 0.85 0.8
Inlet quality o f  the IHX x

0.75 0.7

Figure 7-5 The relationship between qpotw Pk, and x  under different ambient temperatures
for Pe=40 bar and

In order to further investigate the characteristics of the turning points, the evaporation

temperature was also changed to provide a wide parameter background. These simulation results are

shown in Figure 7-6. To get a close-up of the figure, a projection of the data at x=0.8 has been put

into Figure 7-7. For each line, the below region means qpotn is determined by (hr,max-hi), and for a

given tamb the qpotn remains the same. For example, when tf= 5 °C and tamb=40 °C, then

Pk,tum =118 bar; wherever Pk is when it is between 80 bar ~ 118 bar, qpotn will remain constant at

100.21 kJ/kg. The region above each line means qpotn is determined by (h3-h3 \min). Therefore, those
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Figure 7-6 The high pressure turnings vs. x  and tamb under different evaporating
temperatures for tiiHx= 1.
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Figure 7-7 Two-dimensional illustration of the turning of the high pressure for *=0.8.

transit lines of qpotn as well. From Figure 7-6 it can be seen that Pk,tum increases as * increases. For
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*>0.95 and tamb in the given range, qpotn is determined by the enthalpy difference at the low pressure 

side. In this case, the specific heat does not change significantly, and the maximum temperature 

difference in the IHX is {tj-tj). The heat transfer effectiveness (7-3) can be thus deduced to the 

traditionally-used expression in terms of temperature differences.

7.3.3 Influence o f IHX effectiveness and the ambient temperature

a m b

Pnou j—

1 . 5 -

0.5
135

120

0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
'M X

Figure 7-8 Three-dimensional profiles of COP under different high pressures and IHX 
efficiencies for Pe- 40 bar, *=0.8, and ^=0.9343-0.04478/*.

Figure 7-8 shows the influence of rfjHx and tamb on COP. Along the r\mx direction, when tamb and 

Pk are fixed, the system performs better with high rjmx- This is the result of a large increase in 

specific cooling capacity and a small increase of specific work consumption. As tjmx approaches 0

P ft there is no IHX in system), the COP at Pt= 80 bar is smaller than 0, implying that there is no
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cooling capacity generated by the system. Therefore, an IHX is indispensable to ensure an 

acceptable COP.

a m b
2.5

... 45 -

50 /

0.5

P k  (bar)

Figure 7-9 Comparison of COP curves under different high pressures and IHX efficiencies
for Pe=40 bar, x=0.8, and ?/;s=0.9343-0.04478r.

To investigate the effect of tamb, two sets of data were extracted from Figure 7-8 and plotted in 

Figure 7-9. Three conclusions can be drawn from the figure: First, high ambient temperature leads 

to a low COP. In this case, an increase in tamb represents a decrease in enthalpy hs, and consequently 

a decrease in qo. On the other hand, the work consumption of the compressor increases with higher 

tamb. As a result, the COP decreases. Second, Pk,opt rapidly goes up with high tamb- Because the 

compressor work is approximately linear to the tamb, the COP change directly reflects the enthalpy 

change of /zj. Due to the sharp thermophysical property variations in the region just above the 

transcritical pressure, a small increase in ambient temperature will cause a large decrease in h$. The 

high pressure that corresponds to the most intensive property change increases fast when tamb 

increases. Further increases in Pk lead to mild enthalpy changes with tamb, so the increase in COP is
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nearly proportional to the decrease in tamb- This is illustrated by the linear variance of COP at high 

Pk near 135 bar. Finally, Pk,opt decreases with high To show how rjmx affects Pk,opt, examine 

tamb=40 °C; Pk,opt drops from 121.25 bar to 105.00 bar while rjinx increases from 0 to 1. Since low Pk 

will decrease the pressure ratio, improve the compressor performance and safety of the system 

operation, a well-designed IHX is a very important factor in achieving high system performance.

7.3.4 Influence o f the IHX inlet quality

3 —r

2.5

1 -
* = 0.8

0.5

135
120

0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Figure 7-10 Three-dimensional profiles of COP under different high pressures and IHX 
efficiencies for Pe=40 bar, tamb=35 °C, and i//s=0.9343-0.04478r.

For an evaporator, the best design is to let the refrigerant exit at x=1.0 so as to fully utilize the 

latent heat of the refrigerant. However, variance of working conditions will affect the evaporator 

outlet quality; and for the consideration of size and weight in some applications, especially in the
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automotive industry, the evaporator is not big enough to evaporate all of the liquid. Thus the 

influence of IHX inlet quality should be taken into account. Figure 7-10 shows how COP varies 

with two variants, the IHX effectiveness and high-side pressure. If there is no IHX in the system, 

COP decreases largely, and the corresponding optimum high pressure changes greatly. Because of 

the decrease in specific cooling capacity, the system performance is lowered by smaller x, but this 

could be compensated by a high IHX effectiveness. For high the two COP curves are very 

similar, which means COP is not sensitive to x. This implies that the IHX acts as a performance 

stabilizer, and the Pk>opt is easier to control as the variations in its magnitude are minimized.

7.3.5 Influence o f evaporating temperature

3.5

*,=10 °c

2.5

0 ---

1.5 -10

-  1inx= 04
-nlwr  ®-8

P k  (bar)

Figure 7-11 Influence of high pressure on COP with varying evaporating temperature for
x=0.8, tamb=35 °C, and i/;s=0.9343-0.04478/\

In Kauf’s research (1999) the evaporating temperature is shown to be less strongly related to 

Pk,opt- To test whether this is true while considering an IHX and a non-saturated refrigerant at the
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evaporator outlet, the inlet quality is fixed at 0.8, the ambient temperature at 35 °C, the IHX 

effectiveness at 0.4 and 0.8 separately, and the evaporation temperature varies from -10 °C -10 °C. 

The results are shown in Figure 7-11. For a given rjIHX, though COP differs over a wide range, they 

peak at almost the same high pressure. Another simulation was performed for x=l while the other 

conditions remained unchanged. Results show that the optimum high pressure is also nearly

independent of tj; the biggest deviation of Pk,opt is 0.20 MPa, and the relative error is 1.99%.

7.3.6 Mathematical description o f the optimum high pressure

Table 7-1 shows the optimum high pressures under different x, tamb, and r\mx for ti=5.3 °C and 

^com/^O.9343-0.04478r. To find the optimum high pressure at low x, high tamb, and low rjmx, the 

range of Pt has been expanded to include 80 bar - 1 6 5  bar. Using best-fitting techniques a 

correlation can be obtained

\̂,opt ^  tmih B (7 -2 0 )

where A = Axr,)HX + A2f HX + A ^ IHX + A4 

B = Bt t)ihx + B2r/IHX + B3tjihx + B4 

A, = -54.59 lx3 +141.87x2 -121.93x + 34.627 

A2 =74.521jc3 -190.81jc2 + 160.97x-44.632 

A3 = -23.574x3 +511.51x2 -45 .69 lx + 11.42 

A4 =3.0066x3 -7 .1 147x2 + 5 .1364x-0.79788 

Bl = 2024.5x3 -5278 ,4x2 + 4555 .8x-1301.2
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B2 =  - 2 8 3 1 . 8 x 3 +  7 3 0 3 . 2 x 2 - 6 2 2 0 . 7 x  + 1 7 4 7 . 8  

B3 =  9 7 0 . 3 9 x 3 - 2 4 3 7 . 1 x 2 + 2 0 0 0 . 6 x - 5 3 1 . 4 7  

# 4 = - 1 1 9 . 5 1 x 3 + 2 9 4 . 8 9 x 2 - 2 3 0 . 9 4 x  + 5 7 . 4 8 9

Table 7-1 Pk,opt (bar) vs. x, tjmx, and 4 m*=35 °C for »//s=0.9343-0.04478r.

t amb (°C ) 30 35 40 45 50

(a) x = 0 .7

V IHX ~® 96.50 113.00 130.25 148.00 164.50

*1 IHX=Q'2 92.25 105.75 119.25 133.25 148.50

}1 m x  =0.4 89.50 101.00 112.25 123.50 134.25

t] IHX—Q-6 88.00 98.75 108.50 117.50 125.50

*1 ///x= 0*8 87.25 96.50 104.50 112.50 122.25

86.25 94.25 102.50 112.00 120.75
(b )x = 0 .8

IHX=® 92.50 106.75 121.25 136.25 152.00

*1 IHX=^' 2 90.25 103.00 115.50 128.50 141.75

V/flx=0*4 89.00 100.50 112.00 123.00 134.25

'/ ///.* =0.6 88.00 98.50 109.00 119.25 128.75
i/ ///a-=0.8 87.00 97.25 106.75 116.00 124.50

*//jrar=l-0 86.50 96.25 105.00 113.00 120.75
(c) x= 0 .9

f} IHX =0 90.25 102.50 115.25 128.25 140.75

*1 ///x =0-2 88.75 100.75 112.25 124.00 135.75

*/ ///x =0-4 88.25 99.00 110.00 120.50 131.00

V mx =0.6 87.50 98.00 108.00 117.75 127.00

87.00 97.00 106.50 115.25 123.75
86.50 96.25 105.00 113.00 120.75

(d) x = 1 .0

J///ar=0 88.50 100.00 111.50 123.25 134.50

>1 ///x= 9‘2 88.00 99.00 109.75 120.25 131.00

*1 ///x= 9-4 87.50 98.00 108.25 118.25 128.00
i///zx= 0-6 87.25 97.25 107.00 116.25 125.50

86.75 96.75 106.00 114.75 123.00

*1 m x= l-9 86.50 96.25 105.00 113.00 120.75

Pk~80 bar - 1 6 5  bar
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For rjIHX=0 ~ 1.0, x=0.7 ~ 1.0, tj=5.3 °C, ^*=30 °C ~ 50 °C, the model predicts the optimized 

high pressure with a satisfactory deviation of less than 0.94%. If the range of t; is increased to 

-10 °C -10 °C and other conditions are kept the same (providing a wider application range for 

engineering practice), the maximum deviation goes up to 3.6 %.

Define t]mx=0 and x=l, Equation (7-20) will be simplified to

P ,^ = 0 .2 3 0 4 » _ + 1.929 (7-21)

Compared with the slope 2.6 that was calculated by Kauf (1999), the value of 0.2304 in (7-21) is 

quite small. There are two main reasons. One is the different ways of defining the compressor 

efficiency. Expression (7-18) is used in this chapter, which might not be the one used by Kauf (1999) 

as different compressors behave in different ways. The other reason is the adoption of the gas cooler 

approach temperature. Kauf (1999) fixed (fj- tamb) to be 2.9 °C; in practice its value varies with 

different working conditions. Due to this, expression (7-16) was adopted in this chapter. If 2.9 °C is 

used as the approach temperature, the following expression can be obtained, which is quite close to 

the one by Kauf (1999).

7>,,„,=2.68<„,+0.975 = 2.68<J -6.797 (7-22)

To further validate the model, a comparison between simulation results and available data from 

Brown et al. (2002) and Pfafferott and Schmits (2004) was performed. The results are shown in 

Figure 7-12. The data set 1 are from Brown et al. (2002) and point A of experimental data 2 is from 

Pfafferott and Schmits (2004). Fair agreements can be observed from the figure. The differences 

between simulated curve 1 and data set 1 for tamb=32.2 °C, 43.3 °C and 48.9 °C are 4.8%, 3.4% and

2.4%, respectively. These deviations might be due to the constant rjuix, Pk and Pe used in the
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calculation; in practice they change under different working conditions. From correlation (7-20) the 

Pkopt is 111.64 bar for tamb=433 °C, which means the system runs near its highest performance state. 

The most significant deviation in Figure 7-12 occurs at the experimental datum point A. The high 

COP value of 3.310 can be attributed to the abnormally small discharge enthalpy that corresponds

 Simulated curve 1
A Data set 1 
•  Data set 2 

 Simulated curve 2

4.5

3.5

2.5

1.5

Ambient temperature t amb (°C)

Figure 7-12 Comparison between simulation results and experimental data
(a) curve 1 and data 1 are generated fo r /\= l 17.0 bar, P =42.21 bar, jc=0.93, and t]mx=0.S;
(b) curve 2 and data 2 are generated for Pk=87.22 bar, Pe=46.04 bar, x=0.80, and t//ax=0.9

to small compression work consumption. The discharge entropy is 1.911 kJ/(kg-K), which is 

slightly smaller than the suction entropy of 1.921 kJ/(kg-K). This is normally impossible because 

the compression process is irreversible and thus will cause entropy generation. If Pfafferott and 

Schmits’s (2004) isentropic efficiency is used to calculate the discharging entropy instead, the 

entropy increases to 1.948 kJ/(kg-K), and the corresponding COP is 2.191, which is shown as point 

B in the figure. Through the comparison of experimental data and simulation results of Pfafferott 

and Schmits (2004), point B in the figure is more credible than point A. It can be seen that point B

agrees well with the simulation result from this work. In this case, the optimum high pressure can
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be calculated by correlation (7-20); the value of 103.26 bar is much higher than the measured high 

pressure 87.22 bar. Thus, the system performance can be further improved by increasing the Pk.

7.3.7 Relationship between IHX effectiveness and compressor discharge 

temperature

From discussions in section 7.3.3, one can see the importance of a well-designed 

high-effectiveness IHX. However, system performance is also affected by other factors. High rjmx 

results in high suction temperature if other conditions are unchanged; the discharge temperature will 

increase quickly as well. This situation may be improved by lowering i.e. decreasing the 

temperature approach. The (tr tamb) value is relatively high when tamb is low (Brown et al., 2002), 

and thus if the value decreases, the suction temperature will decrease as well. Combined with what 

was stated in section 7.3.3, one can safely conclude that the best situation is to use a 

high-effectiveness IHX in a system that works at as a low Pk as possible and a relatively low 

evaporating temperature. If te is not favourable, a high discharge temperature might cause serious 

problem for compressor safety.

7.4 Conclusions

An IHX with high effectiveness is a very important factor for a transcritical CO2 system to

achieve high COP. IHX can enhance the system performance and make it less sensitive to the

quality at the evaporator outlet. A proper selection of IHX effectiveness is of great importance.

When tj, tomb and Pk are low, high rjmx is preferred; the compressor discharging temperature

becomes an issue if ti is too high, hence rfmx needs to be chosen carefully. Because phase change
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might exist in an IHX, and the specific heat changes drastically in the region just above the critical 

pressure, traditional expressions used to describe the heat exchange effectiveness are no longer 

suitable. A practical effectiveness expression for IHX was used in this chapter based on enthalpy 

difference.

Detailed analysis on the relationship between the optimum high pressure Pk,opt and t], tamb, Vihx , 

rjcomp was performed. Evaporating temperature has little influence on Pk,opt■ Based on simulation 

data, a correlation of Pk,opt was developed that can better predict the simulation values with a 

deviation of less than 3.6% in the whole range and 0.94% for tj=53°C. It is worth mentioning that 

the correlation is applicable for a system with an oil separator whose compressor can be described 

by correlation (7-18). Different compressors will generate different performances, and the accuracy 

of the correlation will change accordingly. It is also important to note that the mechanical efficiency 

of the compressor rjmech was not included in analysis. For most cases rjmech changes little and is thus 

considered a constant. This will only modify the COP values proportionally but leave the Pk,optS 

unchanged.
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and future work

This thesis has presented theoretical and experimental work on capillary flow behaviour in 

refrigeration systems with both low and high mass flux. AXE, as a new device harnessing the 

advantages of capillary flow, has been investigated particularly. While details have been shown in 

previous segregated chapters, it is important to look at the integrated findings and their impacts on 

our understanding of the flow mechanism. The main conclusions of the study are summarized as 

follows.

8.1 Conclusions

As an improvement on traditional internal heat exchangers, the newly-introduced 

multifunctional device, the accumulator-heat-exchanger-expander (AXE), could not only provide a 

COP improvement but also simplify system structure and maintenance. It can also stabilize the 

system pressures. As the first and most important step of investigating the AXE, its influence on an 

R134a-driven AAC cycle was investigated and compared to a cycle without AXE; a COP increase 

of 4.5-19.0% was found. The inside capillary flow model was fully established and verified for 

both refrigerators, where the mass flow rate is in the magnitude of 2-20 kg/h, and AAC systems, 

where the mass flow rate is 100-150 kg/h. The system shifts from subcritical to transcritical when 

the refrigerant is changed to the environmentally-friendly carbon dioxide, so some new features are
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introduced accordingly. The most important is that an optimum high pressure exists for a given 

working condition, which was modeled with three parameters. As a preliminary work, the 

behaviour of AXE in a CO2 cycle was studied. With a 0.5 m capillary tube, the recovered heat was 

simulated to be around 500 W, which means a 7.1% improvement in cooling capacity. The 

following sections detailed the conclusions that can now be made.

8.1.1 Adiabatic and non-adiabatic capillary flow

In Chapter 3, an adiabatic simulation model (ACAM) and a non-adiabatic one (NACAM) were 

established and verified. ACAM can predict most experimental data with uncertainties of less than 

±7.5%; it under-predicts by as much as 12.9% when the system flow rate is between 3.5 kg/h and

4.5 kg/h. NACAM is able to simulate the mass flow rate of lateral heat exchangers with 

uncertainties of less than ±10.3%, and for a concentric configuration the deviation is less than 

±20.0%. ACAM can be considered as a special case of NACAM where the overall thermal 

conductance is cut down to zero.

For adiabatic flow, single-phase length and the subcooling degrees are two main criteria in 

determining refrigerant flow rate. Changes to the inner diameter, condensation pressure, and surface 

roughness influence the length of the single-phase region and then the mass flow rate. In 

non-adiabatic conditions, mass flow rate increases due to the heat dissipation from the capillary 

flow to the suction line flow, while the temperature difference between them does not necessarily

decrease. This can be attributed to the change in the specific heat transfer rate, which is
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co-determined by both the momentum and the energy balances.

The capillary inner diameter and the subcooling degrees are two main factors affecting the 

mass flow rate for both ACAM and NACAM. Thermal factors, flow arrangement, and heat 

exchanger type (NACAM only) affect the mass flow rate mildly; proper selections should be made 

so as to achieve better device performance.

8.1.2 Changing trend ofpressures for systems with and without AXE

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, experimental work on an R134a-based AAC test stand was carried 

out. Relationships between the system pressure change and the compressor speed were correlated 

with and without presence of an AXE. To obtain the exact values of suction and discharge pressures, 

oil effect was taken into account, where a correlation without considering the critical point and 

another one improving the accuracy of Grebner’s work were both obtained. The correlations can 

predict experimental results within ±5.0%. It was found they are not overly sensitive to the 

temperature of passenger compartment; they can be used for various tpass with good agreement 

within ±5%x(l+5%)=±5.3% uncertainty.

The correlations are obtained based on a specific test stand; if a new compressor is installed, 

the mass flow rate will behave in a different way. However, the changing trend of pressures will 

remain the same. NACAM is capable of predicting both small and large mass flow rate situations 

after adopting the improved correlation for the two-phase specific volume. It slightly over predicts
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experimental mass flow rates by up to 3.5%, which further validates its applicability as a useful tool 

in investigating capillary flow for various applications.

A “Quasi-Triangular Rule” was proposed to calculate the effectiveness of the AXE without 

knowing the measured quality at the capillary outlet.

8.1.3 AXE behaviour and determination o f the optimum high pressure o f C02~based 

systems

In Chapter 6 , CO2 was introduced as the working fluid in a refrigeration system and its 

behaviour in an AXE was discussed. Due to the thermodynamic properties of CO2, greater cooling 

capacity is expected at lower evaporating temperatures. The AXE is capable of recovering sufficient 

cooling leakage (occurring between the suction line and the environment) to increase the cooling 

capacity of the system. The inertia drag force was found to have only a minor influence on the flow. 

As an extreme situation, choking was also addressed. Relationship between the capillary length and 

multiple other parameters was considered, providing a visual approach in both system design and 

performance evaluation.

Inspired by its visual advantages and huge information capacity, three-dimensional charts were 

applied throughout the following Chapter 8 . In this chapter, we were focused on how to determine 

the optimum high pressure under various working conditions. As the three most influential factors, 

the capillary inlet temperature, the IHX effectiveness (which also works for AXE), and the suction
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line inlet quality was correlated to Pk,opt- The corresponding prediction uncertainty is well controlled 

(within 3.6%) for the whole parameter ranges. During the analysis, IHX effectiveness was taken 

into account for the first time. The results were verified by comparison to other researchers’ work in 

open literature, which makes it a valuable tool in pinpointing the optimum discharge pressure under 

a specific working condition.

8.2 Future work

Though a huge amount of time has been spent on this research, more attractive aspects of the 

system are emerging accompanied by its many achievements. They are placed into future work as 

follows.

1. Though NACAM is strong enough in predicting flow behaviour in an AXE, a detailed 

description of the choking situation can be integrated into the model to make it applicable to 

all conditions. From the discussion in Chapter 7 it can be seen that when the capillary inner 

diameter is fairly large, the capillary length increases rapidly, which makes the AXE more 

like an IHX, and choking might not happen in such case. The improved NACAM will be able 

to handle this situation, which implies it could also be used as a model for condensers and 

evaporators.

2. At some specific conditions, re-condensation will occur, which should be avoided to keep the 

improvement to heat transfer performance. A detailed operating region describing how to
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prevent such phenomenon would be very helpful.

3. The influence of compressor speed on mass flow rate could be normalized using the 

Buckingham Pi theorem (1914). Substituting it into the pressure correlations will give a more 

general model.

4. The effect of the ambient temperature on the discharge pressures is implicit in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5, and needs to be elucidated. The pressures are mainly determined by the 

temperatures of the ambient and the passenger compartment. An expansion device functions 

if sufficient pressure drop can be provided and fails if not. Therefore, the pressure loss factor 

could be modified to contain the influence of ambient temperature.

5. The flow arrangement and exchanger type could be introduced into the transcritical flow 

model to make it complete. More experimental data needs to be collected to verify and 

improve the model accuracy. The metastable region could be taken into account using 

techniques similar to those shown in Chapter 3. It needs to be mentioned that this time the 

technique will only improve the model accuracy but not enable it to handle a large mass flow 

rate situation. Because the supercritical CO2 enters the two-phase region from the dome of 

saturated lines (meaning the specific volume does not change significantly between the 

supercritical fluid and the two-phase flow), the convergence problems experienced in R134a 

cycles will not occur.
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6 . The influence of compressor speed on the optimum high pressure can be added into the 

correlation to make it more versatile. This will be especially useful for either AAC systems or 

other systems equipped with variable displacement compressors.

7. The AXE model could be integrated into the system model so as to obtain an optimum 

parameter range from a systematic point of view. Due to the inherent difference between 

subcritical and transcritical cycles, there will be two separate system models.

The above work will not only help us to reach the underlying system physics but also presage a 

promising future of efficient and ecological life for the world.
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Appendices

Appendix A Program to calculate AXE flow in R134a-based systems

A -l Main code

This function calculates the outlet parameters of the capillary flow if the inlet condition is given. 
For AC AM flow, the inlet condition of the secondary flow can be ignored. Otherwise it needs to be 
considered.

function [mass,t6, P6, x6, h6, Q,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,h_outer]

=AXE(mass,P5,t5,x5,di, do, diO, epsilon, l_r,P_outer,t_outer,x_outer,di_outer,do_outer,U_sw_sp,U_sw_tp_b,U_sw_tp_c, Indicator, Mo 

del,Type,Oil)

% mass, P5, t5. x5 are tube inlet parameters, t6, P6, x6, h6 are tube outlet parameters.

% mass outer, u outer, p outer, t_.outer, x outer are for second flow, which could be air, water, or refrigerant from the evaporator.

% —  if “outer” is water, mass, u, and t take input p=lbar,x=l.

% —  if “outer” is air, mass, u, t, and x take input, p=! bar. x could be the relative humidity of the air.

% —  if “outer” is refrigerant, mass, u, t, p, x take inputs, and outputs are inlet parameters of the compressor.

% —  diO is the tube inner diameter before entering the capillary

% [mass,t6,P6,x6,h6,Q,t...outer,p. outer,x__outer,h__outer]=AXE( 160,18,40,-1,1.8,2.2,12.7,0.0015,0.6,1,0,0.8,12.5,18,3,5,2,0,1) 

% mass=160 kg/h; P5=18 bar; t5=40 C; x5=-l;

% di=1.8mm ; do=2.2 mm; di0=12.7 mm; epsilon=0.0015 mm;

% l_r=0.6 m; P_outer=l bar; t_outer=Q C; x_outer=0.8;

% di_outer=12.5 mm; do_outer=18.3 mm; U_sw_sp=3; U_sw_tp=3;

format short g;

if (x_outer>=0 && x_outer<=l)

[hh,ss,vv,P_outer]=t_P_x(t_outer,0,x_outer,0); % Get correct pressure of outer pressure in bar.

end;

mass=( 1 -Oil/100)*mass/3600;

% "Oil" represents the oil concentration which affects the effective mass flow rate and the effective CHTC

tc o n d  1 =cputime;

if(Indicator=0)

indicator='Adiabatic'; 

elseif(Indicator=l)
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indicator='Non-Adiabatic';

else

disp('The throttling process should be either adiabatic or non-adiabatic, please re-input.,.'); 

halt;

end;

if(Model==0)

model-AAC system'; 

elseif(Model==l)

model='Refrigerator without weld'; 

elseif(Model==2)

model-Refrigerator with weld';

else

disp('The throttling process should be either for AAC or Refrigerator, please re-input...'); 

halt;

end;

if(Type=0)

type-Parellel';

elseif(Type==l)

type-Counterflow';

else

disp(’The HX should be either Parellel or Counter flow type’); 

halt;

end;

disp(sprintf(Tnput values are:\n\t mass=%5.2f g/s; \t P5=%4.2f bar; \t\t t5=%.2fC; \t\t x5=%.3f;',... 

1000*mass,P5,t5,x5));

disp(sprintf('\t di=%3.2f mm; \t\t do=%3.2f mm; \t\t di0=%4.2f mm; \t epsilon=%.2f micron;’, ...

di,do,diO, 1 e3 *epsilon)); 

disp(sprintf('\t L=%.2f m; \t\t\t P_ outer=%.2f bar; \t\t t outer=%.2f C; \t x outer=%.3f;',...

l_r,P_outer,t_outer,x_outer)); 

disp(sprintf('\t di outer=%.2f mm;\t do outer=%.2f mm; \t\t U sw sp=%2d; \t\t U_sw__tp_b=%2d;',...

di_outer,do_outer,U_sw_sp,U_sw_tp_b)); 

disp(sprintf('\t U_swjp_c=%2d; \t\t lndicator=%s; \t\t Model=%s; \t Type=%s.',...

U_sw_tp_c,indicator,model,type));

%l_r=0.5;di=1.8;do=2.2; 

di=di*le-3; % (m ) 

do=do*le-3; % (m) 

di0=di0*le-3; % (m) 

di_outer=di_outer*le-3; % (m) 

do_outer=do_outer* 1 e-3; % (m)
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epsilon=epsilon* 1 e-3; % (m)

choke=l; mass_old=0; 

choke_iter=0;

EPS_P_outer=le-2; % set tolerance for the suction flow to judge whether it is in superheated region or tp region 

w hile(choke=l)

i= l; % to count the number o f step size

j=  1; % to count the number o f output results for each parameter

choke_iter=choke_iter+l; % counter for the choking times, w ill be used for the judgment o f while,. .end,..

outletK); % i f  outlet^ 1, then go to the outlet calculation

Area=0.25*pi*diA2;

Area0=0.25*pi*di0A2;

g=mass/Area; % mass flux (kg/(mA2*s))

if(g>3e3)

ESP_dq_flux=5; f_dq_flux=1.000005; % f  dq flux is a factor to speed up convergence in tp calculation

elseif(g>le3)

ESP_dq_flux=l; f_dq_flux=l.000025;

else

ESP_dq_flux=0.1; f_dq_flux=l.00005;

end;

g0=mass/Area0; % mass flux before entering the capillary tube

[h_outer,s_outer,v_outer,P_outer,miu_outer,lambda_outer,cp_outer]=t_P_x(t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,l); % Get the pressure o f 

the outer refrigerant flow

% % 1. Inlet calculation

disp(sprintf('CHOKE Iteration=%2d, mass=%.2f g/s, g_r=%. 1 f  kg/(mA2*s).'nCapillaiy inlet calculation 

starts.. ,',choke_iter,mass*le3,g));

if(strcmp(model,'AAC system ')= l)

di_eq=di_outer-do; % equivalent diameter o f the outer tube. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  Tube-in-tube HX

area_outei=0.25*pi*(di_outcrA2-doA2);

g_outer=mass/ areaouter;

else

area_outei=0.25*pi*di_outerA2;

g_outer=mass/area_outer;

% t=t5; P=P5; x=x5;

end;

psi=0.5*(l-(di/di0)A2);

[t,P,x]=EndSurface(t5,P5,x5,g0,g,psi,l);

[h,s,v,P,miu,lambda,cp]=t_P_x(t,P,x, 1);

disp(sprintf('102> \n\tCapillary inlet condition results: t=%.2fC, P=%.4f bar, and x=%.3f.',t,P,x));
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t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=P; h_out(j)=h; v_out(j)=v; 

s_out(j)=s; dQ_out(j)=0; fh_out(j)=0; f_out(j)=0; 

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j)=P_outer;

f_outer_out(j)=0; v_outer_out(j)=v_outer;

s_outer_out(j)=s_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer;

if (x<0)

x_out(j)=0;

end;

j= j+ l; i=i+l;

% 2. Sub-cooled single-phase calculation 

disp('Expartsion process, single phase flow...'); 

l_sp=0; Q=0; dl=l_r-l_sp;

[h,s,v]=t_P_x(t,P,x,0); 

t_cond2=cputime;

if(x<0) % x much be less than 0 s.t sp calculation is adopted

delta_P=0.005;

dl_sp=0.02; % set the initial value o f single-phase length

dP=l; dP_old=0;

t_old=t; % store old t. I f  (t-t old) is too large, decrease the step size dl sp, or vice versa 

while(abs(dP)>2e-2 & outlet==0)

% 1.1. In-tube HTC

[U_r,f,fiO]=U_reffig(g,t,P,x,di,epsilon,0,U_sw_sp); % q flux is 0 for condensation. 

l_sp=l_sp+dl_sp;

A_r=pi*di*dl_sp; 

if(strcmp(model,'AAC system'));

R_i=l/(U_r*A_r); % heat resistance o f inside refrigerant

A_outer=pi * do* dl_sp;

R_t=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_sp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance o f copper capillary tube wall

elseif(strcmp(model,'Refrigerator without weld'))

R_i=l/(U_r*0.5*A_r); % heat resistance o f inside refrigerant

A_eff=acos((0.5*(do_outer-do))/(0.5*(do_outer+do)+le-3))*di_outer*dl_sp; % le-3 is the distance between

the two tubes

A_outer=pi*di_outer*dl_sp;

R_tl=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_sp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance o f copper capillary tube wall

R_t2=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_sp))*log(do_outer/di_outer); % heat resistance o f copper suction line tube wall

R_t=R_tl+R_t2;

else

R_r= 1 /(U_r*0.5* A_r); % heat resistance o f inside refrigerant

A_outer=0.55*(di+di_outer)*dl_sp;

R_tl=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_sp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance o f copper capillary tube wall
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miu_out(j)=miu; x_out(j)=x; 

fi_out(j)=0; l_out(j)=0;

h_outer_out(j)=h_outer; 

miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer;
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R_t2=( 1/(2 *pi*400*dl_sp))*log(do_outer/ di_outer); % heat resistance o f copper suction line tube wall

R_t3=le-3/(50*do*dl_sp); % 50 is the conductivity of solder (assume 60% Sn and 40% Pb) [6]

% "le-3" in numerator is solder depth in rn, "do" in denominator is solder width in m.

R_t=R_t 1 +R_t2+R_t3;

end;

q_flux=0; dq_flux=0.1 *ESP_dq_flux;

[hh,ss,w,P_outer_r]=t_P_x(t_outer,0,x_outer,0);

dP_outer=P_outer-P_outer_r;

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') &&((l_sp<"-0.200)j|(l__sp>=1.200))) % % C. Melo non-adiabatic (2000)

if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') &&((l_sp<=0.533)||(l_sp>=l .536))) % % Pexito non-adiabatic (1995)

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic'))

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') & &((! sp<=0.508)l|(l sp>=l .524))) % % Liu and Bullard lateral (2000)

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer) % represents superheated inlet condition

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_reffig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq, epsilon, q_flux,U_sw_sp);

else

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq, epsilon, q_flux,U_sw_tp_b);

end;

dQ=0; % for adiabatic process

else

while(abs(dq_flux)>0.01 *ESP_dq_flux) 

q_flux_old=q_flux;

% 1.2. Out-tube BTC

[hh,ss,w,P_outer_r]=t_P_x(t_outer,0,x_outer,0);

dP_outer=P_outer-P_outer_r;

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer) % outside flow is in sb region

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(gouter,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq, epsilon, q_flux,U_sw_sp); 

else % outside flow is in tp region

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq,epsilon,q_flux,U_sw_tp_b);

end;

% 1.3. Calculate the overall HTC and pressure drop o f the single-phase region 

R_outer=l/(U_outer*A_outer); % outeside fluid 

UAo=l/(R_r+R_t+R_outer);

dQ=UAo*(t-t_outer); % for non-adiabatic process, W

q_flux=dQ/A_outer;

dq_flux=q_flux-q_flux_old;

end;

end;

Q=Q+dQ; % W

dq=-le-3*dQ/mass; %kJ/kg 

dqw=dq*mass/A_r; % heat flux through the wall
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fi=fiO*dqw;

fh=f+fi;

[t,P,h,v,miu,s,delta_P]=sp_iter(t,P,g,dl_sp,di,fh,f,-dq,delta_P,2);

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer)

if(strcmp(type,'Pareller))

[t_outer,P_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=sp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,g_outer,dl_sp,di_eq,f_outer,0,dq,0,3);

else

[t_outer,P_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=sp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,gouter,dl_sp,di_eq,-f_outer,0,-dq,0,3);

end;

else

if(strcmp(type,'Pareller))

[t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=tp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dl_sp,di_eq,f_outer,f,dq,0,l);

else

[t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=tp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dl_sp,di_eq,-f_outer,-f,-dq,0,l)

end;

end;

% use minus sign before f  outer, f, and "dq" to convert the HX from parellel to counterflow. 

if(abs(t-t_old)>2)

dl_sp=0.5 *dl_sp; 

elseif(abs(t-t_old)<0.3) 

dl_sp=2*dl_sp;

end;

t_old=t;

dl=l_r-l_sp;

if(dl<le-4)

disp(sprintf('»95 Tube length reached, l=%.3fm, dl=%.4fm.',l_r,dl)); 

outlet=l; 

if(choke_iter>l) 

choke=0;

end;

break;

end;

if(t<100)

[h_sat,s_sat,v_sat,P_sat]=t_P_x(t,0,1,0); 

dP=P-P_sat; 

ratio=abs(dP_old/ dP); 

if(ratio~=0) 

if(ratio>5)

dl_sp=0.05*dl_sp;

elseif(ratio>3)
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dl_sp=0.1*dl_sp;

elseif(ratio>1.5)

dl_sp=0.25*dl_sp;

elseif(ratio>1.2)

dl_sp=0.5*dl_sp;

end;

end;

iffabs(dP)<0.05) 

dl_sp=0.001;

end;

end;

if(abs(dP)>0.2 && dl_sp>0.04) 

dl_sp=0.04;

end;

disp(sprintf('242> dP=%.4fbar t=%.3fC P=%.2f bar h=%.2fkJ/kg s=%.4f kJ/(kg*K) U _r=% .lfU _o=% .lf x_o=%.3f

end;

i=i+l;

end;

end;

t_cond3=cputime;

% 3. Two-phase flow calculation. It’s possible that the flow is not choked at the outlet, so both V and L need to be used as stop 

criteria 

if(x_outer>l)

disp(sprintf('REMINDER: x_outer> 1.')); 

pause(0.05);

end; 

l_tp=0; 

if(outlet~=l)

Q=%.3f W l_sp=%.4f m.',dP,t,P,h,s,U_r,U_outer,x_outer,Q,l_sp)); 

dP_old=dP; 

if(mod(i,2)==0)

t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=P; h_out(j)=h; v_out(j)=v; 

s_out(j)=s; Q_out(j)=Q; fh_out(j)=£h; f_out(j)=f; 

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j)=P_outer;

f_outer_out(j)=f_outer; v_outer_out(j)=v_outer;

s_outer_out(j)=s_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer;

if  (x<0)

miu_out(j)=miu; x_out(j)=x;

fi_out(j)=fi; l_out(j)=l_sp;

h_outer_out(j)=h_outer; 

miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer;

x_out(j)=0;

end;

j= j+ i;
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disp('Expansion process, two phase flow...');

dl_tp=0.003;

x=0;

P_old=P;

s_old=s;

while(outlet=0)

if(x>=0) % the flow is in tp region and no re-condensation 

if(abs(dl)>le-4)

[h,s,v,P]=t_P_x(t,0,x,0);

% 3.1. inner two-phase HTC 

[U_r,f,fiO]=U_refrig(g,t,P,x,di, epsilon, 0,U_sw_tp_c); 

q_flux=0; dq_flux=10*ESP_dq_flux;

Accel=l; % convergence accelerator

dl=l_r-l_sp-l_tp;

l_tp=l_tp+dl_tp;

A_r=pi*di*dl_tp; 

if(strcmp(model,'AAC system'));

R_i=l/(U_r*A_r); % heat resistance of inside refiigerant

A_outei=pi*do*dl_tp;

R_t=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance of copper capillary tube wall 

elseif(strcmp(model,'Refrigerator without weld'))

A_eff=acos((0.5*(do_outer-do))/(0.5*(do_outer+do)+le-3))*di_outer*dl_tp;

A_outei=pi*di_outer*dl_tp;

R_tl=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance o f copper capillary tube wall

R_t2=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do_outer/di_outer); % heat resistance of copper suction line tube

wall

R_t=R_tl+R_t2;

else

R_r=l/(U_r*0.5*A_r); % heat resistance o f inside refrigerant

A_outer=0.55*(di+di_outer)*dl_tp;

R_tl=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance of copper capillary tube wall

R_t2=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do_outer/di_outer); % heat resistance o f copper suction line tube

wall

R_t3=le-3/(50*do*dl_tp); % 50 is the conductivity o f solder (assume 60% Sn and 40% Pb) [6]

% R_t3=0.01e-3/(50*do*dl_tp); % it means the tubes are adhered to each other very well

R_t=R_tl+R_t2+R_t3;

end;

[hh,ss,w,P_outer_r]=t_P_x(t_outer,0,x_outer,0);

dP_outer=P_outer-P_outer_r;

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') &&(((l_sp+l_tp)<=0.200)jj((l__sp ti_tp)>=1.200))) % % C. Melo

non-adiabatic (2000)
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if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') &&(((l_sp+l_tp)<=0.533)||((l_sp+l_tp)>=1.536))) % % Pexito non-adiabatic

(1995)

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic'))

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') &&(((l_sp+l_tp)<=0.508)||((l_sp+l tp)>=1.524))) % % Liu and Bullard

(2000)

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer)

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_reffig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq, epsilon, q_flux,U_sw_sp);

else

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_reffig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq,epsilon,q_flux,U_sw_tp_b);

end;

dQ=0; % for adiabatic process

else

while(abs(dq_flux)>ESP_dq_flux)

q_flux_old=q_flux;

% 3.2. outer two-phase HTC 

i f(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer)

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq,epsilon,q_flux,U_sw_sp); 

% U_outer=2.2*U outer;

else

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq,epsilon,q_flux,U_sw_tp_b);

end;

% 3.3. total HTC and pressure drop for the two-phase flow 

R_outer= 1 / (U_outer* A outer); % outeside fluid

UAo=l/(R_r+R_t+R_outer);

dQ=UAo*(t-t_outer); % for non-adiabatic process, W

q_flux=dQ/A_outer;

dq_flux=q_flux-q_flux_old;

Converg(Accel)=dq_flux;

Acccl=Accel+l;

q_flux=f_dq_flux*q_flux; % 1.0005 is a small factor to speed up the convergence 

% disp([dq ..flux dQ]);

if(Accel>50)

pause;

end;

end;

end;

Q=Q+dQ; % W

dq=-le-3*dQ/mass; %kl/kg 

dqw=dq*mass/A_r;
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fi=fiO*dqw;

fh=f+fi;

% disp(sprintfC\t 136»fh=% .4f, f=%.4f, fi=%.4f, f_o=%.4f,fh,f,fi,f_outer));

velo_r=g*v;

v_s_l=-5.05233833729465 le-009*tA5+2.211009136272204e-007*tA4-1.551252556488015e-005*tA3-2.294612692102196e-004*tA2 

-4.598867870834853*t+621.7026558635087; 

v_s_g=-5.561748263182845e-010*tA5-2.465757886591485e-008*tA4-9.565643479551808e-006*tA3-3.055491029969542e-003*tA2 

-2.432490767784308e-002*t+146.9420869843056; 

velo_s=x* v_s_g+( 1 -x)* v_s_l; 

dv=velo_s-velo_r;

if(dv<le-l||(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic')&&(abs(s)<abs(s_old)))&&l_tp>0.003)

disp(sprintf('Flow choked [v=%.2f m/s, v_s=%.2f m/s] at t=%.3f C, P=%.4fbar, x=%.4f, and s=%.4f 

kJ/kg.', velo_r,velo_s,t,P,x,s));

disp(sprintf('Total length is L=L_sp+L_tp=%.3f m (L_sp=%.3f m, I,_tp=%.3f m)',l_sp+l_tp,l_sp,l_tp)); 

outlet=l; pause; break;

else

choke=0;

end;

[t,P,x,h,v,miu,s]=tp_iter(t,P,x,g,dl_tp,di,fh,f,-dq, 1,1); 

if(x>0)

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer)

if(strcmp(type,'Pareller))

[t_outer,P_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=sp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,g_outer,dl_tp,di_eq,f_outer,0,dq,0,3);

else

[t_outer,P_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=sp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,g_outer,dl_tp,di_eq,-f_outer,0,-dq,0,3);

end;

else

if(strcmp(type,'Pareller))

[t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=tp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dl_tp,di_eq,f_outer,f,dq,0,l);

else

[t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=tp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dltp,di_eq,-f_outer,-f,-dq,0,l);

end;

end;

disp(sprintf('380> t=%.3fC P=%.3f bar x=%.3f h=%.2f kJ/kg s=%.4fkJ/(kg*K) U_r=%. I f  U_o=%. If  

x o=%.3f Q=%.2f W dl tp=%.2f mm L=%,3f m.',...

t,P,x,h,s,U_r,U_outer,x_outer,Q,le3*l_tp,l_sp+l_tp));

if(dl<5e-4)

disp(sprintf(’» 3 8 3  Tube length reached, l=%.3ftn, dl=%.4fm.',l_r,dl)); 

choke=0; break;

else

ds_r=s-s_old;
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if(abs(ds_r)>5e-3) 

dl_tp=2e-3; 

elseif(ds_r>l ,5e-4)

disp(sprintf('Flow choked [v=%.2f m/s, v_s=%.2fm/s] at t==%.3f C, P=%.4fbar, x=%.4f, and

s=%.4f kJ/kg.', velo_r,velo_s,t,P,x,s));

disp(sprintf('Total length is L=%.3fm out of %.3fm (L_sp=%.3f m, L__tp=%.3f

m).',l_sp+l_tp,l_r,l_sp,l_tp));

outlet=l; 

break; 

elseif(abs(ds_r)>5e-5) 

dl_tp=2e-4; 

elseif(abs(ds_r)< 1 e-7) 

dl_tp=2*dl_tp;

end;

end;

if(abs(dl)>0.05 && (abs(P-Pold)<0.01)) 

dl_tp=2*dl_tp;

end;

P_old=P;

s_old=s;

if(mod(i,20)=0)

t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=P; h_out(j)=h; v_out(j)=v; miu_out(j)=miu; x_out(j)=x; 

s_out(j)=s; Q_out(j)=Q; fh_out(j)=fh; f_out(j)=f; fi_out(j)=fi;

l_out(j)=l_sp+l_tp; t_outer_out(j)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j)=P_outer; h_outer_out(j)=h_outer; 

f_outer_out(j)=f_outer; v_outer_out(j)=v_outer; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer; 

s_outer_out(j)=s_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer;

j=j+i;
end;

i=i+l;

end;

end;

else % x is less than 0 means recondensation is present 

delta_P=0.005;

dl_tp=0.002; % set the initial value o f single-phase length

dP=l; dP_old=0;

t_old=t;

while(abs(dP)>le-2 & outlet=0)

% 3.1. In-tube HTC

[U_r,f,fiO]=U_refrig(g,t,P,x,di,epsilon,0,U_sw_sp); % q flux is 0 for condensation. 

l_tp=l_tp+dl_tp;

A_r=pi*di*dl_tp;
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R_r=l/(U_r*A_r); % heat resistance of inside refrigerant

i ff strcmp(model,'A A C system'));

A_outer=pi*do*dl_tp;

R_t=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance of copper capillary tube wall 

elseif(strcmp(model,'Refrigerator without weld'))

A_eff=acos((0.5*(do_outer-do))/(0.5*(do_outer+do)+le-3))*di_outer*dl_tp;

A_outer=pi*di_outer*dl_tp;

R_tl=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance o f copper capillary tube wall

R_t2=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do_outer/di_outer); % heat resistance o f copper suction line tube

wall

R_t=R_t 1 +R_t2;

else

A_eff=acos((0.5*(do_outer-do))/(0.5*(do_outer+do)+le-3))*di_outer*dl_tp;

A_outer=pi*di_outer*dl_tp;

R_tl=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do/di); % heat resistance o f copper capillary tube wall

R_t2=(l/(2*pi*400*dl_tp))*log(do_outer/di_outer); % heat resistance of copper suction line tube

wall

R_t3=0.01e-3/(50*do*dl_tp); % 50 is the conductivity o f solder (assume 60% Sn and 40% Pb) [6] 

R j = R t  1 +R_t2+R_t3;

end;

q_flux=0; dq_flux=0.1*ESP_dq_flux;

[hh,ss,w,P_outer_r]=t_P_x(t_outer,0,x_outer,0);

dP_outer=P_outer-P_outer_r;

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') &&((l__sp<=0.200)||(l_sp>=l .200))) % % C. Melo non-adiabatic (2000)

% if(strcmp(indicator,''Adiabatic') &&((! sp<s=0.533)||(l_sp>=l .536))) % % Pexito non-adiabatic (1995)

if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic') &&(((l_sp+l_tp)<=0.508)||((l_sp+l_tp)>=1.524))) % % Liu and Bullard

(2000)

% if(strcmp(indicator,'Adiabatic'))

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer) % represents superheated inlet condition

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_reffig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq, epsilon, q_flux,U_sw_sp);

else

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq,epsilon,q_flux,U_sw_tp_b);

end;

dQ=0; % for adiabatic process

else

while(abs(dq_flux)>0.01 *ESP_dq_flux) 

q_flux_old=q_flux;

% 2.2. Out-tube HTC

[hh,ss,vv,P_outer_r]=t_P_x(t_outer,0,x_outer,0);

dP_outer=P_outer-P_outer_r;

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EPS_P_outer)
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[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq, epsilon, q_flux,U_sw_sp);

else

[U_outer,f_outer]=U_refrig(g_outer,t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,di_eq,epsilon,q_flux,U_sw_tp_b);

end;

% 2.3. total HTC and pressure drop of the single-phase region 

R_outer=l/(U_outer*A_outer); % outeside fluid 

UAo= 1/(R_r+R_t+R_outer);

dQ=UAo*(t-t_outer); % for non-adiabatic process, W

q_flux=dQ/A_eff;

dq_flux=q_flux-q_flux_old;

end;

end;

Q=Q+dQ; % W

dq—le-3*dQ/mass; %kJ/kg

dqw=dq*mass/A_r;

fi=fiO*dqw;

fh=f+fi;

[t,P,h,v,miu,s,delta_P]=sp_iter(t,P,g,dl_tp,di,fh,f,-dq,delta_P,2); 

if(abs(dP_outer)>=EP S_P_outer) 

if(strcmp(type,'Parellel'))

[t_outer,P_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=sp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,g_outer,dl_tp,di_eq,f_outer,0,dq,0,3);

else

[t_outer,P_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=sp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,g_outer,dl_tp,di_eq,-f_outer,0,-dq,0,3);

end;

else

if(strcmp(t}q)e,,Pareller))

[t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=tp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dl_tp,di_eq,f_outer,f,dq,0,l);

else

[t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,s_outer]=tp_iter(t_outer,P_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dlJp,di_eq,-f_outer,-f,-dq,0,l);

end;

end;

if(abs(t-t_old)>2)

dl_tp=0.5*dl_tp;

elseif(abs(t-t_old)<0.3)

dl_tp=2*dl_tp;

end;

t_old=t;

dl=l_r-l_sp-l_tp;

if(dl<le-4)

disp(sprintf('»507 Tube length reached, l=%.3ftn, dl=%.4tm.',l_r,dl));
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outlets 1; 

if(choke_iter>l) 

choke=0;

end;

break;

end;

100)

[h_sat,s_sat,v_sat,P_sat]=t_P_x(t,0,1,0); 

dP=P-P_sat; 

ratio=abs(dP_old/dP); 

if(ratio~=0) 

if(ratio>5)

dl_tp=0.05*dl_tp;

elseif(ratio>3)

dl_tp=0.1*dl_tp;

elseif(ratio>1.5)

dl_tp=0.25*dl_tp;

elseif(ratio>1.2)

dl_tp=0.5*dl_tp;

end;

end;

if(abs(dP)<0.05)

dl_tp=0.001;

end;

end;

if(abs(dP)>0.2 && dl_tp>0.04) 

dl_tp=0.04;

end;

disp(sprintf('540> dP=%.4fbar, t=%.3fC, P=%.2fbar, h=%.2f kJ/kg, s=%.4fkJ/kg„IJ r=%.lt; U_o=%.lf, 

x_o=%.3f, Q=%.3f W dl_tp=%.4f cm, l_sp=%.4fm.',...

dP,t,P,h,s,U_r,U_outer,x_outer,Q,1005|Idl_sp,l_sp));

dP_old=dP;

if(m od(i,2)=0)

t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=P; h_out(j)=h; v_out(j)=v; miu_out(j)=miu; x_out(j)=x; 

s_out(j)=s; Q_out(j)=Q; fh_out(j)=fh; f_out(j)=f; fi_out(j)=fi; l_out(j)=l_tp; 

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j)=P_outer; h_outer_out(j)=h_outer; 

f_outer_out(j)=f_outer; v_outer_out(j)=v_outer; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer; 

s_outer_out(j)=s_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer; 

if  (x<0)

x_out(j)=0;

end;
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j=j+i;
end;

i=i+l;

end;

end;

end;

disp(sprintf('338>delta_mass=%.2f g/s, outlet=%ld, choke=%ld, dl=%.4f m, l_tp=%.5f m, mass_old=%.2f g/s.',...

1 e3 *(mass-mass_old),outlet,choke,dl,l_tp,mass_old* 1 e3)); 

if(abs(mass-mass_old)< 1 e-4) 

outlet=l; break;

end;

end;

if(choke= l && outlet~=l) 

mass_oldl=mass;

if(abs(mass_old-mass)>l e-4||l_tp==0||choke_iter==l) 

if(choke_itei== 1)

mass=mass*((l_sp+l_tp)/l_r)A0.4; % 0.5 is a modification factor 

elseif(mass_old~=0||l_tp==0)

mass=mass*(l-abs((mass_oldl-mass_old)/mass_oldl));

end;

end;

mass_old=mass_old 1; 

elseif(choke_iter> 1) 

mass_oldl=mass;

mass=mass*(l+((mass_oldl-mass_old)/mass_oldl)A2);

mass_old=mass_oldl;

choke=l;

else

break;

end;

end;

% 4. Outlet calculation 

disp('Capillary outlet calculation 

if(strcmp(model,'AAC system')) 

psi=((diO/di)A2-1 )A2;

[t,P,x,h]=EndSurface(t,P,x,g,gO,psi, 1);

disp(sprintf('328>\tCapillary outlet condition results: t=%.2f C, P=%.4f bar, and x=%.3f.',t,P,x));

end;

t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=P; h_out(j)=h; v_out(j)=v; miu_out(j)=miu; x_out(j)=x;
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s_out(j)=s; Q_out(j)=Q; fh_out(j)=fh; f_out(j)=f; fi_out(j)=fi; l_out(j)=l_sp+l_tp;

h_outer_out(j)=h_outer; 

miu_outer_out(j )=miu_outer;

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j)=P_outer;

f_outer_out(j)=f_outer; v_outer_out(j)=v_outer;

s_outer_out(j)=s_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer;

t6=t; P6=P; x6=x; h6=h; 

t_cond4=cputime;

time_sp=t_cond3-t_cond2; time_tp=t_cond4-t_cond3; 

time_sum=t_cond4-t_condl;

disp(sprintf('Time consumed at the last(%2d) iteration was: time__sp=%5.3fs, time_tp=%5.3fs,and the total time_sum=%5.3fs.\ri,...

choke_iter,time_sp,time_tp,time_sum));

pause;

disp([l_out' to u t ' t_outer_out']);

% [1] J.P.Holman, Heat Transfer, 7th Ed., McGraw-Hill Inc., 1990.

% [2] B. Xu, P.K. Bansal, Non-adiabatic capillary tube flow: a homogeneous model and process description, Appl. Thermal Eng. 22 

(2002) 1801-1819.

% [3] S. Lin, C. C. K, Kwok, R, Y. Li, Z. H. Chen, Z. Y. Chen, Local frictional pressure drop during vaporization of R-12 through 

% capillary tubes International J. of Multiphase Flow, 17(1) (1991) 95-102.

% [4] Castro F, Tinaut F.V., Rahman Ali A.A., Automotive evaporator and condenser modeling. Society o f Automotive Engineers, 

1993 (paper 931121).

% [5] Shah M.M..A general correlation for heat transfer during film, condensation in tubes, Int. J. o f Heat Mass Transfer, .1979 22(4) 

% 547-556.

% [6] http://www.engineersedge.com/propeities_of_metals.htm

A-2 Inlet and outlet calculation

This function takes care of sudden contractions and expansions.

function [tl,Pl,xl,hl,gl]=contraction(ti,Pi,xi,gi,gl,psi,SW)

% This function calculate the inlet cross section status parameters 

% Two eqns used here are

% hi+(gi*vi)A2/2000=hl+(g l*v l)A2/2000 (1) kJ/kg

% Pi+giA2*vi=P 1 +(1 +psi)*g 1 A2*v 1 (2) Pa

% For the sub-cooled region, density does not change with pressure

[hi,si,vi,Pi]=t_P_x(ti,Pi,xi,0);

ESPJi= 1; % set ini tial value o f  dh

dt_ref=le-5; % set initial value of dt_ref 

Pl=Pi;

i=0;

dP_i=0.01;

dt_r=0.01;
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dx_r=0.001;

tl=0.98*ti;

if (x i= -l)  % case for refrigerant at the capillary inlet where sudden contraction occurs. P-t sweep is required. 

while(abs(ESP_h)>0.001)

ESP_P=1; ESP_P_old=l; 

j=0;

xl=xi;

while(abs(ESP_P)>0.05)

[hi ,s 1 ,vl ,P1 ]=t_P_x(tl ,P 1 ,xl ,0);

P_r=Pi*le5+0.5*giA2*vi-(l+psi)*0.5*glA2*vl; % Pa

ESP_P=P_r-P 1 * 1 e5; % Pa

if(j>0)

dP_i=-dP_r*0.5*ESP_P/(ESP_P-ESP_P_old);

end;

ESP_P_old=ESP_P;

Pl=Pl-dP_r;

j=j+i;

ifC>50)

disp(sprintf('Cannot get inlet/outlet section status parameters, j>50. [Contraction]')); 

pause; 

elseif(xl<0) 

x l—1; 

elseif(tl<-100)

disp('Error! t<-100. [Contraction]'); pause;

end;

end;

h_i=hi+((gi*vi)A2-(g 1 *vl )A2)/2000;

ESP_h=h_r-hl;

if(i>0)

dt_r=-dt_r*ESP_h/(ESP_h-ESP_h_old);

end;

ESP_h_old=ESP_h;

tl=tl+dt_r;

if(S W = l)

disp(sprintfCEnd 6 0 »  t=%.3fC, x=%.3f, P=%.3f bar, hl=% .3f kJ/kg, ESP_h=%.4fkJ/kg, v=%.2e mA3/kg,dt_r=%.3f, 

j=%2d, i=%2d.',...

tl ,xl ,P l,hl ,ESP_h,vl ,dt_r j,i));

end;

i=i+l;

if(i>50)
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disp(sprintf('Cannot get inlet section status parameters,i>50. [Contraction]')); 

pause;

end;

end;

else % case for refrigerant at the capillary outlet where sudden expansion occurs, t-x sweep is required. 

xl=xi;

while(abs(ESP_h)>0.001)

ESP_P=1; ESP_P_old=l; 

j=0;

while(abs(ESP_P)>0.01)

[h 1 ,s 1, v 1 ,P 1 ]=t_P_x(t 1 ,P 1 ,x 1,0);

P_r=Pi*le5+0.5*giA2*vi-(l+psi)*0.5*glA2*vl; % Pa

ESP_P=P_r-P 1 * 1 e5; % Pa

if(j>0)

dt_r=-dt_r*ESP_P/(ESP_P-ESP_P_old);

end;

ESP_P_old=ESP_P;

tl=tl-dt_r;

j= j+i;
ifa>50)

disp(sprintf('Cannot get inlet/outlet section status parameters, j>50. [Expansion]')); 

pause; 

elseif(xl<0) 

x l= -l; 

elseif(tl<-100)

disp('Error! t<-100. [Expansion]'); pause;

end;

end;

h_P=hi+((gi*vi)A2-(g 1 *v 1 )A2)/2000;

ESP_h=h_r-hl;

if(i>0)

dx_r=-dx_r*ESP_h/(ESP_h-ESP_h_old);

end;

ESP_h_old=ESP_h;

xl=xl+dx_r;

if(S W = l)

disp(sprintf('End 110 »  t=%.3fC, x=%.3f, P=%.3f bar, hl=% .3f kJ/kg, ESP_h=%.4fkJ/kg, v=%.2e mA3/kg,dt_j=%.3f, 

j=%2d, i“ %2d.',...

tl  ,xl ,P1 ,hl ,ESP_h,vl ,dt_rj,i));

end;
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i=i+l;

if(i>50)

disp(sprintf('Cannot get inlet section status parameters,i>50. [Expansion]')); 

pause;

end;

end;

end;

A-3 Calculations of R134a properties knowing two temperatures

This function provides the thermophysical properties of R134a using the PR equation. For a 
single-phase flow, two temperatures are required as inputs, one for determining saturated pressure 
and the other for the real temperature. For a two-phase flow, the temperature and the quality of the 
refrigerant are required.

function [h,s,v,P,miu,lambda,cp]=Rl 34aProp(tp,t,x,trans)

% tp is reference temperature, being used to calculate the corresponding saturated pressure, Celsius 

% t is refrigerant temperature, Celsius 

% x is refrigerant quality

% tram is a sign for whether or not calculating the transport properties. trans=0, no; trans=l, yes.

Mo = 102.032; % molecular weight, g/mol

Tc = 374.23; % critical temperature, K

Pc = 40.603; % critical pressure, 1.0e5 Pa

Rc = 0.51186; % critical density, g/cmA3

He = 229.4518; % reference enthalpy, kJ/kg

Sc = 1.0037; % reference entropy, kJ/(kg*K)

Ts = -26.06; % boiling temperature, C

TT = 24.0; % reference temperature, C

R t=  1.2105; % saturated liquid density corresponding to TT, g/emA3

Pt = 6.458; % saturated vapour pressure corresponding to TT, 1.0e5 Pa

d=[-0.1348 2.4933

R_Mo = 8.31441 / Mo;

RO = Pc / (10. * R_Mo * Tc); 

b=[ 0.18764/RO

-0.007192/(R 0 A 2)

0

28.905

-0.4758 / R0 

0.05362 / (R0 A 2) 

0

-14.877];

-0.05 / R0 

-0.00938 / (R0 A 2)

-0.00036 / (R0 A 3)];

Tsr = (Ts + 273.15) / Tc; % reduced pressure 

strTs = (Tsr -1 ) * (0.2 * (Tsr + 1) * (Tsr + 1) + 0.5);
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xtrTs = 4 * ((Tsr - 1) / Tsr) + strTs - 5.3 * log(Tsr);

G = xtrTs / (log(Tsr) + xtrTs);

F = (0.01316 - log(Pc) + 4 * xtrTs) / (log(Tsr) + xtrTs);

Ttr = (TT + 273.15)/Tc;

strTt = (Ttr -1 ) * (0.2 * (Ttr + 1) * (Ttr + 1) + 0.5); 

xtrTt = 4 * ((Ttr - 1) / Ttr) + strTt - 5.3 * log(Ttr);

Palf = (F * log(Ttr) + (F - 4) * xtrTt - log(Pt / Pc)) / (G * log(Ttr) + (G - 1) * xtrTt);

RI = (0.01316 - log(Pc) + (4 - Palf) * xtrTs) / (log(Tsr) + xtrTs);

alO = 1.4 + 0.03 * log(Pc / (10. * R_Mo * Tc A 1.5)) + 0.03 * RI - 0.2 * Palf;

a20 = 0.68 - 0.07 * RI - 0.5 * Palf;

La = (log(Rt / Rc) - alO * (1 - Ttr) A (1 / 3) - a20 * strTt) / ((1 - Ttr) A (1 / 3) + strTt);

al = alO + La; % constant to calculate saturated liquid density

a2 = a20 + La;

Trl = (tp + 273.15) / Tc; % reduced temperature

Tr = (t + 273.15) / Tc; % reduced temperature

%%%% 1. Calculate saturated vapour pressure 

if  (t<tp) % sub-cooled region 

Trl_temp=Trl;

Trl=Tr;

str = (Tr -1 ) * (0.2 * (Tr + 1) * (Tr + 1) + 0.5); 

xtr = 4 * ((Tr - 1) / Tr) + str - 5.3 *log(Tr); 

ps = Pc * exp(RI * log(Tr) + (RI - 4 + Palf) * xtr); 

else % super-heated region

str = (Trl -1) * (0.2 * (Trl + 1) * (Trl + 1) + 0.5); 

xtr = 4 * ((Trl - 1) / T rl) + str - 5.3 * log(Trl); 

ps = Pc * exp(RI * log(Trl) + (RI - 4 + Palf) * xtr);

end;

P_temp=ps;

%%%% 2. Calculate saturated vapour density

rwO = ps / (10 * R_Mo * Tc * Trl);

k=0;

bl=le5;

while (bl > 0.000001) 

lq l= 0 ;  

for i=l:3

lqal = 0; 

forj = 0:3

lqal = lqal +b(i, j+1) * rwO A i * Tr A (-j) * 1;

end;
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lql = lql + lqal;

end;

lql 1 = 0 ; %lql 1 is the derivative of lq l, 

fo r i=  1:3 

lqal 1= 0 ; 

for j = 0:3

lqal 1 = lqal 1 + i * b(i, j+1) * rwO A (i-1) * Tr A (-j);

end;

lql 1 = lql 1 + lqal 1;

end;

lz = ps - 10 * R_Mo * Tr * Tc * rwO * (1 + lql); 

lza = -10 * R_Mo * Tr * Tc * (1 + lql + rwO * lql 1);

rw = rwO - lz / lza; % calculate density 

bl = abs((rw - rwO) / rw); 

if  (k > 50)

sprintf('Program does not converge, k>50. [R134aProp function]'); 

break;

end;

rwO = rw; 

k = k +  1;

end;

%%%% 3. Calculate the saturated enthalpy and entropy 

lq2 = 0; 

for i= l :3  

lqa2 = 0; 

for j = 0:3

lqa2 = lqa2 + b(i, j+1) * rwO A i * Tr A (-j) * 1 / i;

end;

lq2 = lq2 + lqa2;

end; 

lq3 = 0; 

fo ri=  1:3 

lqa3 = 0; 

for j = 0:3

lqa3 = lqa3 + b(i, j+1) * rwO A i * Tr A (-j) * j / i;

end;

lq3 = lq3 + lqa3;

end; 

u l = 0; 

for n = 1:3
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% calculate the reduced internal energy 

u l = u l + d(n+l) * (Tr * Tc / 1000.) A n / n;

end;

uO = 1000. * R_Mo * (d(l) * log(Tr * Tc /  1000.) + ul); % reduced internal energy 

s ref = -d(l) / (Tr * Tc / 1000.) + d(2) * log(Tr * Tc / 1000.) + d(3) * (Tr * Tc / 1000.); 

sO = R_Mo * ( s r e f  + 0.5 * d(4) * (Tr * Tc / 1000.) A 2); % reduced entropy with constant volume

% Modify the saturated enthalpy and entropy to make them close to NIST results 

% i f  t=tp, t modi=273.15/(tp+273.15);

% if t=tp=0 C, t_modi=l. 

if(t<tp)

t_modi=l;

else

n_t=((tp+273.15)/273.15)A4.5;

t_modi=273.15*(t+273.15)A(n_t-0.62)/(tp+273.15)A(n_t+0.3 8);

end;

hq = t_modiA0.19 *( R_Mo * Tc * Tr * (1 + lql + lq3) + uO) + He; % vapour enthalpy 

sq = t_modiA0.13*(R_Mo * (lq3 - lq2 - log(rw0)) + sO) + Sc; % vapour entropy 

vq = 1. / (1000. * rwO); 

if  (Tr <= 1)

rwl = Rc * exp(al * (1 - T r)A (1 / 3) + a2 * str); % liquid density 

vl = 1 / (1000. * rwl);

pst = (RI / Trl + (RI - 4 + Palf) * (4. / (Trl * T rl) - 5.3 / Trl + 0.2 * (Trl + 1) * (Trl + 1)+ 0.4 * (Trl + 1) * (Trl - 1) + 0.5)) * 

ps / Tc;

hql = 0.0965 * t_modiA0.15*Tc * Tr * (1. / rwO - 1. / rwl) * pst; % latent heat

hi = hq - h q l; % saturated liquid enthalpy

si = sq - 0.0965 * (1. / rwO -1 . / rwl) * pst; % saturated liquid entropy

else

hi = hq;

si = sq; 

vl=vq;

end;

% to return correct pressure, calculate ps again 

if ( t< tp )

Trl=Trl_temp;

str = (Trl -1 ) * (0.2 * (Trl + 1) * (Trl + 1) + 0.5); 

xtr = 4 * ((Trl -1 ) / T rl) + str - 5.3 * log(Trl); 

ps = Pc * exp(RI * log(Trl) + (RI - 4 + Palf) * xtr);

end;

P = ps;
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%%%% 4. Calculate transport properties 

if( tra n s= l)

miul=(267.67-3.6494*t+0.039304*tA2-0.0002191*tA3)*le-6; % -57-93 Celsius, Pa*s 

lambdal=0.09537-0.000517*t; % -60-60 Celsius, W/(m*K)

cpl=1.327+0.005509*t; % <=75 Celsius, kJ/(kg*K)

miuq=(l 1.021+0.038599*t)*le-6; % 38-149 Celsius, under 1 bar

lambdaq=0.01212+0.000096*t; % 0-120 Celsius, under 1 bar

A=1.18964495977357e-015*PA5+(-1.16270847414635e-013)*PA4+(3.76226762180135e-012)*PA3+(-4.53118696990504e-011)*PA 

2+(1.72871730150034e-010)*P+(-1.59092389499007e-010);

B=-2.37778643602758e-013*PA5+(2.56088383960080e-01 l)*PA4+(-8.8956962373723 le-010)*PA3+(1.14145097025420e-008)*PA 

2+(-4.64954750631232e-008)*P+(4.48093922506703e-008);

C=7.56169568504852e-012*PA5+(-1.29801706112960e-009)*PA4+(5.58126596236343e-008)*PA3+(-8.29533849322757e-007)*PA

2+(3.87042109380753e-006)*P+(-4.07165543554560e-006);

D=7.89347452236300e-010*PA5+(-3.68563449097485e-008)*PA4+(2.76232718274411e-007)*PA3+(6.41086775064755e-006)*PA2 

+(-7.29739695578623e-005)*P+(l.0695871935451 le-004);

E=-3.69336309937985e-008*PA5+(2.84609337890151e-006)*PA4+(-7.89745216490073e-005)*PA3+(8.88402665459739e-004)*PA

2+(-3.03148726722429e-003)*P+(3.52534577274099e-003);

F=-4.4612303956191 le-008*PA5+(-3.78671659115701e-006)*PA4+(3.71373556305082e-004)*PA3+(-9.17360290065082e-003)*PA 

2+(8.48136563492374e-002)*P+(7.49842353513028c-001); 

cpq=A*tA5+B*tA4+C*tA3+D*tA2+E*t+F;

else

miul=100; miuq=100; lambdal=100; lambdaq=100; cpl=100; cpq=100;

end;

if(x<=0)

h=hl+(P-P_temp)*vl;

s=sl; v=vl; miu=miul; lambda=lambdal; cp=cpl; 

elseif(x>=l) % Superheated region

h=hq; s=sq; v=vq; miu=miuq; lambda=lambdaq; cp=cpq; 

else % two-phase region

h=x*hq+( 1-x)*hl; 

s=x*sq+(l-x)*sl;

v=xA(2-xA0.7 5) * vq+( 1 -xA(2-xA0.75)) *vl; 

miu=miul*miuq/(miuq+(miul-miuq)*xA1.4); % [1] (1991)

% miu=l/(x/m iuq+(l-x)/m iul); % [2] (1942)

% miu=x*miuq+(l -x)*miul; % [3] (1960)

% miu=(x*vq*miuq+(l-x)*vl*m iid)/v; % [4] (1964) 

lambda= 1 / (x/lambdaq+( 1 -x)/lambdal); 

cp= 1 /(x/ cpq+( 1 -x)/cpl);

end;
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% [1] S. Lin, et. al., Local friction pressure drop during vaporization o f R-12 through capillary tubes, Int. J. Multiphase Flow, Vol. 17, 

No. 1,95-102, 1991. Equation (22).

% [2] W. H. McAdams et. al., Vaporization inside horizontal tubes II, Benzene-oil mixture, Trans. ASME 64, 193, 1942.

% [3] A. Cicchitti, et. al., Two-phase cooling experimetns-pressure drop, heat transfer and burnout measurements, Energia Nucl. 

Milano, 7,407-425, 1960.

% [4] A. E. Didder, M. Wicks, and R. G. Cleveland, Pressure drop and hold-up in two-phase flow: Part A -A  comparison o f existing 

% correlations; Part B-An approach through similarity analysis, AICHE Journal 10(1), 38-51.

A-4 Calculation of the single-phase flow

This function calculates the outlet condition for a capillary element dl if inlet condition is given and 
the flow is single-phase.

function [t_out,P_out,h_out,v_out,miu_out,s_out,delta_P,ij]=sp_iter(t,P,g,dl,di,fh,f,dq,delta_P,SW)

% delta P is not used in the function

% This function calculate the output parameters o f dl segment o f single-phase tube 

% Two eqns used here are

% hout-h+gA2*v*(v out-v)/1000+dqc-dWf=0 (1) kj/kg

% P_out-P+lh*dl*gA2*v/(2*di)+gA2*(v_out-v)=0 (2) Pa

% dW f is the frictional work, dWf=tau*(v2-vl);

% tau is shear stress between the fluid and the capillary internal surface, Pa 

% tau=8*f/(gA2*v)

% step 1: assume t; out=t,P _out=P, use property calc to get v_out,h_out,miu out 

% use (2) v__out=>p_ref.

% step 2: compare P out and p je f,  i f  they are equal, go to step 3.else adjust t out, go to step 1 

% step 3: use (1) v_out=>h_ref

% step 4: compare h_out and h ref, i f  they are equal, return; else adjust P out, go to step 1

% t --------- (C)

% P ---------(bar)

% g ---------(kg/(mA2*s))

% d l  (m)

% d i--------(m)

% dq c-------(W)

% SW ---------(-) SW=1, super-heated region; SW-2, sub-cooled region.

EPSl=le-3; EPS2=5e-2; % set the Error Precision

[h,s,v]=t_P_x(t,P,SW,0); % set initial values of h and v

ESP_h=l;

i=0;
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dt_r=0.01;

dP_i=0.02;

t_out^0.99*t; P_out=P; %set initial values of t out and P out. 

while(abs(ESP_h)>EPS 1)

ESP_P=1; % set initial value of dh and dP

j=0; dP_old=l;

while(abs(ESP_P)>EPS2)

[h_out,s_out,v_out,P_out,miu_out,lambda_put,cp_out]=t_P_x(t_out,P_out,SW,l);

P_ref=P* 1 e5-fh*dl*gA2*(v_out+v)/(4*di)-(v_out-v)*gA2; % Pa

ESP_P=P_ref-P_out* 1 e5; % Pa

if(j>0)

dP_r=-0.5*dP_r*ESP_P/(ESP_P-ESPJP_old); % in case the program converges too soon, add a "slowing down"

factor

end;

P_out=P_out+dP_r;

ESP_P_old=ESP_P;

j=j+i;
if(j>80)

disp('Cannot get single-phase parameters, j>80.[sp_xter]'); 

pause;

end;

end;

C=gA2*(v_outA2-vA2)/2000;

D=f*gA2*(v_out+v)A2*dl/(8000*di); 

h_r=h-C-dq; %k.T/kg 

ESP_h=h_r-h_out; 

if(i>80)

disp('Cannot get single-phase parameters,i>80.[sp_iter]'); 

pause; 

elseif(i>20)

dt_i=-0.125*dt_r*ESP_h/(ESP_h-ESP_h_old);

elseif(i>0)

dt_r=-dt_r*ESP_h/(ESP_h-ESP_h_old);

end;

t__out=t__out-dt_r;

ESP_h_old=ESP_h;

i= i+ l;dP=l;

A-5 Calculation of the two-phase flow
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This function calculates the outlet condition for a capillary element dl if inlet condition is given and 
the flow is two-phase.

function [t_out,P_out,x_out,h_out,v_out,miu_out,s_out,i]=tp_iter(t,P,x,g,dl,di,fh,f,dq,EPS_indicator,SW)

% This function calculate the output parameters o f dl segment o f single-phase tube 

% Two eqns used here are

% h_out-h+gA2’!tv*(v_out-v)/1000+Q_c=0 (1) kJ/kg

% P_out-P+fh*dl*gA2*v/(2*di)+gA2*(v_out-v)=0 (2) Pa

% step 1: assume t__out=t,P_out=P, use property_calc to get v_out,h_out,miu_out 

% use (2) v_out=>P_ref.

% step 2: compare P_out and P_ref, i f  they are equal, go to step 3,else adjust t_out, go to step 1 

% step 3: use ( !)  v out=>h ref

% step 4: compare h_out and h_ref, i f  they are equal, return; else adjust P_out, go to step 1

% t  (C)

% P -------- (bar)

% g ---------(kg/(mA2*s))

% d l  (m)

% di — — (m)

% k  (-)

% d q f------ (kJ/kg)

% d q c (kJ/kg)

% SW  (-) SW=1, expansion; SW=2, condensation/evaporation.

% [t,P,x,h,v,miu,s,omega,i,j]=tp iter 1 (34.124,8.6581,0,20435,0.1,0.0018,0.020478,2.2565,0.01,2)

[h,s,v,P]=t_P_x(t,0,x,0); % set initial values o f h and v 

ESP_h=l; % set initial value o f ESPJh

dt_r=le-4; % set initial value o f dt r 

dx_r=le-4;

P_out=P;

if(EPS_indicator=0) % EPS indicator=0, outer refrigerant flows.

EPSl=le-4;

EPS2=le-3;

else % EPS_indicator=l, inner capillary flow

EPSl=le-2; % could be tightened to 5e-3 to increase accuracy, but will leads to unconvergent problems 

EPS2=1 e-2; % set the Error Precision

end;

t_out=t; % set initial values o f t_out 

i=0;

if(x<0.1)

x_out=x+0.001;
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else

x_out=x;

end;

if(S W = l) % use x-t sweep 

while(abs(ESP_h)>EPS 1)

j=0;
ESP_P=1;

dt_r=le-4;

while(abs(ESP_P)>EPS2)

[h_out,s_out,v_out,P_out,miu_out,lambda_out,cp_out]=t_P_x(t_out,P_out,x_out,l);

A_P=fh*dl*gA2*(v_out+v)/(4*di);

BJP=gA2*(v_out-v);

P_rcf=P* 1 e5-A_P-B_P; % Pa

ESP_P=P_ref-P_out* 1 e5; % Pa

if(j>0)

dt_r=-dt_r*0.5*ESP_P/(ESP_P-ESP_P_old);

end;

j=j+U
ESP_P_old=ESP_P;

t_out=t_out+dt_r;

if(j>100)

m sg -Error number 1063, cannot get two-phase parameters, j>100.[tp_iter.m]’;

disp(msg);

pause;

return;

end;

end;

C=gA2*(v_outA2-vA2)/2000;

D= f‘!gA2*(V_Out+v)A2*dl/(8000*di); 

h_ref=h-C-dq; %kj/kg 

ESP_h=h_ref-h_out; %disp([t put x out]); 

if(i>0)

dx_r=-dx_r*ESP_h/(ESP_h-ESP_h_old);

end;

ESP_h_old=ESP_h;

i=i+l;

x_out=x_out+dx_r;

if(i>50)

msg='Error number 1083, cannot get two-phase parameters,i>50.[tp iter.m]'; 

disp(msg);

P_out=0; x_out=0; h_out=0; v_out=0; miu_out=0; omega_out=0; s_out=0;
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pause;

return;

elseif(x_out<0)

disp(sprintf('2197. The two-phase fluid recondenses, x=%.3e<0. [tp3]',x_out)); 

pause; return;

end;

end;

else % use t-x sweep

while(abs(ESP_h)>EPS 1) 

j=0;

ESP_P=1;

dx_i=le-4;

while(abs(ESP_P)>EPS2)

[h_out,s_out,v_out,P_out,miu_out,lambda_out,cp_out]=t_P_x(t_out,P_out,x_out,l); 

P_ref=P*le5-fh*dl*gA2*(v_out+v)/(4*di)-gA2*(v_out-v); % Pa

ESP_P=P_ref-P_out* 1 e5; % Pa

if(j>0)

dx_i=-dx_r*0.25*ESP_P/(ESP_P-ESP_P_old);

end;

j=j+i;
ESP_P_old=ESP_P;

x_out=x_out+dx_r;

if(SW==l)

disp(sprintf('TP3 10 6 »  t=%.3f, x=%.4f, dx_r=%.4e, dl=%.5f, ESP_P=%.4f Pa, j=%2d',... 

t_out,x_out,dx_r,dl,ESP_Pj));

end;

if(j>50)

disp('Error number 2110, cannot get two-phase parameters, j>50.[tp_iter3]'); 

pause; return; 

elseif(x_out<0)

disp('Error number 2113, x<0. [tp3]'); 

pause; return;

end;

end;

h_ref=h-gA2*(v_out+v)/2*(v_out-v)/1000+fl'gA2*(v_out+v)A2*dl/(8000*di)-dq; %kl/kg

ESP_h=h_ref-h_out; %disp([2183 t P x t_out dt_ref x_out h_ref h__out]);

if(i>0)

dt_r=-dt_r*0.5*ESP_h/(ESP_h-ESP_h_old);

end;

ESP_h_old=ESP_h;

i=i+l;
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t_out=t_out+dt_r;

if(i>50)

msg='Error number 2132, cannot get two-phase parameters,i>50.[tp__iter3]'; 

disp(msg); 

pause; 

return; 

elseif(x<0)

msg='Error number 2135, x<0 which is impossible for two-phase flow'; 

disp(msg);

P_out=0; x_out=0; h_out=0; v_out=0; miu_out=0; omega_out=0; s_out=0;

pause;

return;

end;

end;

end;

A-6 Calculation of refrigerant properties knowing t, P or x

This function calculates the refrigerant properties with known temperature and pressure/quality. 
Depending on which flow region the flow lies in, either a pressure or quality is required to be 
provided with another parameter, a temperature.

function [h,s,v,P,miu, lambda, cp]=t_P_x(t,P,x,trans) 

kk=0;

if(P = 0  || (x>=0 && x<=l))

[hi ,s 1 ,vl ,P1 ,miul ,lambdal ,cp 1]=R134aProp(t,t,x,trans);

else

EPS=le-6;

if(1?>101)

x=2;

dt=le-5;

else

[h,s,v,P_ref]=R134aProp(t,t,0,0);

if[P>P_ref)

x=-l;

elseif[P<P_ref)

x=2;

else

end;

dt=le-5;

end;
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tp=0;

dP l= l;

k=0;

while(abs(dP 1 )>EPS)

[h 1 ,s 1 ,vl ,P 1 ,miu 1 ,lambdal ,cp 1 ]=R134aProp(tp,t,x,trans); 

dPl=P-Pl;

[h2,s2,v2,P2]=R134aProp(tp+dt,t,x,0);

dP2=P-P2;

ddP_dt=(dP 1 -dP2)/dt; 

tp=tp+dP 1 / ddP dt; 

if(ddP_dt==0)

error('divided by 0, program halted');

end;

k=k+l;

if(k>50)

disp('ERROR, too many iterations, k>50. [t_P__x function]'); 

pause;

end;

end;

end;

h=h 1 ;s=s 1;v=v 1 ;P=P 1 ;miu=miu 1 ;lambda=lambda 1 ;cp=cp 1;

A-7 Calculation of the heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop factor

This function calculates the heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop factor with given parameters.

function [U_r,f,fiO]=U_refrig(g,t,P,x,di, epsilon, q_flux,U_sw)

% g -------- mass flux (kg/(mA2*s))

% t -------- temperature(C)

% P ----------pressure (bar)

% x ----------quality (-)

% d i  inner diameter (m)

% n ----------switch to represent heating or cooling process

% 1 -------heating, n=Q.4

% 2 -------cooling, n=0.3

% U sw sp -— determine which correlation is used to calculate U r o f the single-phase region 

% 1 — Dittus-Boelter eqn

% 2 — Petukhov eqn

% 3 — Churchill eqn

% U_sw_tp —  determine which correlation is used to calculate U r o f the two-phase region 

% 1 ~
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% 2 — Petukhov eqn

% 3 — Churchill eqn

% f ----------------friction factor

% 6 0 --------- inertia factor without multiplying Q_f

dt=le-3;

if(x>=0 && x<=l)

% 1.1.1. friction factor, Lin e t  a l .  [3]

% 1.1.1.1. calculate the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor f m  o f two-phase mixture 

[h_g,s_g,v_g,P_g,miu_g,lambda_g,cp_g]=t_P_x(t,0,1,1);

[h_l,s_l,v_l,P_l,miu_l,lambda_l,cp_l]=t_P_x(t,0,0,1);

[h,s,v,P,miu,lambda,cp]=t_P_x(t,0,x,l);

Re_tp=g*di/miu;

Pr_tp=miu*cp* 1 e3/lambda;

Re_sp=g*di/miu_l;

Pr_sp=miu_l*cp_l* le3/lambda_l;

A_tp=(2.457*log(l/((7/Re_tp)A0.9+0.27*epsilon/di)))A16;

B_tp=(37530/Re_tp)A16;

A_sp=(2.457* log( 1 / ((7/Re_sp) A0.9+0.27* epsilon/ di))) A16;

B_sp=(3 7530/Re_sp)A 16;

phi2=((((8/Re_tp)A12+(A_tp+B_tp)A(-1.5))/((8/Re_sp)A12+(A_sp+B_sp)A(-1.5))))A(l/12)*(l+x*(v_g/v_l-l));

f_sp=8*((8/Re_sp)A 12+(A_sp+B_sp)A(-1.5))A( 1/12); % [2]

f=phi2*f_sp*(vj/y);

% f=l .28* 1 e-3+0.1143*ReA(-0.311); % [6]

% f=0.33/ReA0.25; % [7]

[hl_ref,sl_ref,vl_ref]=t_P_x(t-dt,P_l,-l,0);

[h2_ref,s2_ref,v2_ref]=t_P_x(t+dt,P_g,2,0); 

dv 1 _dT=(v 1 _ref-v_l)/(-dt); 

dv2_dT=(v2_ref-v_g)/(dt); 

dv_dT=x*dv2_dT+(l -x)*dvl_dT; 

fiO=8*(dv_dT/v)/(g*cp);

P_crit=40.603; % bar 

P_ref=P/P_crit;

U_1=0.023*Re_sp A0.8 *Pr_sp A0.4 *lambda_l/di; 

if(U_sw==l)

% 1.1.2. Castro et a l  [4]

Re_g=x*g*v*di/(miu_g*v_g);

Re_l=(l -x)*g*v*di/(miu_l*v_l);

Re_eq=Re_g* (m i u_g/mi u J )  *(v_g/ v J ) A0.5+Re_l;

Pr_l=miu_l*cp_l* 1 e3/lambda_l;

U_r=0.05HtRe_eqA0.8*Pr_lA0.3*lambda_l/di; 

elseif(U_sw=2) % two-phase HTC for condensation
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% 1.1.3. Shah [5]

% Pr=0.5~200 for 6% accuracy, 0.5~200G for 10% accuracy 

% Re=le4~5e6

U_r=U_1*((1 -x)A0.8+3. 8*xA0.76*( 1 -x)A0.04/(P_refA0.3 8)); 

elseif(U_sw=3)

% 1.1.4. Churchill equation [1,2] for trial purpose only, not sure about the applicability in the two-phase flow

U_r=f*Re_tp*Pr_tp/(8*(1.07+12.7*(f/8)A0.5*(Pr_tpA(2/3)-l)))*lambda/di; 

elseif(U_sw=4)

Uj-0.5*f*(ReJp-1000)*PrJp/(l+12.7*(0.5*f)A0.5*(Pr_tpA(2/3)-l))*lambda/di; % [6] for R134a

elseif(U_sw=5) % twojphase HTC for boiling [8]

M=102.032; % molecular weight o f R I 34a

U_pool=5 5 *P_refA0.12*(-logl 0(P_ref))A(-0.55)*q_fluxA(2/3)*MA(-0.5);

F=( 1 +x*Pr_sp*(v_g/v_l-1 ))A0.3 5;

S= 1/(1+0.055 *FA0.1 *Re_spA0.16);

Fr=(g*v_l)A2/(9.81 *di); % Froude number 

if(Fr<0.05) % i f  Fr<0.5 and the capillary is placed horizontally 

F=FrA(0.1-2*Fr)*F;

S=FrA0.5*S;

end;

U_r=((F *U_1) A2+(S *U_pool) A2) A0.5;

else

disp(sprintf('U_swJp input ERROR! U_sw_tp=%2d. [condensation]',U_sw)); pause;

end;

else

[h,s,v,P,miu, lambda, cp]=t_P_x(t,P, 2,1); 

u=g*v; % (m/s)

Re=u*di/(miu*v);

Pr=1000*cp*miu/lambda; 

if(U_sw==l)

% 2.1.1. Dittus-Boelter equation [1 ] (6-4)

% Re-le4~1.2*le5, Pr=0.7- 120, L/d>60.

U_i=0.023*ReA0.8*PrA0.3*lambda/di;

elseif(U_sw=2)

% 2.1.2. Petukhov equation [1 ] (6-7)

% Pr=0.5~200 for 6% accuracy, 0.5-2000 for 10% accuracy

% Re=le4~5e6

f=(l ,82*logl0(Re)-l ,64)A(-2);

U_i=PRe*Pr/(8*(1.07+12.7Ht(f/8)A0.5,>(PrA(2/3)-l)))*lambda/di;

elseif(U_sw==3)

% 2.1.3. Churchill equation [1,2]

A=(2.457*log(l/((7/Re)A0.9+0.27*epsilon/di)))A16;
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B=(37530/Re)A16;

f=8*((8/Re)A 12+(A+B)A(-1.5))A( 1/12);

% U_r=PRe*Pr/(8*(1.07+12.7*(f/8)A0.5*(PrA(2/3)-l)))*lambda/di;

U_r=P(Re-100)HtPr/(8*(l+12.7*(f/8)A0.5*(PrA(2/3)-l)))*lambda/di;

else

disp(sprmtf('li sw sp input ERROR! U _sw__sp=%2d. [condensation]',U_sw)); pause;

end;

[h_ref,s_ref,v_ref]=t_P_x(t+dt,P,2,0);

dv_dT=(v_ref-v)/dt;

fiO—8* (dv_dT/v)/(g* cp);

end;

% [1] J.P.Holman, Heat Transfer, 7th Ed., McGraw-Hill Inc., 1990.

% [2] B. Xu, P.K. Bansal, Non-adiabatic capillary tube flow: a homogeneous model and process description, Appl. Thermal Eng. 22 

(2002) 1801-1819.

% [3] S. Lin, C. C. K. Kwok, R. Y. Li, Z. H. Chen, Z. Y. Chen, Local frictional pressure drop during vaporization o f R-l 2 through 

% capillary tubes International J. o f Multiphase Flow, 17(1) (1991) 95-102.

% [4] Castro F, Tinaut F.V., Rahman A li A. A., Automotive evaporator and condenser modeling, Society o f Automotive Engineers, 

1993 (paper 931121).

% [5] Shah M.M..A general correlation for heat transfer during film, condensation in tubes, Int. J. o f Heat Mass Transfer, .1979 22(4) 

% 547-556.

% [6] G.H.Lee, J.Y.Yoo, Performance analysis and simulation o f automobile air eonidtioning system, Int. J. o f Refrig. 23 (2000) 

243-254.

% [7] P.K.Bansal, G.Wang, Numerical analysis o f choked refrigerant flow in adiabatic capillary tubes, Applied Thermal Engineering, 

24 (2004) 851-863.

% [8] Z. L iu and R.H.S.Winterton, A  general correlation for saturated and subcooled flow boiling in tubes and annuli, based on a 

nucleate pool boiling equation, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, 1991, 34(11), 2759-2766.

Appendix B Program to correlate pressures and the compressor speed in an 

R134a AAC test stand 

B -l Main code

This program is developed to obtain the relationship between changes of system pressures and that 
of the compressor speed.

clear all;
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format short g;

V_dis=170e-6; % mA3,170cc is displacement o f the R134a compressor in use, and it could be other values

data=load('RPM__DelPpure50cmK40E35 30 25_700_2000.txt’,'ascii');

% %%% Experimental data structure

% IComp RPM 

% 5t_in (C)

% 9Accu Press In 

% 13Mass flow rate (kg/h) 

% 17Comp Temp out (C) 

% datal=data(l:62,:);

2Cond Water Temp(C) 

6Evap Press Out (kPa) 

lOAccu Temp Out 

14Evaporator (W)

ISBefore orifice tube (kPa) 

% data with HX 

% data without HX

3Evap Chamber Temp(C) 

7t_out(C)

1 lAccu Press Out (kPa) 

ISCompressor (W)

19Before orifice tube temp

4Evap Press In (kPa) 

SAccu Temp In 

12Quality

16Comp Press Out (kPa)

% data2=data(63: 85,:);

% % data2: l-7(2000rpm), 8-17(1500rpm), 18-23(700rpm)

for i_HX=3: -1:1 % i__HX is index for Heat Exchanger

i f  i_ H X = l

disp('Calculation for cycle with t_e_chamber=35 Celsius...'); 

elseif i_HX==2

dispfCalculation for cycle without t_e_chamber=30 Celsius,..'); 

elseif i_ H X = 3

disp('Calculation for cycle without t_e_chamber=25 Celsius...');

end;

m = (i_H X -l)*6+ l; n=i_HX*6;

% count the number o f data sets for each rpm 

rpm_count=6;

count_r=0.*ones(l,rpm_count); % counter for rpm 

for i=m:n

if(floor(data(i,l)/100)=20) % t ( l)  correspons to rpm=2000 

count_r(l :rpm_count)=count_r(l :rpm_count)+l; 

elseif(floor(data(i,l)/100)==17) % t(2) corresponds to rpm=1750 

count_r(2:rpm_count)=count_r(2:rpm_count)+l; 

elseif(floor(data(i,l)/100)==15) % t(3) corresponds to rpm=1500 

count_r(3:rpm_count)=count_r(3:rpm_count)+l; 

elseif(floor(data(i,l)/100)==12) % t(4) corresponds to rpm=1250 

count_r(4:rpm_count)=count_r(4:rpm_count)+l; 

elseif(floor(data(i,l)/100)==10) % t(5) corresponds to rpm=1000 

count_r(5;rpm_count)=count_r(5:rpm_count)+l; 

elseif(floor(data(i,l)/100)==7) % t(6) corresponds to rpm=700 

count_r(6 :rpm_count)=count_r(6 :rpm_count)+1;

end;

end;
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rpm=data(m:n, 1);

t_cond_water=data(m:n,2); % Celsius

t_evap_cham=data(m:n,3);

P_evap_in=data(m:n,4); % kPa 

t_evap_in=data(m:n,5);

P_evap_out=data(m:n,6);

t_evap_out=data(m:n,7);

t_acc_in=data(m:n,8);

P_acc_in=data(m:n,9); 

t_acc_out=data(m:n, 10);

P„acc_out=data(m:n, 11); 

x_prime=data(m:n, 12); 

mass=data(m:n,13); % kg/h 

W_evap=le-3*data(m:n,14); % k W

W_comp=l e-3 *data(m:n, 15);

P_comp_out=data(m:n, 16); 

t_comp_out=data(m:n, 17);

P_bef_orif=data(m:n, 18); % pressure is lower in calibration

t_bef_orif=data(m:n, 19);

t_comp_in=data(m:n,20);

P_comp_in=data(m:n,21);

P_act=0.01*[P_evap_in P_evap_out P acc in P_acc_out P_comp_in P_comp_out P_bef_orif+14]; % bar 

t_act=[t_evap_in t_evap_out t acc in -l+t_acc_out t comp in t_comp_out t_bef_orif t_cond_water t_evap_cham]; 

t_evap_cham_mean(i_HX)=mean(t_evap_cham); 

c=0.01 *data(m:n,22);

% Evaporator inlet 

i_P=7;

x_prime=-l *ones(size(rpm)); 

x=x_prime./( 1-c);

for i=l :size(rpm) % i is the index for rpm

[h3r(i),s3r(i),v3r(i),P3r(i)]=t_P_x(t_act(i,i_p),P_act(i,i_p),x(i),0);

h3oil(i)=199.8+2.04985639*t_act(i,i_p)+1.13043551e-3*t_act(i,i_p); % kJ/kg, 199.8 is the reference h at 0 Celsius and

it's consistent with R134aProp.

rho3oil(i)=1004.054-0.716934*t_act(i,i_p); 

h3 mix(i)=( 1 -c(i)) *h3r(i)+c(i) *h3 oil(i); 

v3mix(i)=(l-c(i))*v3r(i)+c(i)/rho3oil(i);

end;

h4oil=199.8+2.04985639*t_act(l:n-m+l,l)+l. 1304355 le-3*t_act(l:n-m+l,l); 

rho4oil=1004.054-0.716934*t_act( 1 :n-m+l, 1);
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h4mix=((l -c).*h3r( 1 :n-m+1 )'+c.*h4oil(l :n-m+1))'; 

v4mix=((l-c).*v3r(l:n-m+l)'+c./rho4oil(l:n-m+l))';

% Evaporator outlet 

i_p=2;

x_prime=data(m:n, 12); 

x=x_prime./(l-c);

for i=l :size(rpm) % i is the index for rpm

[hi r(i),s 1 r(i),vl r(i),P 1 r(i)]=t_P_x(t_act(i,i_p),P_act(i,i_p),x(i),0);

hloil(i)=199.8+2.04985639*t_act(i,i_p)+1.13043551e-3*t_act(i,i_p); % kJ/kg, 199.8 is the reference h at 0 Celsius and

it's consistent with R134aProp.

rho 1 oil(i)=1004.054-0.716934*t_act(i,i_p); 

hlmix(i)=(l-c(i))*hlr(i)+c(i)*hloil(i); 

v 1 mix(i)=( 1 -c(i)) * v 1 r(i)+c(i)/rho 1 oil(i);

end;

i_p=5; % compression inlet (mixture) 

x_prime=data(m:n, 12); 

x=x_prime./( 1 -c);

for i=l :size(rpm) % i is the index for rpm

[hi lr(i),sl lr(i),vl lr(i),Pl lr(i)]=t_P_x(t_act(i,i_p),P_act(i,i_p),x(i),0);

hlloil(i)=199.8+2.04985639*t_act(i,i_p)+1.13043551e-3*t_act(i,i_p); % kJ/kg, 199.8 is the reference h at 0 Celsius

and it's consistent with R134aProp.

rhol 1 oil(i)=l 004.054-0.716934*t_act(i,i_p); 

hi lmix(i)=(l-c(i))*hl lr(i)+c(i)*hl loil(i); 

v l lmix(i)=(l-c(i))*vl lr(i)+c(i)/rhol loil(i);

end;

i_p=6; % compression outlet (mixture)

% Get results for refrigerant containing oil 

% Known P and t, find w using iteration

B=[-555.5660407994 1529.8308839129 -1631.4871981140 849.3854993108 -217.1646418392

22.7862554254

9941.6002771189 -27779.6767926228 29642.0579341856 -15277.5529515402 3861.5694435505

-383.4913577175

-57338.0467646767 166134.4413974230 -180687.1251094080 93312.8363512552 -23313.6087782079

2281.0651153148

135583.8975459850 -415835.1487935210 466329.3760186240 -244495.8941000320 61297.8729089902

-5973.4765674293

-135357.3007350370 452121.6734588610 -529159.5623516080 283692.8179295740 -71819.1906150121

7021.5094881398
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46669.1667679161 -176319.0355958390 217725.9061478590 -119919.1300475350 30762.1580522593

-3027.6557035784];

P=P_act(:,i_p);

w__origin=0.5*ones(size(rpm));

w=w_origin;

for i=l :size(w)

ESP=1;

dw=0.002;

while(abs(ESP)> 1 e-6)

A=B(l,:)*w(i)A-l+B(2,:)+B(3,:)*w(i)+B(4,:)*w(i).A2+B(5,:)*w(i)A3+B(6,:)*w(i)A4;

Ajr=B(l,:)*(w(i)4xlw)A-l+B(2,:)+B(3,:)*(w(i)+dw)+B(4,:)*(w(i)+dw).A2443(5,:)*(w(i)+dw)A3+B(6,:)*(w(i)+dw)A4;

t(i)=A(l)*P(i)A-1.5+A(2)*P(i)A-l+A(3)*P(i)A-0.5+A(4)+A(5)*P(i)A0.5+A(6)*P(i);

t_r(i)=A_r(l)*P(i)A-1.5+A_r(2)*P(i)A-l+A_r(3)*P(i)A-0.5+A_r(4)+A_r(5)*P(i)A0.5+A_r(6)*P(i);

ESP=t_act(i,i_p)-t(i);

ESP_i=t_act(i,i_p)-t_r(i);

dw=dw*ESP/(ESP-ESP_r);

w(i)=w(i)+dw;

end;

end;

for i=l:size(P) 

if(w(i)<0)

w(i)=w_origin(i);

ESP=1;

dw=0.002;

while(abs(ESP)> 1 e-6)

A=B(l,:)*w(i)A-l+B(2,:)+B(3,:)*w(i)+B(4,:)*w(i).A2+B(5,:)*w(i)A3+B(6,:)*w(i)A4;

A_r=B(l,:)*(w(i)+dw)A-l+B(2,:)+B(3,:)*(w(i)+dw)+B(4,:)*(w(i)+dw) A2+B(5,:)*(w(i)+dw)A3+B(6,:)*(w(i)+dw)A4; 

t(i)=A(l )*P(i)A-1.5+A(2)*P(i)A-1 +A(3)*P(i)A-0.5+A(4)+A(5)*P(i)A0.5+A(6)*P(i); 

t_r(i)=A_r(l)*P(i)A-1.5+A_r(2)*P(i)A-l+A_r(3)*P(i)A-0.5+A_r(4)+A_r(5)*P(i)A0.5+A_r(6)*P(i); 

ESP=t_act(i,i_p)-t(i);

ESP_r=t_act(i,i_p)-t_r(i);

dw=dw*0.5*ESP/(ESP-ESP_r);

w(i)=w(i)+dw;

end;

end;

end;

% Given w and c, find x. 

c=0.042*ones(size(rpm)); 

x_prime=( 1 -w-c)./( 1 -w);
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x=x_prime./(l-c);

% Apply mixing rale to calculate mixture properties

for i=l :size(rpm) % i is the index for rpm

[h2r_l(i),s2r_l(i),v2r_l(i),P2r_l(i)]=R134aProp(t_act(i,i_p),t_act(i,i_p),0,0);

[h2r_v(i),s2r_v(i),v2r_v(i),P2r_v(i)]=t_P_x(t_act(i,i_p),P_act(i,i_p),x(i),0);

h2oil(i)=l99.8+2.04985639*t_act(i,i_p)+l. 13043551 e-3*t_act(i,i_p); % kJ/kg, 199.8 is the reference h at 0 Celsius and

it's consistent with R134aProp.

rho2oil(i)=l 004.054-0.716934*t_act(i,i_p);

h2mix(i)=( 1 -c(i))*(x(i)*h2r_v(i)+( 1 -x(i))*h2r_l(i))+c(i)*h2oil(i);

v2mix(i)=(l-c(i))*(x(i)*v2r_v(i)+(l-x(i))*v2r_l(i))+c(i)/rho2oil(i);

end;

% Get the average temperatures o f evaporator and condenser 

% mean(Pin+Pout)->t_mean

% P_act=0.01*[P_evap_in P_evap_out P_acc_in P acc out P_comp_in P co m p o u t P_bef_orif+14]; % bar

% t_act=[t_evap _in t evap out t acc jn  -1,5+t acc out t comp in t comp out t bef orif t cond water t evap eham];

P_e_m=0.5 * (P_act(:, 1 )+P_act(: ,2));

P_k_m=0.5 * (P_act(: ,6)+P_act(: ,7));

for i_P_t=l :2 % P_t means to get t from P

if(i_P _ t= l)

P_ref=P_e_m;

else

P_ref=P_k_m;

end;

for i=l :size(rpm)

t_sat=20; % initial value

ESP=1;

t_r=0.2;

while(abs(ESP)> 1 e-6)

[h,s,v,P]=R134aProp(t_sat,t_sat,0,0);

[h_r,s_r,v_r,P_r]=R134aProp(t_sat+t_r,t_sat+t_r,0,0);

ESP=P-P_ref(i);

ESPj=P_r-P_ref(i);

t_i=t_r*ESP/(ESP__r-ESP);

t_sat=t_sat-t_r;

% disp([t_sat P ESP]);

end;

t_mean(i,i_P_t)=t_sat; % Celsius
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end;

end;

% t_mean(:,t) is the average temperatures in evaporator 

% t__mean(:,2) is the average temperatures in condenser 

del_t_e=t_act(: ,9)-t_mean( 1 :n-m+1,1); 

del_t_k=t_mean( 1 :n-m+1,2)-t_act(:, 8);

rpml=rpm; % backup rpm information for use when i_HX=3 where there is no IH X in system

hlmix=hlmix(l :n-m+l);

h i lmix=hl lm ix(l :n-m+l);

h3mix=h3mix( 1 :n-m+1);

h4mix=h4mix( 1 :n-m+1);

h2mix=h2mix(l :n-m+l);

mass=mass./3600;

Q_e=mass.*(hlmix'-h4mix');

W_c=mass.*(h2mix'-hl lmix');

Q_k=Q_e+W_c;

UA_e=Q_e./del_t_e;

UA_k=Q_k./del_t_k;

eta_Qe=Q_e./W_evap; % effectiveness o f the evaporator???

eta_Wc=W_c.AV_comp; % isentropic efficiency o f the compj-essor???

del_P=P_k_m-P_e_m;

t_mean_e=t_mean( 1 :n-m+1,1);

t_mean_k=t_mean( 1 :n-m+l ,2);

if  i_HX==3

% get relationship between (hi -h4)/UA_e and rpm, t_evap-t_e=mass*(hl -h4)/UA__e 

Ratiol=1.3 *(hl mix'-h4mix')./UA_e; 

xx=[ones(size(rpm)) rpm]; 

coef_R=xx\Ratio 1 

verify=xx*coef_R; 

disp([verify Ratiol verify-Ratiol]);

% get relationship between (t k-t e) and mA2 

D_t=t_mean_k-t_mean_e; 

xx=[mass mass.A2]; 

coef_D_t=xx\D_t 

verify=xx* c o e f D t ;  

disp([verify D_t verify-D_t]);
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% get relationship between experimental mass flow rate and rpm 

xx=[ones(size(rpm)) rpm.A0.8]; 

coef_m=xx\mass 

verify=xx*coef_m;

disp([verify mass (l-verify./mass)*100]);

end;

para=[rpm h i mix' h3mix' hi lmix' h2m ix'...

Q_e Q_k UA_e UA_k P_e_m ...

P_k_m del_P];

% find average value for each rpm 

for i=l :size(para')

para_m(:,i)=[mean(para(l:count_r(l),i)) mean(para(count_r(l)+l:count_r(2),i)) mean(para(count_r(2)+l:count_r(3),i)) • 

mean(para(count_r(3)+l :count_r(4),i)) mean(para(count_r(4)+l :count_r(5),i)) 

mean(para(count_r(5)+l:count_r(6),i))]'; 

end;

% get d_t_e and d_t_k

nn=rpm; % verify the model

kk=size(nn)-l;

for i=l :kk

Del_n(i, 1 )=nn(i+l )-nn( 1);

end;

R=coef_R(l)+coef_R(2)*nn(l :kk); % Ratio=f(nn)

Del_R=coef_R(2)*Del_n;

m_calc=coef_m(l)+coef_m(2)*nn(l:kk).A0.8;

Del_m=(0.8*coef_m(2)*nn(l :kk).A-0.2).*Del_n(l :kk);

Del_t_e=-Del_m.*R-m_calc(l:kk).*Del_R;

Del_t_k=Del_t_e+coef_D_t(l)*Del_m+coef_D_t(2),|'2*m_calc.*Del_m; 

disp(sprintf('\t rpm\t Del_t_e\t Del_t_k')); 

disp([nn(l:kk) Del_t_e Del_t_k]);

% compare the calculated results with experimental data 

for i=l:kk

Del_t_e_exp(i)=t_mean_e(i+l)-t_mean_e(l); % experimental temperature difference Del t e

Del_t_k_exp(i)=t_mean_k(i+l)-t_mean_k(l); % experimental temperature difference Del__t_e

end;
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disp([Del_t_e_exp' Del_t_e Del_t_e_exp'-Del_t_e Del_t_k_exp' Del_t_k Del_t_k_exp'-Del_t_k]);

end;

B-2 Program to improve the accuracy of Grebner’s correlation

This code improves the accuracy of Grebner's correlation based on his original model.

clear all; 

format short g;

% P — bar; t — C

Pl=0.01*6.89476*[19.1 25.5 35.4 47.4 59.8 74.3 89.5 98.1 107.1]; %9

tl=[15.278 30.889 45.056 59.389 72.667 87.167 101.83 110

118.67];

P2=0.01*6.89476*[22.9 33.3 50.9 66.4 85.0 105.5 125.6 155.6 175.2 197.5]; %10

t2=[7.3889 19.722 36 47.222 59.056 71.222 82.056 97.444

107.11 117.94];

P3=0.01 *6.89476*[33.3 49.0 69.7 100.8 144.0 210.1 271.7 342.3 403.2 462.0]; %10

t3=[0.5 12 23.556 37.167 51.389 68 81.611 95.778

118.28];

P4=0.01*6.89476*[15.0 20.0 25.8 41.1 66.6 104.2 152.0 236.8 313.4 454.9 480.6]; %11

t4=[-26.556 -18.333 -12 0.33333 14.722 29 42.611 60.333

72.333 89.389 92.278];

P5=0.01*6.89476*[39.5 63.0 89.1 128.0 187.7 268.8]; %6

t5=[-2.2778 11.222 22.444 35.056 49.611 64.667];

P6=0.01 *6.89476*[40.6 63.2 99.6 145.4 215.9 281.1 384.6 479.8]; %8

t6=[-1.7222 11.222 26.056 39.722 55.444 66.556 80.778 91.333];

for i_P_t=l :6 % get t_sat from P

if  i_ P _ t= l

P_mix=Pl; t_mix=tl; 

elseif i_P_t==2

P_mix=P2; t_mix=t2; 

elseif i_P_t==3

P_mix=P3; t_mix=t3; 

elseif i_P_t==4

P_mix=P4; t_mix=t4; 

elseif i_P_t==5

P_mix=P5; t_mix=t5;

else

P_mix=P6; t_mix=t6;

107.33
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end;

for i=l :length(P_mix)

t_sat?=20; % initial value

ESP=1;

t_r=0.2;

while(abs(ESP)> 1 e-6)

[h,s,v,P]=R134aProp(t_sat,t_sat,0,0);

[h_r,s_r,v_r,P_r]=R134aProp(t_sat+t_r,t_sat+t_r,0,0);

ESP=P-P_mix(i);

ESP_r=P_r-P_mix(i);

t_r=t_r*ESP/(ESP_r-ESP);

t_sat=t_sat-t_r;

end;

if i P _ t=  1

t_satl(i)=t_sat; % Celsius 

elseif i_P__t==2

t_sat2(i)=t_sat; % Celsius 

elseif i_P_t=3

t_sat3(i)=t_sat; % Celsius 

elseif i_P_t==4

t_sat4(i)=t_sat; % Celsius 

elseif i_P_t==5

t_sat5(i)=t_sat; % Celsius

else

t_sat6(i)=t_sat; % Celsius

end;

end;

end;

Tl=tl+273.15; T_satl=t_satl+273.15; T2=t2+273.15; T_sat2=t_sat2+273.15; T3=t3+273.15; T_sat3=t_sat3+273.15;

T4=t4+273.15; T_sat4=t_sat4+273.15; T5=t5+273.15; T_sat5=t_sat5+273.15; T6=t6+273.15; T_sat6=t_sat6+273.15;

% calculate t__star

T1 _s=(T 1 ./T sat 1 -1); T2_s=(T2./T_sat2-l); T3_s=(T3./T_sat3-l);

T4_s=(T4./T_sat4-1); T5_s=(T5./T_sat5-l); T6_s=(T6./T_sat6-l);

for i P t= 1:6 % relation between tjstar and P

if i P t = l

P_mix=Pl; T_s=Tl_s; 

elseif i_P_t==2
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P_mix=P2; T_s=T2_s; 

elseif i_P_t==3

P_mix=P3; T_s=T3_s; 

elseif i_P_t==4

P_mix=P4; T_s=T4_s; 

elseif i_P_t==5

P_mix=P5; T_s=T5_s;

else

P_mix=P6; T_s=T6_s;

end;

% t_s=A4-B*P;

x=[ones(size(P_mix))' P_mix'];

coeff_P(:,i_P_t)=x\T_s'; % coeff_P(:,i_P._t) is coeff for w from 0.069 to 0.832 

% coeff_P(l,:) is coeff A, and coeff_P(2,:) is coeff B before P. 

verify=x*coeff_P(: ,i_P_t); 

err=(verify-T_s')./verify* 100;

t_s_r=coeff_P(l ,i_P_t)+coeff_P(2,i_P_t)*P_mix; % Predicted t j

end;

w=0.01*[6.9 12.8 28.3 45.2 65.7 83.2];

x_A=[ones(size(w))' w'.A-0.5];

x_B=[ones(size(w))' w'.A-0.5 w 'A-1 w'.A-1.5 w'.A-2];

y_A=(coeff_P( 1,:)./(1 -w))';

y_B=(coeff_P(2,;)./( 1-w))';

coeff_A=x_A\y_A

coeff_B=x_B\y_B

verify_A=x_A*coeff_A;

verify_B=x_B*cocff_B;

err_A=(verify_A-y_A)./y_A* 100;

err_B=(verify_B-y_B)./y_B* 100;

Appendix C Program to calculate AXE flow in CC>2-based systems

The programs used to simulate CO2 flows are similar to those for R134a flow; some special 

techniques need to be used to handle the transcritical uncertainties. Therefore, only the main code
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showing such techniques is shown below.

C -l Main code

This function calculates the outlet parameters of the non-adiabatic CO2 capillary flow if the inlet 
condition is given.

function [tf_inner, pf_inner, hf_inner, tf_outer, p fouter, xf_outer,tube_length,

Q_tot]=AHE(Q0,tl,tll,t3,pk,do_inner,thick_inner, epsilon, do_outer,thick_outer,x_outer_origin,t_outer_origin)

% t f --------------1 means temperature, f  means final (at the outlet)

% p f --------------p means pressure

% h f ----- h means enthalpy

% x f — —-x means quality

% inner means the refrigerant o f the inner tube

% outer means the refrigerant o f the outer tube

% Q _tot----------- total heat transfer rate (W)

% QO cooling capacity (kW)

% t l ---------------evaporating temperature (degree)

% tl 1 -------------suction temperature (degree)

% t3 -------------- rejection temperature of the gas cooler (degree)

% p k  cooling pressure (bar)

% do inner---------outer diameter of the inner tube (enlarged capillary tube) (mm)

% thick_inner------thickness o f the inner tube (mm)

% epsilon----------roughness of the inner surface (mm)

% do outer-------- outer diameter o f the outer tube (mm)

% thick outer---- thickness o f the outer tube (mm)

% x outer origin — initial quality of the refrigerant in the outer tube (-)

% t outer origin -- initial temperature of the refrigerant in the outer tube (degree)

% This function calculates the length need for an enlarged capillary tube for CO? refrigeration systems.

% There is no need to get high EPS because the property calc code is not accurate enough.

% When using formulae to get thermoproperties high EPS could be used.

%- hypercritical data are arranged as

% T p rniu lambda v h cp s

%[Celsius] [bar] [kg/(m*s)] [W /(m*K)] [mA3/kg] [kJ/kg] [kJ/(kg*K)] [kJ/(kg*K)]

% temperature, pressure,viscosity, conductivity,spec, vol.,enthalpy, spec, heat entropy

%- subcritical data are arranged as

% T p rniu 1 miu_g lambda 1 lambda g v l v g h i

h_g c p j  cp_jg r
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%[centigrade] [bar] [kg/(m*s)] [kg/(m*s)] [W/(m*K)] [W/(m*K)] [DMA3/kg] [MA3/kg] [kj/kg]

[kJ/kg] [kJ/(k:g*K)] [kJ/(kg*K)] [kJ/kg]

% temperature, pressure,vis. of liq, vis. o f gas cond. o f 1., cond. o f g. v o f liquid, v o f gas, h o f liquid, h o f gas, spec, heat, spec, heat 

latent heat

format short g;

global tt sp t t t p  pp_sp pp_tp hh sp hh_tp vy_sp w _tp mium_sp miumtp lambdal sp lambdal tp ss_sp ss_tp cpc_sp cpc tp ...

xx_tp errorlength iteration tmaxl tminl tmax2 tmin2 pmax pmin flux_critical; 

singlephase=load('singlephase-10_160.dat','-ascii'); % load thermodynamic property data 

twophase=load('twophase-30-31 .dat','-ascii’);

flag=0; % FLAG is used for debugging. flag=0, single-phase calculation is executed, flag=l, not executed. 

do=do_inner; di=do-2*thick_inner;

%---------------------------------------Main input-----------------------------------------------------

tmaxl=160; tminl=-10; tmax2=31; tmin2=-30; pmax=135; pmin=25;

nl_temp=(tmaxl-tminl)+l; % n l temp is the number o f single-phase temperature values

nl_pres=(pmax-pmin)+l; % n 1 jtre s  is the number o f single-phase pressure values

n2=(tmax2-tmin2)+l; % for two-phase status, number o f temperature data equals to number o f pressure data 

EPS 1=0.6; EPS2=2;

interpoint=4; % points between 33 Celsius and saturated temperature

errorlength=-1000; % set error j  udgement value 

for i=l :nl_temp % data mesh for single-phase region 

tt_sp( 1 ,i)=singlephase((i-1 )*n l_pres+1,1); 

for j= l: nl_pres

hh_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,6); 

w_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,5); 

mium_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,3); 

lambdal_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,4); 

ss_sp(j ,i)=singlephase((i-1 )*n l_pres+j,8); 

cpc_sp(j ,i)=singlephase((i-1 )*n l_pres+j,7);

end;

end;

for j=l:nl_pres

pp_sp( 1 ,j)=singlephase((i-1 )*n 1 _pres+j ,2);

end;

for i=l :n2 % data mesh for two-phase region

tt_tp(l ,i)=twophase(i,l); 

for j= l: l  1

xx_ref=(j-l)*0.1;

hh_tp(j ,i)=xx_refKtwophase(i, 10)+( 1 -xx_ref)*twophase(i,9); 

w_tp(j,i)=xx_rePtwophase(i,8)+(l -xx_ref)*(twophase(i,7)* 1 e-3); 

mium_tp(j,i)=l/(xx_ref/twophase(i,4)+(l-xx_ref)/twophase(i,3));
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lambdal_tp(j,i)=l/(xx_ref/twophase(i,6)+(l-xx_ref)/twophase(i,5)); 

cpc_tp(j,i)=xx_ref*twophase(i,12)+(l-xx_ref)*twophase(i,ll); 

ss_tp(j ,i)=xx_ref*twophase(i, 15)+( 1 -xx_ref)*twophase(i, 14); 

pp_tp(j,i)=twophasc(i,2);

end;

end;

for j=l:l 1 % to save calculating time, mesh xx separately

xx_tp(l,j)=(j-l)*0.1;

end;

alfa_outer=1000; 

for counter=l:l

% = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  INPUT d a t a  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

% %kW C C C bar mm mm mm (roughness o f inner surface)

di_outer=do_outer-2*thick_outer; 

if  counter= l tl=0;

elseif counter==2 tl=5;

elseif counter==3 tl=10;

elseif counter==4 di=1.9;

elseif counter==5 di=2.0;

end;

psi=0.5; % psi is inlet correction coefficient

t31=t3-(80/pk)A4*24/(diA0.8); t31=30; % modify the initial value oft31 to decrease loop times

% = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  in p u t  e n d  = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  =

h 1 =property_calc(t_outer_origin,0,x_outer_origin); 

if(hl==errorlength) % error handler 

return;

end;

omega_outer_x=0.5; % omega_outer_x is relax factor for calculating x o f outer tube 

Ai=0.25*pi*diA2* 1 e-6; % mA2

Ai_outer=0.25*pi*di_outerA2*le-6-Ai; % annular area o f tube-in-tube HX, mA2 

diouter  1 =di_outer;

di_outei=di_outer-do; % characteristic diameter for outer tube, mm 

dh4=1000; t31_origin=t31; iteration=l;

while(abs(dh4)>EPS 1) sjART************************

omega_t=0.25; % omega t is relax factor for calculating t of inner tube

disp([counter iteration]);

t_outer=t_outer_origin; x_outer=x_outer_origin; % initialize status o f outer tube two-phase flow 

dl=diA2; % length o f fini te tube segment, mm.

h4=property_calc(t31,pk,2); % the value o f the 3rd data doesn't change the output NEED CHECK. 

if(h4==errorlength) 

return;
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end;

q0=hl-h4; % kj/kg

G=QO/qO; % kg/s

g=G/Ai; % kg/(mA2*s)

flux_critical=2.4e4; % Set a value for whether calculating local sonic velocity or not, thus time can be saved. 

if(pk<=l 10 || g>flux_critical) 

t_sp_min=33.5;

if(pk<=l 10 && g>flux_critical) 

t_sp_min=35; 

if(g> 1.2 * flux_critical) 

t_sp_min=35.5;

end;

end;

else

t_sp_min=32.5;

end;

if(g<1.5e4) % define the criterium for calculation stop point if capillary is more like a HX (either di is big, or mass flow rate is

small, or both) 

t_sP_min=tl;

end;

if(t_sp_m in=tl)

str_text=sprintf ('Results\\IHE\\tl=%2d C\\Q=%ldkW\\P%3d di%4.2f do%4.2f di_out%5.2f T3_%2d 

x%4.2f dQ.m',tl,Q0,pk,di,do,di_outerl,t3,x_outer_origin);

str_datal=sprintf('Results\\IHE\\tl=%2dC\\Q=%ldkW\\P%3ddi%4.2fdo%4.2fdi_out%5.2fT3_%2d x%4.2f_dQ inner 

data.m'.tl ,QO,pk,di,do,di_outerl ,t3,x_outer_origin);

str_data2=sprintf('Results\\IHE\\t) =%2d C\\Q=%ldkW\\P%3d di%4.2f do%4.2f di_ont%5.2fT3_%2d x%4.2f_dQ outer 

data.m',tl ,QO,pk,di,do,di_outerl ,t3,x_outer_origin);

str_dirl=sprintf('tl=%2d C',tl); mkdir('Results\VIHE',str_dirl); str_dir2=sprintf('tl=%2d C\\Q=%ldkW',tl,Q0); 

mkdir('Results\\IHE',str_dir2); 

else

str_text=sprintf ('Results\\AHE\\tl=%2d C\\Q=% ldkW\\P%3d di%4.2f do%4.2f di out%5.2f T3_%2d 

x%4.2f_dQ.m',tl,Q0,pk,di,do,di_outerl,t3,x_outer_origin);

str_datal=sprintf('Results\\AHE\\tl=%2d C\\Q=% 1 dkW\\P%3d di%4.2f do%4.2f di_out%5.2fT3 %2d x%4.2f_dQ inner 

data.m',tl ,QO,pk,di,do,di_outerl ,t3,x_outer_origin);

str_data2=sprintf('Results\\AHE\\tl=%2d C\\Q=% 1 dkWWP%3d di%4.2f do%4.2f di out%5.2f T3 %2d x%4.2f_dQ outer

data.m',tl ,QO,pk,di,do,di_outerl ,t3,x_outer_origin);

str_dirl=sprintf('tl=%2d C',tl); mkdir('ResultsV\AlIE',str_dirl); str_dir2=sprintf('tl=%2d C\\Q=%ldkW',tl,Q0); 

mkdir('Results\'AHE',str_dir2); 

end;

fid=fopen(str_text,'w'); % specify a file to save results 

fprintf(fid,'The input parameters are:\n!);
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fprintf(fid,' QO tl t i l t3 t31 pk\n');

fprintf(fid,' (kW) (C) (C) (C) (C) (bar)\n');

fprintf(fid,' %5,2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2fin\n',Q0,tl,tl I,t3,t3 l_origin,pk);

fprintf(fid,' di do epsilon psi dl alfa outer\n');

fprintf(fid,' (mm) (mm) (-) (-) (mm) (W/mA2*K)\n');

fprintf(fid,' %6.2f %6.2f %8.5f %5.2f %6.2f %6.1 f\n’,di,do,epsilon,psi,dl,alfa_outer);

fprintf(fid,'- -\n!);

fclose(fid);disp(sprintf(’t31 =%.2f C.’, t3l));

g_outer=G/Ai_outer; disp(sprintf('Mass flow rate G=%5.3d kg/s.\nFlow flux g=%5.3d kg/(mA2*s), g_outer=%5.3d

kg/(mA2*s).',G,g,g_outer)); %flux of outer tube

[h3,v3,miu3]==property_calc(t3,pk,2);

% Distinguish the flow pattern for vertical flow 

[h_g_outer,v_g_outer]=property_ealc(t_outer,0,1);

[h_l_outer,v_l_outer]=property_calc(t_outer,0,0);

pattem_outer_l=(g_outer*(l-x_outer))A2*v_l_outer;

pattem_outer_2=(g_outer*x_outer)A2*v_g_outer;

if(pattem_outer_2>200)

disp(sprintf(The superficial momentum fluxes are I  liq=%5.3f kg/(sA2*m), Jvap=% 5.2f kg/(sA2*m), flow pattern is Annular 

flow.',pattem_outer_l,pattem_outer_2)); 

else

disp(sprintf('SotTy, the superficial momentum fluxes are J_liq=%5.3fkg/(sA2*m), J vap=%5.2fkg/(sA2*m),flow pattern 

mismatches, please check the program.',pattem_outer_l,pattem_outer_2)); 

pause;

end;

% 1.SINGLE PHASE CALCULATION

% —1.1.status parameters o f in let cross section

disp(sprintf('Calculation of inlet cross section starts, please wait...'));

[t_l ,p_l ,v_l ,h_l ,miu_l ,s_l ]=inlet(t3,pk,h3,v3,g,di,psi);

[h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,lambda_outer,cp_outer,p_outer,s_outer]=property_ealc(t_outer,0,x_outer);

i=0; j= l;

t_out(j)=t_l; 

v_out(j)=v_l; 

dQ_out(j)=0; 

fhou t( l )

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer;

v_outer_out(j)=v_outer;

x_outer_out(j)=x_outer;

l_sp=0; 

p_out(j)=p_l; 

miu_out(j )=miu_ 1; 

fh_out(j)=0;

h_out(j)=h_l; 

s_out(j)=s_l; 

l_out(j)=l_sp; % assign Os to dQ_out(l) and

h_outer_out(j)=h_outer;

s_outer_out(j )=s_outer; 

f_outer_out(j)=0; fi_outer_out(j)=0;

p_outer_out(j )=p_outer; 

miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer; 

f_out(j)=0; fi_out(j)=0;

disp([183 t_out(j) p_out(j) h_out(j) dQ_out(j) fh_out(j) L 0UtC) t_outer_out(j) x_outer_out(j) h_outer_out(j) j]); % disp(i);

j=j+U
if(h_ 1 ==errorlength) 

return;
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end;

disp('Calculation o f inlet cross section ends.'); 

fid=fopen(str_text,'a'); % specify a file to save results 

fprintf(fid,'The status parameters at the end o f inlet cross section are:\n'); 

fprintf(fid,' t j  p_l v_l h_l\n');

fprintf(fid,' (C) (bar) (mA3/kg) (kJ/kg)\n');

fprintfffid,' %6.2f %8.3f %7.4e %7,2f\n',[t_l p_l v_l h_l]);

fprintf(fid,'----------------------------------------------------------- V);

fclose(fid);

if(flag==0)

% —1.2. numerical calculation o f single-phase tube length 

disp('Calculation o f single-phase tube length starts, please wait...');

dh=l; dp=l; C1=0; Q_w=0; t=t_l; p=p_l; t_old_sp=l; t_outer_ref=tl; % set initial conditions.

%1 sp is tube length for the single-phase flow; Q_ w is heat transfer between the inner tube fluid and the ambient. 

while((t>t_sp_min)&&(t-t_outer_ref>0.03))

if(t_sp_min==tl && t>30.1 && t<32) % to stride over the transeritical area between ~30-32 degrees

fork=l:j-l

CC(k,:)=[(l_out(k))A2 l_out(k) 1]; % CC means coefficients

end;

a_t=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*t_out(l:j-l)'; %  ^ aJ (l,l)* L sp _ T e^ 2 + a J (2 ,l)* l spjref+aJ(3,l)

a_p=inv(CC(l :j-1 ,:)'*CC(1 :j-l ,:))*CC(1 :j-l ,:)'*p_out(l :j-l)'; 

a_h=iny(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*h_out(l:j-l)'; 

a_x_outer=inv(CC(l :j-l,:)'*CC(l :j-l ,:))*CC(1 :j-l ,:)'*x_outer_out(l :j-l)'; 

a_p_outer=inv(CC(l :j-l,:)'*CC(l :j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*p_outer_out(l:j-l)';

% a_h_outer=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*h_outer_out(l:j-l)'; 

a_t_outer=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*t_outer_out(l:j-l)';

l_sp_ref=(-a_t(2,l)-sqrt((a_t(2,l))A2-4*a_t(l,l)*(a_t(3,l)-30)))/(2*a_t(l,l)); % trial calculation o f 1 sp starts from where 

t=31 Celsius degree.

t=a_t(3,1 )+a_t(2,1 )*l_sp_ref+a_t(l, 1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2; 

p=a_p(3,l)+a_p(2,l)*l_sp_ref+a_p(l,l)*(l_sp_ref)A2;

h=a_h(3,l)+a_h(2,l)*l_sp_ref+a_h(l,l)*(l_sp_ref)A2; disp([a_t a_p a_h]); 

[h_ref,v_ref,miu_ref,lambda_ref,cp_ref,p_ref,s_ref]=property_calc(t,p,2);

[fh,dQ,f,fi]=fh_calc(t,p,g,l_sp_ref-l_sp,t_outer,epsilon,di,do,l,alfa_outer,'sp'); % there is no difference for x=0 or 1 for

single-phase area

x_outer=a_x_outer(3,1 )+a_x_outer(2,1 )*l_sp_ref+a_x_outer( 1,1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2; 

p_outer=a__p_outer(3,1 )+a_p_outer(2,1 )*l_sp_ref+a_p_outer( 1,1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2;

% h_outer=a_h_outei(3,l )+a_h_outer(2,1 )*1 sp_ref+a_h_outer(l ,l)*(l_sp_ref)A2; 

t_outer=a_t_outer(3,1 )+a_t_outer(2,1) * l_sp_ref+a_t_outcr( 1,1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2;

disp(sprintf('216 t_outer=%.2f C, x _outer=%.3f, 1 sp=%.2f mm, and h=%.2f kj/kg.',t_outer, x_outer,l_sp_ref,h)); 
[h_outer,v_outer,miu_outer,lambda_outer,cp_outer,p_outer,s_outer]=property_calc(t_outer,p_outer,x_outer);
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[fh_outer,f_outer,fi_outer,alfa_outer]=alfa_outer_calc(t_outer,p_outer,g_outer, epsilon, l_sp_ref-l_sp,dQ, do, di_outer,x_outer,'alfa');

t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=p; h_out(j)=h_ref; x_out(j)=0; v_out(j)=v_ref; miu_out(j)=miu_ref;

s_out(j)=s_ref;

dQ_out(j)=G*dQ*le3; fh_out(j)=fh; f_out(j)=f; fi_out(j)=fi;

l_out(j)=l_sp_ref;

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j)=p_outer; h_outer_out(j)=h_outer; f_outer_out(j)=f_outer;

fi_outer_out(j)=fi_outer;

v_outer_out(j)=v_outer; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer; s_outer_out(j)=s_outer;

fh_outer_out(j)=fh_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer; alfa_outer_out(j)=alfa_outer;

disp([236 t_out(j) p_out(j) h_out(j) dQ_out(j) l_out(j) t_outer_out(j) x_outer_out(j) h_outer_out(j) alfa_outer_out(j) j]); 

j=j+1; beep on; beep; pause(0.5); beep off; 

if(t-t_outer_ref<0.05) 

dl=0.5*dl; 

elseif(t-t_outer_ref<0.2) 

dl=0.5*dl; 

elsei f(t-t_outer_ref<0.5) 

dl=0.5*dl; 

el seif(t-t_outer_ref< 1) 

dl=0.5*dl;

end;

if(dl<l)

<11= 1 ;

end;

l_sp=l_sp_ref;

else

l_sp=l_sp+dl; i=i+l;

iflCi— 2) %give an initial value for dQ. Since at beginning dQ is useless for x_outeKl, so assign dQ=0.

dQ=0;

end;

[fh_outer,f_outer,fi_outer,alfa_outer]=alfa_outer_calc(t_outer,p_outer,g_outer,epsilon,dl,dQ,do,di_outer,x_outer,'alfa'); 

[fh,dQ,f,fi]=fh_calc(t,p,g,dl,t_outer,epsilon,di,do,x_outer,alfa_outer,'sp');

Q_w=Q_w+dQ; % kJ/kg 

if(fh=errorlength) 

return;

end;

[t_ref,p_ref,h_ref,v_ref,miu_ref,omega_ref,s_ref]=sp_iter(t,p,g,dl,di,fh,dQ,omega_t,l_sp);

if(h_ref==errorlength)

return;

end;

[t_outer_ref,p_outer_ref,x_outer_ref,h_outer_ref,v_outer_ref,miu_outer_ref,omega_outer_ref,s_outer_ref]= ... 

outer_iter(t_outer,p_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dl,di_outer,fh_outer,-dQ,omega_outer_x,l_sp);
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omega_t=omega_ref; omega_outer_x=omega_outer_ref; t=t_ref; p=p_ref; t_outer=t_outer_ref; 

p_outer=p_outer_ref;

aaa=x_outer_ref;

if(x_outer_ref=2) x_outer_ref=l; end; 

if(mod(i,5)=0) %save data for output

t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=p; h_out(j)=h_ref; v_out(j)=v_ref; miu_out(j)=miu_ref; x_out(j)=0; 

s_out(j)=s_ref; dQ_out(j)=G*Q_w*le3; fh_out(j)=fh; f_out(j)=f; fi_out(j)=fi; l_out(j)=l_sp;

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer_ref; p_outer_out(j)=p_outer_ref; h_outer_out(j)=h_outer_ref;

f_outer_out(j)=f_outer; fl_outer_out(j)=fi_outer;

v_outer_out(j)=v_outer_ref; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer_ref; s_outer_out(j)=s_outer_ref;

fh_outer_out(j)=fh_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer_ref; alfa_outer_out(j)=alfa_outer;

disp([280 t_out(j) p_out(j) h_out(j) dQ_out(j) fh_out(j) l_out(j) t_outer_out(j) x_outer_out(j) h_outer_out(j) 

alfa_outer_out0 j]); % disp(i);

Q_w=0; j=j+l;
end;

if(x_outer>0.99 && x_outer<0.993) 

dl=0.5*dl;

else

if((t_old_sp-t<0.05)&& t>34) 

dl=1.5*dl; 

elseif((t_old_sp-t>0.2)&&t>34) 

dl=0.5*dl; 

elseif((t_old_sp-t<0.05)&&t<34) 

dl=1.5*dl; 

elseif((t_old_sp-t>0.2)&&t<34) 

dl=0.5*dl;

end;

end;

x_outer=aaa; t_old_sp=t; 

if(t_sp_min=tl && dl<5) 

dl=5;

end;

if(l_sp>20000)

disp('single-phase length l__sp>20.00m, stop.'); 

return;

end;

end; % end o f if(t sp_min==tl)

end;

if(t_sp_min==tl) % in the case, the refrigerant won't go to the two-phase region. 

if(mod(i,5)~=0)

t_out(j)=t; P_out(j)=p; h_out(j)=h_ref; v_out(j)=v_ref; miu_out(j)=miu_ref; x_out(j)=0;
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s_°ut(j)=s_ref; 

fi_out(j)=fi; l_out(j)=l_sp;

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer_ref; p_outer_out(j)=p_outer_ref;

dQ_out(j)=G*Q_w* le3;

h_outer_out(j)=h_outer_ref;

f_outer_out(j)=f_outer; fi_outer_out(j)=fi_outer;

v_outer_out(j)=v_outer_ref; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer_ref; s_outer_out(j)=s_outer_ref;

disp([298 t_out(j) p_out(j) h_out(j) dQ_out(j) fh_out(j) l_out(j) t_outer_out(j) x_outer_out(j) h_outer_out(j) 

alfa_outer_out(j) j]); % disp(i):

Q_w=0; j=j+l;

end;

Q_tot=0; j=j-l; 

for i=l:j

Q_tot=Q_tot+dQ_out(i);

end;

fid=fopen(str_text,'a'); % specify a file to save results 

fprintf(fid,'The status parameters at the end o f single-phase area are:\n');

fprintf(fid,' t_sat p_sat h_sat________1_sp\n’);

fprintf(fid,' (C) (bar) (kJ/kg) (mm)\n');

fprintf(fid,' %6.2f %8.3f %7.2f %7.2f\n',t,p,h,l_sp);

iprintf(fid,'----------------------------------------------------------- \n');

fprintf(fid,'The total length of capillary is L=l_ sp=%7.2f mm.\nHeat transfer Q=%6.2f W. \n',l_sp,Q_tot);

fprintf(fid,'----------------------------------------------------------- \n');

fclose(fid);

h4_ref=h_out(j);

if(t_sp_min~=tl) % corresponding to the if(t_sp_min==tl). use seperate i f  statements to avoid logical overlap with the 

fork=l:j-l

CC(k, :)=[(l_out(k))A2 l_out(k) 1]; % CC means coefficients

end;

a_h=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:),*t_out(l:j-l)'; % t=a_t(l ,l)*l_spj’ef'2+a_t(2,l )*l_sp_ref+a_t(3,l)

a_p=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)’*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*p_0ut(l:j-l)';

a_h=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*h_out(l:j-l)';

a_x_outer=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*x_outer_out(l:j-l)';

a_p_outei=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*p_outer_out(l:j-l)';

a_h_outer=inv(CC(l:j-l,:)'*CC(l:j-l,:))*CC(l:j-l,:)'*h_outer_out(l:j-l)';

l_sp_ref=(-a_t(2,l)-sqrt((a_t(2,l))A2-4Hta_t(l,l)*(a_t(3,l)-31)))/(2*a_t(l,l)); % trial calculation of l_sp starts from where t=31 

degree Celsius,

h=a_h(3,l)+a_h(2,l)*l_sp_ref+a_h(l,l)*(l_sp_ref)A2; disp([a_t a__p a h]);

%p=m p*l sp ref+b p;

if(h<=335.67) %1=31 degree. p=73.733 bar for saturated liquid/gas,

x=0; % i f  C02 goes into tp area from liquid area

fh_outer_out(j)=fh_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer_ref; alfa_outer_out(j)=alfa_outer;

end;
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else

x=l; % if C02 goes into tp area from super heated area

end;

delta_l=le-3; l_sp_ref_old=l_sp_ref; % to make sure t starts at 31 Celsius exactly to prevent display error while calling 

property_calc

while(abs(dh)>0.01)

t=a_t(3,1 )+a_t(2,1 )*l_sp_ref+a_t( 1,1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2; 

h=a_h(3,1 )+a_h(2,1 )*l_sp_ref+a_h( 1,1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2;

x_outer=a_x_outer(3,1 )+a_x_outer(2,1 )*l_sp_ref+a_x_outer( 1,1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2; 

h_outer=a_h_outer(3,l)+a_h_outer(2,l)*l_sp_ref+a_h_outer(l,l)*(l_sp_ref)A2; 

p_outei=a_p_outer(3, l)+a_p_outer(2,1 )*l_sp_ref+a_p_outer( 1,1 )*(l_sp_ref)A2; 

if (l_sp_ref==l_sp_ref_old) 

t=31;

end;

[fh,dQ,f,fi]=fh_calc(t,p,g,l_sp_ref-l_sp,t_outer,epsilon,di,do,x,alfa_outer,'sp'); % there is no difference for x 0 or 1 for

single-phase area

[h_ref,v_ref,miu_ref,lambda_ref,cp_ref,p_ref,s_ref]=property_calc(t,0,x);

% NOTICE: if C02 goes through liquid area, x=(), else x=l. 

dh=h-h_ref;

t_l l=a_t(3,1 )+a_t(2, l)*(l_sp_ref+delta_l)+a_t(l ,1 )*(l_sp_ref+delta_l)A2;

h_l l_ref=property_calc(t_l 1,0,x);

dh_ref=h-h_l lref;

ddh_dl=-(dh_ref-dh)/delta_l;

l_sp_ref=l_sp_ref+dh/ddh_dl;

end;

p=prcf;

dh_outer=l;

t_outer_ref=t_outer; p_outer_ref=p_outer; dt_outer=le-3; 

while(abs(dh_outer)>0.01)

[h_outer_ref,v_outer,miu_outer,lambda_outer,cp_outer,p_outer,s_outer]=property_calc(t_outer,p_outer_ref,x_outer); 

[fh_outer,f_outer,fi_outer,alfa_outer]=alfa_outer_calc(t_outer_ref,p_outer,g_outer,epsilon,dl,dQ,do,di_outer,x_outer,'alfa'); 

dh_outer=h_outer-h_outer_ref;

h_ll_ref=property_calc(t_outer+dt_outer,p_outer_ref,x_outer); 

dh_outer_ref=h_outer-h_l l_ref; 

ddh_dt=-(dh_outer_ref-dh_outer)/dt_outer; 

t_outer=t_outer+dh_outer/ddh_dt;

end;

x_outer_ref=x_outer; if(x_outer>l) x_outer=l; end; 

l_sp=l_sp_ref; disp([385 t p h t_outer p outer x_outer h_outer l_sp]);

% to make sure t_out is sorted in descending order, store datum in (j+interpoint) cell.

t_out(j+interpoint)=t; p_out(j+interpoint)=p; h_out(j+interpoint)=h_ref;
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x_out(j+interpoint)=0;

v_out(j+interpoint)=v_ref; miu_out(j+interpoint)=miu_ref; s_out(j+interpoint)=s_ref;

dQ_out(j+interpoint)=G*dQ*le3; fh_out(j+interpoint)=fh; l_out(j+interpoint)=l_sp;

f_out(j+interpoint)=f; fi_out(j+interpoint)=fi; f_outer_out(j+interpoint)=f_outer;

fi_outer_out(j+interpoint)=fi_outer;

t_outer_out(j+interpoint)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j+interpoint)=p_outer; h_outer_out(j+interpoint)=h_outer;

x_outer_out(j+interpoint)=x_outer; v_outer_out(j+interpoint)=v_outer;

lambda_outer_out(j+interpoint)=lambda_outer;

cpouter_out(]+interpoint)=cp_outer; s_outer_out(j+interpoint)=s_outer; miu_outer_out(j+interpoint)=miu_outer;

fh_outer_out(j+interpoint)=fh_outer; alfa_outer_out(j+mterpoint)=alfa_outer;

fid=fopen(str_text,'a'); % specify a file to save results

fprintf(fid,'The status parameters at the end o f single-phase area are:\n');

fprintf(fid,' t__sat psa t  hsat 1 spin');

fprintf(fid,' (C) (bar) (kJ/kg) (mra)\n');

fprintf(fid,' %6.2f %8.3f %7.2f %7.2t\n',t,p,h,l_sp);

fprintf(fid,'----------------------------------------------------------- \n');

fclose(fid); 

x_outer=x_outer_ref; 

dt_inter=(t-t_out(j -1))/(interpoint+1); 

for i=l:interpoint+l

t_mid=t_out(j -1 )+dt_inter;

l_sP_mid=(-a_t(2,1 )-sqrt((a_t(2,1 ))A2-4*a_t( 1,1 )*(a_t(3,1 )-t_mid)))/(2*a_t( 1,1));

h_mid=a_h(3,l)+a_h(2,l)*l_sp_mid+a_h(l,l)*(l_sp_mid)A2;

p_mid=aj(3,1 )+a_p(2,1 )*l_sp_mid+a_p( 1,1 )*(l_sp_mid)A2;

dh_mid=l; p_mid_old=lelO; dp_mid=le-4; % get thermophysical properties o f point (t mid, p mid) 

if(i<=interpoint)

while(abs(dh_mid)> 1 e-3)

[h_mid_l,v_mid,miu_mid,lambda_mid,cp_mid,p_mid,s_mid]=property_calc(t_mid,p_mid,2); 

if(fh==errorlength) 

return; 

end; % return; 

dh_mid=h_mid_l -h_mid; 

h_mid_2=property_calc(t_mid,p_mid+dp_mid,2); 

dh_mid_ref=h_mid_2-h_mid; 

ddh_mid_dp=(dh_mid-dh_mid_ref)/dp_mid; 

p_mid=p_mid+0.25*dh_mid/ddh_mid_dp;

%disp([421 p_mid dh mid]);

end;

else

t_mid=t; p_mid=p;

[h_mid_l,v_mid,miu_mid,lambda_mid,cp_mid,p_mid,s_mid]=property_calc(t_mid,p_mid,2);
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end;

p_mid=ajp(3,l)+a_p(2,l)*l_sp_mid+a_p(l,l)*(l_sp_mid)A2; % get back the value of p mid to make the data changing smooth 

dl_sp=l_sp_mid-l_out(j-l); % tube length from t_out(j-l) celsius degree to t_mid 

[fh,dQ,f,fi]=fh_calc(t_mid,p_mid,g,dl_sp,t_outer,epsilon,di,do,l,alfa_outer,'sp'); 

h_outer_mid=a_h_outer(3,1 )+a_h_outer(2,1 )*l_sp_mid+a_h_outer( 1,1 )*(l_sp_mid)A2;

x_outer_mid=a_x_outer(3,1 )+a_x_outer(2,1 )*l_sp_mid+a_x_outer( 1,1 )*(l_sp_mid)A2; 

p_outer_mid=a_p_outer(3,l)+a_p_outer(2,l)*l_sp_mid+a_p_outer(l,l)*(l_sp_mid)A2; 

dh_outei=l; t_outer_mid_ref=t_outer_ref; dt_outer=le-3; con_i=0; %conJ is a convergence factor

while(abs(dh_outer)>0.01)

[h_outer_mid_ref,v_outer_mid,miu_outer_mid,lambda_outer_mid,cp_outer_mid,p_outer_mid,s_outer_mid]=property_calc(t_outer_

mid_ref,p_outer_mid,x_outer_mid);

[fh_outer_mid,f_outer_mid,

fi_outer_mid,alfa_outer_mid]=alfa_outer_calc(t_outer_mid_ref,p_outer_mid,g_outer,epsilon,dl,dQ,do,di_outer,x_outer_mid,'al fa'); 

dh_outer=h_outer_mid-h_outer_mid_ref;

h_ll_ref=property_calc(t_outer_mid_ref+dt_outer,p_outer_mid,x_outer_mid); 

dh_outer_ref=h_outer-h_l lref; 

ddh_dt=-(dh_outer_ref-dh_outer)/dt_outer; 

if(x_outcr_mid> 1)

ddh_dt=0.1 *(dh_outer_ref-dh_outer)/dt_outer;

end;

t_outer_mid_ref=t_outer_mid_ref+dh_outer/ddh_dt; 

con_i=con_i+l; 

end; t_outer_ref=t_outer_mid_ref; 

t_outei=t_outer_mid_ref; alfa_outer=alfa_outer_mid; 

x_outer_mid_ref=x_outer_mid; if(x_outerjnid>l) x_outer_mid=l; end; 

t_out(j)=t_mid; p_out(j)=p_mid; h_out(j)=h_mid;

v_out(j)=v_mid; miu_out(j)=miu_mid; s_out(j)=s_mid; x_out(j)=0;

dQ_out(j)=G*abs(dQ)*le3; fh_out(j)=abs(fh); l_out(j)=l_sp_mid; f_out(j)=f;

fi_out(j)=fi;

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer; p_outer_out(j)=p_outer_mid; h_outer_out(j)=h_outer_mid;

x_outer_out(j)=x_outer_mid; v_outer_out(j)=v_outer_mid; lambda_outer_out(j)=lambda_outer_mid; 

cp_outer_out(j)=cp_outer_mid; s_outer_out(j)=s_outer_mid; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer_mid; 

fh_outer_out(j)=fh_outer_mid; f_outer_out(j)=f_outer_mid; fi_outer_out(j)=fi_outer_mid;

alfa_outcr_out(j)=alfa_outer_mid;

disp([460 t_out(j) p_out(j) h_out(j) dQ_out(j) fh_out(j) l_out(j) t_outer_out(j) x_outer_out(j) h_outer_out(j) alfa_outer_out(j)

J]);
j=j+1; x_outer_mid=x_outer_mid_ref;

end; p_out(j-l)=p; beep on; beep; pause(0.5); beep off;

end; % corresponding to if(t_sp jnm ~=tl)

end;
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% 2.TWO PHASE CALCULATION

% --2,1. numerical calculation of two-phase tube length

if(t_sp_min~=tl)

disp('Calculation of two-phase tube length starts, please wait...'); 

x=0; t_old=t; p_old=p; dl=0.5*dl; omega_t=0.5*omega_t; 

i=0; kk=0; l_tp=0; dl_ref=dl; Q_w=0; dv=1000;

while(t>tl)

l_tp=l_tp+dl; i=i+l;

[fh_outer,f_outer,fi_outer,alfa_outer]=alfa_outer_calc(t_outer,p_outer,g_outer,epsilon,dl,dQ,do,di_outer,x_outer,'alfa'); 

[fh,dQ,f,fi]=fh_calc(t,p,g,dl,t_outer, epsilon, di, do, x,alfa_outer,'tp');

Q_w=Q_w+dQ; 

if(fh=errorlength) 

return; 

end; % return;

[t_ref,p_ref,x_ref,h_ref,v_ref,miu_ref,omega_ref,s_ref]=tp_iter(t,p,x,g,dl,di,fh,dQ,omega_t,l_tp); 

[t_outer_ref,p_outer_ref,x_outer_ref,h_outer_ref,v_outer_ref,miu_outer_ref,omega_outer_ref,s_outer_ref]=...

outer_iter(t_outer,p_outer,x_outer,g_outer,dl,di_outer,fh_outer,-dQ,omega_outer_x,l_tp);

if(t_ref=errorlength)

return;

end;

fh_ref=fh_calc(t_ref,p_ref,g,0.0l,t_outer,epsilon,di,do,x_ref,0.1,'tp'); % alfa_ambient=0.1 means adiabatic 

if(t_re£>tl) % Avoid to judge whether choking conditions occurs or not when flow flux is not very high 

dx=0.005; ds_old=l; ds=l; iter=0; dx_oldl=dx;dx_old2=dx; 

while(abs(ds)>l e-4)

[h_s,v_s,miu_s,lambda_s,cp_s,p_s,s_s]=property_calc(t_ref-l,0,x_ref+dx);

ds=s_s-s_ref;

if(iter>0)

if(ds/ds_old<0)

dx=0.5 *(dx_old 1 +dx_old2); 

elseif(ds/ds_old>l) 

dx=dx*0.8;

else

dx=l.l*dx;

end;

end;

ds_old=ds; dx_old2=dx_oldl; dx_oldl=dx; 

itei=iter+l;

if(iter> 100) pause; end;

end;

velo_sound=v_reP‘sqrt(-(p_s-p_ref)*le5/(v_s-v_ref)); % speed of sound
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velo_comp=g*v_ref; % speed o f fluid 

dv=velo_sound-velo_comp;

end;

% —2.2. distinguish whether the critical status has been reached

t=t_ref; p=p_ref; x=x_ref; omega_t=omega_ref; omega_outer_x=omega_outer_ref; t_outer=t_outer_ref; p_outer=p_outer_ref; 

x_outer=x_outer_ref;

dt_ref_tp=t_old-t; % for use in changing step size

if((abs(dv)<EPS2)||(t<tl+0.005)) % use 1/iteration to make the program convergent faster 

if(x_outer_ref>l) x_outer_ref=l; end;

t_out(j)=t; p_out(j)=p; x_out(j)=x_ref; h_out(j)=h_ref;

v_out(j)=v_ref;

miu_out(j)=miu_ref; dQ_out(j)=G*Q_w*le3; fh_out(j)=fh; l_out(j)=l_sp+l_tp;

s_out(j)=s_ref;

f_out(j)=f; fi_out(j)=fi; f_outer_out(j)=f_outer;

fi_outer_out(j )=fi_outer;

t_outer_out(j)=t_outer_ref; p_outer_out(j)=p_outer_ref; h_outer_out(j)=h_outer_ref; 

v_outer_out(j)=v_outer_ref; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer_ref; s_outer_out(j)=s_outer_ref;

fh_outer_out(j)=fh_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer_ref; alfa_outer_out(j)=alfa_outer;

disp([484 t_out(j) p_out(j) h_out(j) dQ_out(j) fh_out(j) l_out(j) t_outer_out(j) x_outer_out(j) h_outer_out(j) 

alfa_outer_outQ) j]);

Q_tot=0; 

for i=l:j

Q_tot=Q_tot+dQ_out(i);

end;

tf_inner=t_out(j); pf_innei=p_out(j); hf_inncr=h_out(j);

tf_outei=t_outer_out(j); pf_outer=p_outer_out(j); xf_outer=x_outer_out(j);

tube_length=l_sp+l_tp;

fid=fopen(str_text,'a'); % specify a file to save results

fprintf(fid,’The status parameters at the end o f two-phase area are:\n');

fprintf(fid,’ t p h x l_tp\n');

fprintf(fid,' (C) (bar) (kJ/kg) (-) (mm)\n');

fprintf(fid,’ %6.2f %8.3f %7.2f %7.4f %7.2f\n',t,p,h_ref,x_ref,l_tp);

iprintf(fid,'T1te program converged after %2u iterations, t3 l=% .2f centigrade.'n',iteration,t31);

fjprintf(fid,'----------------------------------------------------------- \n');

fprintf(fid,The total length o f capillary is L=1_sp+l_tp=%.2f mm.\n',l_sp+l_tp);

fprintf(fid,'Heat transfer Q=%.2f W. Heat flux phi_Q=%.3e W/mA2.\n',Q_tot, Q_tot*le6/(pi*do*(l_sp+l_tp)));

fprintf(fid,'-----------------------------------------------------------\n');

fclose(ftd);

h4_ref=h_out(j); Q_w=0;

break;

elseif(abs(dv)>8 && kk=0)
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if((t-tl>5) && dt_ref_tp<0.15) 

dl=2*dl; 

elseif((t-tl>5) && dt_ref_tp>0.5) 

dl=0.4*dl;

elseif((t-tl>l) && (t-tl<5) && dt_ref_tp<0.1)

dl=1.5*dl; % when the critical status is upcoming, shorten the step size

elseif[(t-tl>l) && (t-tl<5) && dt_ref_tp>0.3) 

dl=0.5*dl; 

elseif(t-t 1 < 1)

dl=0.25*dl; % dl should be greater than around 0.5

kk=l;

end;

elseif(abs(dv)<8)

kk=l;

if(dv<3)

dl=0.03;

elseif(dv<5)

dl=0.05;

else

dl=0.1;

end;

end; % disp([t_old t p dl]); 

t_old=t_ref; p_old=p_ref; v_old=v_ref; 

aaa=x_outer_ref; if(x_outer_re£>l) x_outer_ref=l; end; 

if(mod(i,5)=0 && (t_out(j-l)-t>0.2)) %save data for output

t_out(j)=t; P_out(j)=p; x_out(j)=x_ref;

h_out(j)=h_ref; v_out(j)=v_ref; miu_out(j)=miu_ref;

dQ_out(j)=G*Q_w*le3; fh_out(j)=fh; l_out(j)=l_sp+l_tp; s_out(j)=s_ref;

f_out(j)=f; fi_out(j)=fl; f_outer_out(j)=f_outer;

fi_outer_out(j)=fi_outer;

t_outer_out(j )=t_outer_ref; p_outer_out(j )=p_outer_ref; h_outer_out(j )=h_outer_ref;

v_outer_out(j)=v_outer_ref; miu_outer_out(j)=miu_outer_ref; s_outer_out(j)=s_outer_ref;

fh_outer_out(j)=fh_outer; x_outer_out(j)=x_outer_ref; alfa_outer_out(j)=alfa_outer;

disp([586 t_out(j) x_out(j) h_out(j) dQ_out(j) fh_out(j) l_tp t_outer_out(j) x_outer_out(j) h_outer_out(j) alfa_outer_out(j)

j]);
Q_w=0; j=j+l;

end; x_outer_ref=aaa; 

if(l_tp>6000)

disp('two-phase length 1 tp>6.00m, stop.'); 

return;

end;
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end;

end; % corresponding to the if(t_spjrnin~'=tl)

dh4=h4-h4_ref;

dh4_ref=l;

dt=le-4;

h4=property_calc(t31 ,pk,2); 

dh4_comp(iteration)=h4-h4_ref; 

while(abs(dh4_ref)> 1 e-3)

h4=property_calc(t31 ,pk,2); 

dh4_ref=h4-h4_ref; 

h4r=property_calc(t3 l+dt,pk,2); 

dh4_ref_l =h4r-h4_ref; 

ddh_dt=(dh4_ref-dh4_ref_ 1 )/dt; 

disp([585131 h4 h4_ref dh4_ref]); 

t3 l=t3 l+dh4_ref/ddh_dt;

end;

t31 _comp(iteration)=t31;

if(iteration>l && abs(dh4_comp(iteration))>abs(dh4_comp(iteration-l))) 

t3 l=2*t3 l_comp(iteration-l)-t3 l_comp(iteration);

end;

disp([594t31 Q_tot]);

% Get an average number for alfa_outer 

alfa_outer=0;

for i=2:j % alfa_outer(l)=0, when j= l , alfa__outer is calculated as normal start values.

alfa_outei=alfa_outer+alfa_outer_out(i);

end;

alfa_outer=alfa_outer/(j -1);

disp(sprintf('The total heat transfer is Q_total=%.2f W. alfa_outer=%.2f W/(mA2*K). Heat flux phi_Q=%.3e 

W/mA2.\n',Q_tot,alfa_outer,Q_tot* 1 e6/(pi*do*(l_sp+l_tp)))); 

beep on; beep; pause(0.2); beep; pause(0.5); beep off; 

iteration=iteration+1;
encj. END**************************

fidl=fopen(str_datal,'w'); % specify a file to save results 

for i=l:j

fprintf(fidl,' %6.3f %8.3f %7.2f %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f

%7.2f\n',t_out(i),p_out(i),h_out(i),fh_out(i),f_out(i),fi_out(i),dQ_out(i),x_out(i),l_out(i)); 

end;

fclose(fidl);

pause(0.5);

fidl=fopen(str_data2,V); % specify a file to save results 

for i=l:j
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fprintf(fidl,’ %6.3f %8.3f %7.2f %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f

%7.3f\n',t_outer_out(i),p_outer_out(i),h_outer_out(i),fh_outer_out(i),f_outer_out(i),fi_outer_out(i),x_outer_out(i),alfa_outer_out(i)); 

end;

fclose(fidl);

pause(O.l);

end; %end the running of different counters

Appendix D Program to calculate the optimum high pressure of a C 0 2-based 

systems 

D -l Main code

This program correlates the optimum high pressure with the ambient temperature, the effectiveness 
of the internal heat exchanger, and the suction-line inlet quality.

clear all;

global tt_sp tt_tp pp_sp pp_tp hh_sp hh_tp w_sp w_tp mium_sp miumtp lambdal sp lambdal tp ss_sp ss tp cpc_sp cpc_tp ...

xx tp errorlength tmaxl tmax2 tminl tmin2 pmax pmin; 

errorlength— 1000; % set error judgement value

singlephase=load('singlephase-10J60.daty-ascii'); % load termodynamic property data

twophase=load('twophase-30-31 .dat’,'-ascii');

tmaxl=160; tminl=-10; tmax2=31; tmin2=-30; pmax=135; pmin=25;

nl_temp=(tmaxl-tminl)+l; % nl_temp is the number o f single-phase temperature values

nl_pres=(pmax-pmin)+l; % n l pres is the number o f single-phase pressure values

n2=(tmax2-tmin2)+l; % for two-phase status, number o f temperature data equals to number o f pressure data 

for i=l :nl_temp % data mesh for single-phase region 

tt_sp( 1 ,i)=singlephase((i-1) *n 1 _pres+1,1); 

for j=l: nl_pres

hh_sp(j ,i)=singlephase((i-1 )*n l_pres+j ,6);

vv_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,5);

mium_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,3);

lambdal_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,4);
ss_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,8);

cpc_sp(j,i)=singlephase((i-l)*nl_pres+j,7);

end;

end;

for j=l:nl_pres
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pp_sp( 1 ,j)=singlephase((i-1 )*n 1 _pres+j ,2);

end;

fori=l:n2 % data mesh for two-phase region

tt_tp(l ,i)=twophase(i, 1); 

for j=l:l 1

xx_ref=(j-l)*0.1;

hh_tp(j ,i)=xx_rePtwophase(i, 10)+(l -xx_ref)*twophase(i,9);

w_tp(j,i)=xx_ref*twophase(i,8)+(l-xx_ref)*(twophase(i,7)*le-3);

mium_tp(j,i)=l/(xx_ref7twophase(i,4)+(l-xx_ref)/twophase(i,3));

lambdal_tp(j,i)=l/(xx_ref/twophase(i,6)+(l-xx_ref)/twophase(i,5));

opc_tp(j ,i)=xx_ref*twophase(i, 12)+( 1 -xx_ref)*twophase(i, 11);

ss_tp(j ,i)=xx_rePtwophase(i, 15)+(l -xx_ref)*twophase(i, 14);

pp_tp(j,i)=twophase(i,2);

end;

end;

for j= l: 11 % to save calculating time, mesh xx separately

xx_tp(lj)=(j-l)*0.1;

end;

tl=[-10,0,10]'; % tl is the evaporating temperature (Celsius degree)

x=[0.7]'; % x is the outlet quality of the evaporator (-)

t_amb=[35:5:55]'; % t_amb is the ambient temperature at the outlet of gas cooler (Celsius degree)

p3=[80:0.5:135]'; % high pressure (bar)

effi_IHX=[l]'; % efficiency o f the AHE 

for ii=l:size(tl) 

for jj=l:size(x)

h4sat=property_calc(tl(ii),0,0);

[hl_pref,sl_pref,pl_pref]=property_calc(tl(ii),0,l); % referred enthalpy, use to judge whether 1 prime is in two-phase

region or not.

for i= 1: size(t amb) % t3 

t3_init=t_amb(i)+2.9; 

h 1 sat=property_calc(t3_init,p 1 _pref,2);

HX_potential=0; % HX_ potential represents the maximum heat that can be transfered.

p3_tum(i)=135;

for j=l:size(p3) %p3

effi_comp=0.9343-0.04478*p3(j)/pl_pref; % efficiency of the compressor (-) 

for k=l:size(effi_IHX)

t3(i,j,k)=t3_init; p3(i,j,k)=p3(j); 

effi_HX(ij,k)=effi_IHX(k); 

h 1 (i,j ,k)=property_calc(t 1 (ii),0,x(jj)); 

h3 (i j  ,k)=property_calc(t3 (i,j ,k),p3(i j,k),2);
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delta_h=h 1 sat-h 1 (i,j ,k); 

delta_h_ref=h3(ij,k)-h4sat; 

if(delta_h_ref<delta_h) 

if(HX_potential=0)

p3_tum(i)=p3(ij,k); %disp(p3(i.j,k));

end;

HX_potential=l; 

de 1 ta_h=del tahref;

end;

Q_max(i,j ,k)=delta_h;

end;

end;

end;

[mm,nn,pp]=size(t3); 

for il=l:mm 

for jl=l:nn

data__p(ii,j 1 )=p3 (i 1 ,j 1,1); data_Q(ii,j 1 )=Q_max(i 1 j  1,1 );data_t 1 (ii,j 1 )=t 1 (ii);

end;

plot3(data_p(ii, 1 :nn),data_tl (ii,l :nn),data_Q(ii, 1 :nn))

hold on; pause;

end;

end;
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